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ABSTRACT
WOMEN, READING, AND LITERARY CULTURE: THE RECEPTION OF
CHRISTINE DE PIZAN IN FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND
Sarah Wilma Watson
David Wallace
This dissertation challenges the concept of literary communities defined by national
boundaries, arguing that men and women in late-medieval England imagined themselves
as members of a transcontinental, multilingual reading group. To this end, I investigate the
cross-channel circulation of works by Christine de Pizan (1364-c.1430), a Parisian author
who is often described as the first professional woman writer in the West. Through
extensive archival research in London, Oxford, Cambridge, and New York, I uncover
Christine de Pizan’s influence on English literary history, demonstrating how Christine’s
love lyrics, political manuals, and proto-feminist texts were read and shared among readers
in England. I consider the insular reception of Christine’s texts as part of a larger translatio
of French literature to England, a cultural exchange facilitated by the Hundred Years War
(1337-1453) and mediated by the physical transfer of books and people across the English
Channel. Through a study of this mobile literature, my dissertation examines a
transcontinental community of women readers, arguing that these readers were joined not
only by their common experiences as women but also by a shared identity as members of
an international aristocratic society.
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Introduction:
In 1405, Christine de Pizan (1364-c.1430), a prolific Parisian author, imagined a
walled city populated by accomplished women where female solidarity and storytelling
neutralized the brutality of a misogynistic literary tradition. In The Book of the City of
Ladies (Le Livre de la Cité des Dames), a remarkable proto-feminist text, Christine outlines
an imagined community of female readers existing across time and space. She addresses
her book to “ladies from the past as well as from the present and future” (tant les passes
dames, comme les presents et celles a avenir)1 and expresses her hope that the work and
its sequel, The Treasury of the City of Ladies (Le Tresor de la Cité des Dames),2 will be
disseminated widely. Musing upon how she will bring this hope to fruition, Christine
writes:
I…thought to myself that I would distribute many copies of this work
throughout the world whatever the cost, and it would be presented in
various places to queens, princesses and great ladies, so that it might be
more honoured and exalted, for it is worthy of it, and it might be spread
among other women. This idea would ensure its being issued and
circulated in all countries. As it is in the French tongue and as that language
is more common throughout the world than any other, this work will not
remain useless and forgotten. It will endure in many copies all over the
world without falling into disuse, and many valiant ladies and women of
authority will see and hear it now and in times to come.3
Moy…me pensay que ceste noble oeuvre multiplieroye par le monde en
pluseurs copies, quel qu’en fuste le coust: seroit presentee en divers lieux
a roynes, a princepces et haultes dames, afin que plus fust honnouree et
exaucee, si que elle en est digne, et que par elles peust estre semmee entre
les autres femmes; laquelle dicte pensee et desir mis a effect, si que ja est
1

Christine de Pizan, The Book of the City of Ladies, trans. Earl Jeffrey Richards (New York: Persea Books,
1998), 254. Christine de Pizan, Le Livre de la Cité des Dames in La Città delle Dame, trans. & ed. Patrizia
Caraffi and Earl Jeffrey Richards (Roma: Carocci editore, 2003), 496.
2
This text is also known as The Book of the Three Virtues (Le Livre des Trois Vertus).
3
Christine de Pizan, The Treasury of the City of Ladies or The Book of the Three Virtues, trans. Sarah
Lawson (London: Penguin Books, 1985; 2nd ed., 2003), 167-168.
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entrepris, sera ventillee, espandue et publiee en tous païs, - tous soit elle
en langue françoise. Mais parce que la dicte langue plus est commune par
l’univers monde que qulconques autres, ne demourra pas pour tant vague
et non utile nostre dicte oeuvre, qui durera au siecle sanz decheement par
diverses copies. Si la verront et orront maintes vaillans dames et femmes
d’auctorité ou temps present et en cil a venir.4
Here and elsewhere in her oeuvre, Christine de Pizan invites us to consider the circulation
of her work outside of France and prompts us to imagine a trans-national community of
readers. Christine suggests that several factors will facilitate the expansion of this reading
group across space and time - the creation and movement of manuscripts, the universality
of the French language, and the reading and patronage activities of aristocratic women. The
community of readers she describes is separated by geographic distance but unified by a
common language and a shared literary and material culture (in the form of circulating
codices). The group is also joined by gender and class as Christine describes her imagined
readers as “queens, princesses, and great ladies.”
In many ways, Christine’s imagined community of readers became a reality during
the fifteenth century. Her diverse works, which include love lyrics, political manuals,
intellectual debates, conduct books, and proto-feminist texts (See Appendix 1), circulated
throughout the Francophone world, reaching beyond Paris to Burgundy, Bourbon,
Auvergne, Savoy, and Brittany, and crossing the Channel to England.5 Her works also
reached the Low Countries and Portugal.6 This process was facilitated by Christine herself,

4

Christine de Pisan, Le livre des trois vertus, éd. Charity Cannon Willard et Eric Hicks (Paris: Champion,
1989), 225.
5
See Album Christine de Pizan, ed. Christine Reno, Gilbert Ouy, Inès Villela-Petit, Olivier Delsaux, and
Tania Van Hemelryck (Turnhout: Brepols, 2012).
6
See Anne-Marie de Gendt, “‘In Future Times More Than During Your Lifetime.’ The Reception of
Christine de Pizan in the Low Countries" in I Have Heard about You: Foreign Women's Writing Crossing
the Dutch Border, eds. Suzanna van Dijk and Jo Nesbitt (Hilversum: Uitgeverij Verloren, 2004), 84-93;
Orlanda Soei Han Lie, et al., Christine de Pizan in Bruges: The Flemish Codex of Le Livre de la Cité Des
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who produced numerous copies of her works at her manuscript workshop in Paris and
presented these lavish books to aristocratic patrons both within and outside of France. 7 At
different points, Christine prepared books for the King of France, the Queen of France, the
Dukes of Burgundy and Orléans, and the King of England. Through these and other
owners, her books were bequeathed to and copied by numerous aristocratic readers. The
size and variety of Christine’s oeuvre and her role in the production and dissemination of
her texts has led numerous scholars to name Christine as the first professional woman
writer in the West.8
The circulation of Christine’s work in England was particularly robust. By 1500,
around thirty-eight manuscripts containing a work or works by Christine were circulating
in England – thirteen were French-language manuscripts while twenty-five contained

Dames (London, British Library, MS Add. 20698) (Uitgeverij Verloren, 2015); Charity Cannon Willard,
"Louis de Bruges, lecteur de Christine de Pizan," Cahiers de recherches médiévales et humanistes 4
(1997): 191-195; Charity Cannon Willard, "A Portuguese Translation of Christine de Pisan's Livre des trois
vertus," Publications of the Modern Language Association of America (1963): 459-464; Robert B. Bernard,
"The Intellectual Circle of Isabel of Portugal, Duchess of Burgundy and the Portuguese Translation of Le
Livre des Trois Vertus (O Liuro dos Tres Vertudes)" in The Reception of: Christine de Pizan from the
Fifteenth Through the Nineteenth Centuries: Visitors to the City, ed. Glenda K. McLeod (Lewiston, N.Y.:
Edwin Mellen, 1991), 43-58; Thomas Brandenberger, "La réception portugaise de Christine de Pizan: un
nouveau contexte" in Contexts and Continuities: Proceedings of the IVth International Colloquium on
Christine de Pizan (Glasgow, 21-27 July 2000), ed. Angus J. Kennedy (Glasgow: University of Glasgow
Press, 2002), 129-140.
7
On Christine’s manuscript workshop see James Laidlaw, "Christine de Pizan: A Publisher's Progress,"
The Modern Language Review 82.1 (1987): 35-75; Laidlaw, “Christine de Pizan: the Making of the
Queen’s Manuscript (London, British Library, Harley 4431)” in Patrons, Authors and Workshops: Books
and Book Production in Paris around 1400, ed. Godfried Croenen (Leuven: Peeters, 2006), 297-310;
Sandra Hindman, Christine de Pizan's "Epistre Othéa": painting and politics at the court of Charles VI,
Vol. 77. PIMS (1986); Gilbert Ouy, Christine Reno, Inès Villea-Petit, et. al. Album Christine de Pizan
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2012).
8
Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski and Kevin Brownlee, “Introduction,” The Selected Writings of Christine de
Pizan, (New York: Norton, 1997), xi. Christine produced forty-two works during her lifetime. For a
complete list of Christine’s works see Appendix 1. For detailed information about extant manuscripts
containing works by Christine de Pizan see Album Christine de Pizan (2012).
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Middle English translations of Christine’s texts.9 The circulation of Christine’s works in
England also spanned a generous period of time. A volume of her collected works reached
England as early as 1400 and around 1500 interest in her work persisted – a copy of the
Epistre Othea was bequeathed in a 1498 will alongside rich gems and vestments and a copy
of the Epistre au Dieu d’Amour circulated at the Tudor court.10 Christine’s hope that her
work would “circulat[e] in all countries… now and in times to come” was thus partially
fulfilled in England during the fifteenth century.
Christine’s texts also reached a number of women readers in England, bringing to
fruition her hope that women in other countries would read her work. As Christine
predicted, these women were mostly “queens, princesses, and great ladies.” Among the
known owners of Christine’s works in England are Queen Margaret of Anjou; Margaret
Beaufort, mother of King Henry VII; Jacquetta of Luxembourg, Duchess of Bedford; Alice
Chaucer, Duchess of Suffolk; Anne de Vere, daughter of the Duke of Buckingham; and
Anne Wingfield Harling, wife of Lord Scrope of Bolton.
In some ways, however, the foreign readership of Christine’s works did not align
with her expectations. Her texts circulated in England in French throughout the fifteenthcentury, thus confirming her belief in the salience of the French language, but a number of
her works were also translated into Middle English and circulated amongst foreign readers
in a foreign language. Two of the women noted above, Margaret Beaufort and Anne de

9

Thirty of these Christine de Pizan manuscripts are extant while eight are listed in inventories, wills, or
letters. For details see Chapter One.
10
In 1498, Anne, Lady Scrope of Harling bequeathed in her will “A Frenche booke called the Pistill Othia”
to “my Lord Surrey.” Westminster MS 21, a French miscellany including Christine de Pizan’s Epistre au
Dieu d’Amour and her Dit de la Pastoure bears late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth century annotations
including what may be the hand of William Courtenay, a knight active at the Tudor court.

5
Vere, read Christine’s work in a Middle English translation rather than in French. One
further woman, Emalyn Bremschet, a member of the lower gentry, also encountered a
Christine text in English, thus pushing the known readership of Christine de Pizan’s works
outside of the linguistic and class boundaries Christine imagined. Furthermore, readers in
England did not fall into the gendered reading groups suggested by Christine in the passage
quoted above. While Christine imagines a female audience for the City of Ladies, careful
examination of its reception shows that it was owned and read by both male and female
readers.11 In my research, I have found only two women in England who owned the City
of Ladies while a much larger proportion of women owned her political, chivalric, and
martial texts such as the Letter of Othea and The Book of Feats of Arms and Chivalry.
Ultimately, women readers and readers from other countries did own and use Christine’s
texts, but not in the configurations she imagined.
This dissertation examines the relationship between imagined communities of
readers and actual communities of readers, arguing that these categories are sometimes
mutually informing and at other times distinct and in tension. On the one hand, conceptions
of identity and community often inform material reading practices. As noted above,
Christine de Pizan imagined an international community of readers and then set about
producing and distributing manuscripts to diverse patrons in an effort to bring this
community into being. As we will see in the chapters that follow, perceptions of
community also shaped the reading habits and patronage activities of English aristocrats
during the Hundred Years War. During periods of martial and political success, English

See Jennifer Summit, “The City of Ladies in the Library of Gentlemen” in Lost Property: The Woman
Writer and English Literary History, 1380-1589 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 61-107.
11

6
aristocrats cultivated a hybrid Anglo-French identity consonant with their claim to rule
French-speaking territories on the continent. This identity was expressed, in part, through
the collection and annotation of existing French-language manuscripts and the patronage
of new, lavish volumes of French literature. Even in instances where a desire to build
identity did not prompt a systematic program of manuscript acquisition, ideas about self
and community could be mapped onto existing codices. For example, Jacquetta of
Luxembourg inscribed three manuscripts that came into her possession with her personal
motto, “sur tous autres,” and with her name, “Jaquete.” By signing her name in this way,
Jacquetta used a formula common to aristocrats on both sides of the Channel, thus
inscribing her material possessions with a statement of transcontinental identity. Through
these and other examples, this project explores how late-medieval readers used books and
literature to build a social, political, and personal identity and imagine themselves as part
of a wider cultural community.
While imagined and real communities are often mutually informing phenomena, it
is also crucial to attend to moments when a rift exists between the two; when expectations
are not borne out by historical evidence. In particular, this project aims to understand the
complex relationship between imagined female reading communities and historical women
readers. Many medieval authors and some modern critics describe women readers as a
unified group drawn together by gendered reading interests. Common dichotomous
assumptions include: women read for entertainment, while men read for information;
women’s reading is private and personal, while men’s reading is oriented towards the wider
world; women read romances and saints’ lives, while men read political texts and chivalric

7
manuals.12 Primed to consider women’s reading habits as separate and different from those
of men, scholars have tended to study women’s literary culture as an autonomous entity.13
This approach pursues the important goal of focusing on the understudied lives and
experiences of women but inadvertently fuels the reification of stereotypes about gendered
reading and reinforces the idea of separate, gendered reading communities. In this project,
I propose a methodological shift to studying women and literary culture rather than
“women’s literary culture.”14 This approach allows us to consider how women readers and
book owners fit into a wider literary community. I argue that medieval women, especially
aristocratic women, engaged in many of the same literate activities as men, commissioning
and owning some of the same texts and interacting with those texts in very similar ways.
The women in my study are part of a reading community that is defined less by gender
than by culture, politics, and class. These readers were joined not only by their common
experiences as women but also by shared identity as members of an international
aristocratic society.

12

For an excellent discussion of the cultural discourses surrounding gender and reading see Rita Copeland,
"Why Women Can't Read: Medieval Hermeneutics, Statutory Law, and the Lollard Heresy Trials" in
Representing Women: Law, Literature, and Feminism, ed. Susan Sage Heinzelman (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 1994), 253-86.
13
Several studies have examined the reading habits of enclosed religious women. In 1995, David Bell
published an ambitious monograph entitled What Nuns Read (Cistercian Publications) and in 2010, E.A.
Jones and Alexandra Walsham mounted a capacious survey of the books owned and used by religious women
at Syon Abbey (Syon Abbey and its books: Reading, Writing and Religion, c. 1400-1700, Boydell & Brewer,
2010). Focusing on secular women, in 2002, Mary C. Erler produced a detailed investigation of the devotional
reading habits of non-enclosed women in England (Women, Reading, and Piety in Late Medieval England,
Cambridge University Press, 2006).
14
“Women’s literary culture” is a phrase used to describe many scholarly collections and projects. A recent
special issue of the Chaucer Review addressed “Women’s Literary Culture & Late Medieval English
Writing” (51:1, 2016). Similarly, a current project hosted by the University of Surrey is entitled “Women’s
Literary Culture and the Medieval Canon.” As early as 1993, Carol M. Meale took a slightly different
approach, calling her edited collection Women and Literature in Britain, 1150-1500. This title is preferable
to “Women’s Literature in Britain” as it widens the playing field to include not just literature written by
women and literature written for women but also women’s activities as patrons and consumers of literature.

8
Ultimately, this dissertation argues that medieval reading communities were not
confined by national borders or gender boundaries. Rather than understanding English
literary culture and French literary culture as distinct, I make a case for a cross-channel
community of readers joined by a common Francophone culture. Similarly, I push against
scholarship which frames women’s literary culture as separate from men’s literary culture,
arguing for an approach which considers women as active participants, alongside men, in
a mainstream literary culture. In addition to positing a cross-channel community of male
and female readers, I also explore the hybrid identities of individual readers. I argue that
reading practices were shaped by different vectors of identity - the use of books and
literature can be inflected by gender, class, social networks, and political affiliations.
This project crosses many disciplinary lines and draws inspiration and methods
from a number of different fields. One particularly central body of scholarship is the ever
growing field of Anglo-French studies or, as it has been recently termed, cross-channel
studies.15 An early and important foray into the field was made by James Wimsatt in
Chaucer and his French Contemporaries (1991), a book which investigates the influence
of French formes fixes lyrics of the poetry of Chaucer. Wimsatt argues that Chaucer and
his French contemporaries were members of the same aesthetic community and, citing the
work of David Wallace, describes Chaucer as a European poet.16 In 2009, Ardis Butterfield
built amply on this concept, arguing in The Familiar Enemy that Chaucer should be

15

See Elizaveta Strakhov, Politics in Translation: Language, War, and Lyric Form in Francophone
Europe, 1337-1400, PhD. Dissertation (University of Pennsylvania, 2014), 14.
16
James Wimsatt, Chaucer and His French Contemporaries Natural Music in the Fourteenth Century
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decoupled from notions of English and Englishness and separated from post-medieval
narratives of language and nationhood. Butterfield argues that the Hundred Years War
(1337-1453) was not a war between nation states but a familial conflict between
communities connected by centuries of dynastic conflict and alliance, shared territorial
possession, and intermarriage. During this period, French was not a foreign language to
Chaucer and his contemporaries but a familiar language, a “co-vernacular” with English.17
In the same year that Butterfield published A Familiar Enemy, Jocelyn Wogan-Browne
finished editing an impressive collection of essays, published as Language and Culture in
Medieval Britain – The French of England. This collection considers medieval
Francophone culture in England from the eleventh through the fifteenth centuries and
challenges narratives that set French and English in opposition, arguing instead for crossfertilization between the two languages. The collection includes a number of important
articles that highlight the role of book history in understanding Anglo-French relations,
especially in the fifteenth century. The investigations undertaken by Martha Driver,
Andrew Taylor, and Stephanie Downes demonstrate that although new insular French texts
were not often composed in the fifteenth century, French texts continued to be copied and
circulated.18
The reception of Christine de Pizan in England is a relatively new sub-field of
Anglo-French studies, a disciplinary formation which is itself still taking shape. While
individual chapters and articles on Christine in England are numerous, to date no
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monograph has mounted a comprehensive study of the reception of Christine de Pizan in
England.19 A particularly early article by P.G.C. Campbell, entitled Christine de Pizan en
Angleterre (1925), laid some groundwork for the study of Christine in England, drawing
attention to the early arrival of the Epistre au Dieu d’Amour in England, the translation of
the Epistre Othea into Middle English, and the circulation of Christine manuscripts among
English noblemen.20 Subsequent scholarship on Christine in England has developed in a
number of strands. Some scholars approached her reception through the lens of literary
influence and translation, focusing in particular on Thomas Hoccleve’s Middle English
translation of the Epistre au Dieu d’Amour in 1402 and Stephen Scrope’s translation of the
Epistre Othea in 1440. For example, in 1981, Diane Bornstein argued that Hoccleve
diffused and distorted Christine’s proto-feminist message in his translation of the God of
Love’s Letter.21 In 1996 and 2014 respectively, Dhira Mahoney and Misty Schiberle
analyzed the ways in which Scrope appropriates Christine’s feminized counseling voice in
The Letter of Othea to address his powerful patrons.22
The active suppression of Christine’s status as author in both Hoccleve and
Scrope’s texts – Hoccleve fails to name Christine and Scrope describes her as a patron –
has led a number of scholars to consider the relationship between Christine and the

This may change with the publication of Stephanie Downes’ dissertation. However, Downes’ project
focuses on the longue durée of Christine’s reception in England reaching through the nineteenth century.
My project focuses exclusively on Christine’s reception during the fifteenth century with an added focus on
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20
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formation of the English literary canon. In Lost Properties (2000), Jennifer Summit
develops a complex but convincing argument that the conversion of Christine from author
to a patron allowed fifteenth-century writers to appropriate material from Christine’s work
as they shaped a sense of English literary identity. Stephen Scrope, for example, drew on
Christine’s concept of “spiritual chivalry” as he formulated a nascent class of “gentlemen
bureaucrats.” Christine was necessarily pushed to the outskirts of this imagined masculine
community. Similarly, fifteenth and early sixteenth century writers imported material from
Christine as they worked to refashion Chaucer as a “moral, public poet.” This process is
revealed most strikingly in Richard Pynson’s 1526 printed edition of Chaucer’s oeuvre,
where “The Moral Proverbs of Christine” is presented as a work written by Chaucer.
Ultimately, Summit argues that “the making of Chaucer into an exemplary English author
was built…upon the unmaking of Christine de Pizan.”23 In 2007, Laurie A. Finke made a
similar argument, observing that Christine’s works were translated by the same writers who
promoted Chaucer and arguing that “translations of Christine’s works into English during
the fifteenth century were vital to the creation of Chaucer as a premier poet of the English
language.”24
While Finke and Summit took a literary-historical approach to Christine’s reception
in England, other scholars have begun to track Christine’s reception through book history.
In the 2009 French of England collection, Stephanie Downes observes that Christine’s
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reception in England has focused on Middle English translations of her work and suggests
that a comprehensive study of French-language manuscripts of Christine circulating in
England would re-orient our understanding of her reception. Downes specifically argues
that Christine’s Epistre Othea, though translated into Middle English, circulated in Frenchlanguage manuscripts among English patrons.25 Alongside Downes, scholars such as Carol
Meale, Catherine Nall, Martha Driver, M.A. Bossy, and Andrew Taylor have employed
book history to identify Christine de Pizan manuscripts circulating among English readers
in the fifteenth century. Meale discusses a copy of the City of Ladies owned by Alice
Chaucer and a French poetic miscellany containing three Christine texts commissioned by
Thomas, Lord Scales.26 Bossy, Taylor, and Nall analyze a copy of Christine’s Fais d’armes
commissioned by John Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury and owned by Queen Margaret of Anjou
(now BL Royal 15 E. VI).27 Finally, Driver examines a copy of Christine’s Epistre Othea
produced by an Anglo-French scribe, Ricardus Franciscus, for Sir John Fastolf, a retired
English war commander (now Bodleian MS Laud Misc. 570). 28 A similar shift towards
book history can be seen in Anglo-French studies more broadly where pieces centering on
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literary influence (such as Wimsatt’s monograph) have given way to studies that analyze
the movement of books and ideas across the Channel. For example, in a 2011 article,
Jeremy Catto considers the material underpinnings of French literary influence in fifteenthcentury England, arguing that the large number of French books brought to England by
John, Duke of Bedford and his commanders in the 1420s represented a “transforming
cultural inheritance” which shaped and energized England’s “literary culture.”29
The most exciting pieces of scholarship on Anglo-French exchange and Christine
in England combine approaches from book history and literary studies. A particularly
excellent example of this approach is an article by Nancy Bradley Warren entitled “French
Women and English Men: Joan of Arc, Margaret of Anjou, and Christine de Pizan in
England, 1445-1540.”30 Warren argues that English fear of politically powerful French
women influenced the reception of Christine de Pizan in England. Her central example is
a material book – she suggests that English political and gender anxieties shaped how
Christine de Pizan’s Fais d’armes was “packaged” for Margaret of Anjou in British Library
Royal 15 E. VI. The opening image of Christine speaking to Minerva has been replaced by
a male figure, John Talbot, receiving the sword of the marshal of France. Warren argues
that the English makers of this book felt that French women like Christine and Margaret
provided something necessary to the English cause, literary material and genealogical
legitimacy respectively, but believed that these women should not be seen to possess

Jeremy Catto, “After Arundel: The Closing or Opening of the English Mind?” in After Arundel:
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expansive agency. Warren extends this thinking to Stephen Scrope and other English
translators, building an argument similar to those of Laurie Finke and Jennifer Summit by
suggesting that English writers and book makers were drawn to Christine’s literary material
but were led by political pressures and entrenched misogyny to diffuse or omit her voice.31
This approach, wedding book history and literary analysis, produces exciting results.
Throughout this project, I seek to mirror this combinative methodology modelled by
Warren and others.
In addition to engaging with the fields of Christine in England and Anglo-French
studies, this dissertation is also interested in the history of women’s book ownership and
women’s reading practices. I draw inspiration and methods from existing scholarship and
at the same time suggest several new approaches to the study of women and their books.
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By consulting the work of book historians such as Kate D. Harris, Susan Hagen Cavanaugh,
and Carol M. Meale, I have gathered and refined techniques for identifying medieval book
owners. Information about book ownership can be gathered from wills, inventories,
registers, household accounts, and library catalogs. Ownership inscriptions and heraldic
devices found in extant books can also be a useful means for identifying book owners.
Finally, dedications to patrons in prologues and epilogues point to potential owners, though
it is important to consider that dedications are sometimes aspirational rather than actual.32
Carol Meale observes that it is frequently more difficult to track women’s book
ownership since the literary patronage and personal goods of a woman were often
subsumed in the property listings and literary activities of her husband or male guardian.33
Meale recommends a tenaciously accretive approach to combat this historical reality. She
notes:
the act of recovery and reconstruction of women’s culture is a painstaking
one…and it is one which necessitates the piecing together of the minutiae of
women’s lives – of their material possessions, their networks of relationships and
associations, and the day to day details of their existence. The voices of medieval
women are mediated through sources in which they were rarely the principal
concern of those whose task it was (and often still is) to record and analyze
historical experience. Yet to deny ourselves the opportunity to hear these voices,
ambivalent as they may be, is to deny ourselves access to a vital part of medieval
culture.34
32
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In this dissertation, I seek to put this accretive method into practice, collecting archival
data, consulting extant manuscripts, and building out women’s biographies in an effort to
paint a more complete picture of the literate lives of medieval women.
The picture that begins to emerge is one of women actively participating in the
literary culture that surrounded them. This phenomenon was remarked upon long ago by
Susan Groag Bell in her landmark article “Medieval Women Book Owners: Arbiters of
Lay Piety and Ambassadors of Culture” (1982) where she argues that medieval women
played a crucial role in “promoting cultural change,” a role that can be best understood by
examining their “special relationship to books.”35 Writing on women and book culture in
England, Meale seconded Bell’s assertion, noting that “recognition of the extent to which
women…may have been active in the promotion of writers such as Christine [de Pizan] –
in both the production and reproduction of texts – is long overdue.”36 Since Bell and
Meale’s early articles, a large amount of exciting work has been done on medieval women
as owners, patrons, and readers of literature.37 Some studies have focused on individual
women book owners or patrons.38 Others have analyzed groups of women readers from a
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specific social class, age group, or geographical region.39 Still others have consider women
as readers of particular texts or genres of texts. Various studies cover women readers of
John Gower’s Confessio Amantis, women readers of William Langland’s Piers Plowman,
and female owners of romances, conduct books, devotional texts, and Books of Hours.40
Despite this explosion of excellent scholarship, some methodological problems and
lacunae persist. As noted above, the study of women and their books is often limited by the
tendency to treat women’s literary culture as autonomous. In this dissertation, I suggest
that women’s reading habits should be studied alongside the literate activities of men. By
shifting our inquiry from women’s literary culture to women and literary culture, we can
begin to see women as active members of a larger literary community, working alongside
male readers to move texts and ideas across familial, regional, and trans-national networks.
A second method which this dissertation seeks to develop is an approach to
understanding how women used books which came, second-hand, into their possession.
While ample scholarship exists on how and why women commissioned or gifted certain
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texts, less work has been done on women who came to possess books through chance rather
than active curation. How, for example, might a widow use a political text originally given
to her husband? In this dissertation, I analyze what books and literature meant to women
in the context of their lived experience. By placing a woman’s reading materials alongside
the social and political forces that shaped her life, we can, I think, begin to understand how
readers used books and literature to interface with the wider world. This approach shifts us
away from the thorny territory of reader response while still allowing us to explore how
and why medieval women participated in the literary culture that surrounded them.
My project is organized into four chapters, beginning with a bird’s eye view of
Christine de Pizan’s reception in England and concluding with localized considerations of
the inscriptions left by medieval readers in extant Christine manuscripts and early printed
books. Between these macro and micro views are two case studies – one of a specific text,
the Epistre Othea (The Letter of Othea) and one of an individual reader, Jacquetta of
Luxembourg.
My first chapter, “The Social Lives of Books,” argues that men and women in
fifteenth-century England incorporated continental literature and books into their existing
material and literary culture in order to construct a hybrid Anglo-French identity during the
Hundred Years War with France. I consider the reception of Christine de Pizan texts in
England as a part of a larger, post-Chaucerian translatio of French literature to England, a
cultural and literary exchange that was frequently mediated by the physical transfer of
books and people across the Channel. The chapter finds that aristocratic men and women
owned manuscripts of Christine’s works and other French books, commissioned new
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French manuscripts, and patronized English translations of Christine and other French
authors. Across the fifteenth-century, the reading habits and patronage activities of these
elite men and women changed in response to Anglo-French relations; periods of successful
English conquest in France correspond to an increased interest in the works of Christine de
Pizan and continental French literature more generally.
My second chapter examines the cross-channel readership of Christine de Pizan’s
Epistre Othea. The Othea was extremely popular on both sides of the Channel, circulating
among French-speaking readers in France and in England and prompting two translations
into Middle English before 1500. Understood variously as a political manual, a conduct
book, and a guide to spiritual development, the Othea was owned by male and female
readers and circulated up and down the social scale. This chapter argues that the
multiplicity of genres and voices found in the Othea allowed Christine’s text to appeal to
a wide variety of readers. Royal men and women on both sides of the Channel, including
Isabel of Bavaria, Henry IV, Edward IV, and Margaret Beaufort, understood the Othea as
a political text and used the work to educate themselves and their children in the principles
of good governance. Other readers from the aristocracy and lower gentry, including
Stephen Scrope, Anne Harling, Emalyn Bremschet, and Thomas Howard, read the Othea
as a book of “spiritual chivalry,” using the advice in the text to strengthen their souls and
fight off the seven deadly sins. The different ways in which individuals read Christine’s
text were shaped by personal preferences and social and political circumstances.
My third chapter examines how a fifteenth-century noblewoman named Jacquetta
of Luxembourg used the books in her possession to articulate a cross-channel identity.
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Jacquetta, who moved to England in 1433 as the wife of the Duke of Bedford, owned and
personally signed three manuscripts. Her first book, a copy of Jean d’Arras’ mythohistorical romance, Melusine, spoke to Jacquetta’s prestigious European heritage. Like the
original dedicatee of the work, Jean, Duc de Berry, Jacquetta found in this text the origin
story of her continental family, the chivalric conquests and crusading adventures of her
Luxembourg ancestors. Her second book, a lavish collection of works by Christine de Pizan
originally dedicated to the Queen of France, was obtained by her husband, the Duke of
Bedford, from the French royal library. After Bedford’s death, Jacquetta inherited the
manuscript and, like her husband before her, used the book as a symbol of her entitlement
to French culture and her loyalty to English politics. Finally, her third book, a copy of John
Gower’s Middle English Confessio Amantis, allowed Jacquetta to cultivate her nascent
English identity, serving both as a tool for language learning and a guide to England’s
political history. Like her male contemporaries, Jacquetta employed books to articulate her
cross-channel identity, using her reading to explore her family history, cultural inheritance,
and political allegiance.
My final chapter, “Inscription and Identity,” considers the written annotations left
by readers in extant Christine de Pizan manuscripts, arguing that such “in-writing” helps
us to understand how people use books and literature to interface with the wider world.
The chapter finds that men and women use similar forms of self-inscription, following
formulas employed by members of their socio-economic group. However, at the same time,
women annotators often make subtle changes to their signatures, using a personal feminine
name rather than a title or adding a gendered designation such as “modyr.” Women inscribe
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books with markers of a composite identity, often signaling gender, social status, and
political affiliation simultaneously.
Through a study of Christine de Pizan’s cross-channel circulation, this dissertation
challenges the concept of literary communities defined by national boundaries and argues
that late-medieval men and women imagined themselves as members of a transnational,
multilingual reading group. I contend that by studying the movement of physical books
across the Channel we can see the material underpinnings of this transnational literary
community. Book history informs our understanding of literary history and helps us to
grasp the often slippery concepts of literary community and cultural selfhood. Throughout
the project, I attend specifically to the important role which women readers played in the
circulation of books, literature, and ideas, arguing that the literate activities of women
should be considered integral to medieval literary culture. Beginning with the crosschannel circulation of Christine de Pizan, this project aims to expand our understanding of
Anglo-French cultural and literary exchange and transnational reading practices in the
fifteenth century.
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Chapter One: The Social Lives of Books - The Reception of Christine de
Pizan in Fifteenth-Century England
Between 1425 and 1435, a huge number of French books passed into the hands of
English readers. In 1425, John, Duke of Bedford, then regent of France, acquired the
French Royal Library, a vast collection of 843 volumes held at the Louvre. This large cache
of books, termed in a later inventory “the grete librarie that cam owte of France,”41 was a
repository of French intellectual and literary works, carefully curated by King Charles V
to include French translations of the classics, French translations of the Bible, and the work
of contemporary poets such as Guillaume de Machaut, Eustace Deschamps, Christine de
Pizan, and Alain Chartier.42 Though the core of the library stayed intact until 1435 (Bedford
intended to transfer the collection to his residence in Rouen), Bedford gave a number of
books to relatives, supporters, and loyal servants. After Bedford’s death in 1435, the
collection atomized further, passing into the hands of executors and dispersing through sale
in London.43
The dispersal of the Louvre library was a pivotal moment in Anglo-French literary
history. In a recent article, Jeremy Catto described the Louvre corpus as a “transformative
cultural inheritance” that “infused fruitful and abundant life” into England’s “emergent
literary culture.”44 Bedford and his learned captains, Thomas Montague, William de la
Pole, Sir John Fastolf, and Sir Richard Roos, transported numerous books from France to
England and undertook themselves or patronized many translations of French works into
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English.45 This moment of cultural translatio demonstrates the tight imbrication of literary
history and book history - the transfer of cultural and literary information was made
possible by a literal translatio of physical books across the English Channel. The dispersal
of the Louvre library also shows how books and literature move through social and political
networks; books pass as gifts, as payment, as inheritances, from person to person,
highlighting and sometimes creating interpersonal connections.
This chapter investigates the reception of Christine de Pizan in fifteenth-century
England, arguing that the movement of Christine texts across the Channel was part of a
larger, post-Chaucerian translatio of French literature to England. To date, the impact of
Christine on English literary history has been described as minimal or invisible. Of her
forty-two works only five were translated into English before 1500 and two of these
translations fail to name Christine as the author. However, as I will demonstrate, a
comprehensive study of the manuscript evidence indicates that numerous English readers
encountered Christine in French-language manuscripts and were well aware of her
authorial status and impressive oeuvre. Many of these book owners left testaments to their
reading of Christine on flyleaves and margins and some readers even caused new, lavish
manuscripts of Christine’s works to be made.
Reception studies often focus on literary influence, on connections between writers,
examining, for example, Chaucer’s inheritances from Boccaccio, Dante and Machaut.
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Though I am not uninterested in how Christine influenced fifteenth-century poets such as
Thomas Hoccleve and Stephen Scrope, it is my contention that by focusing on book history
and social networks we can develop a more complete understanding of Christine’s
reception in England. In this introductory chapter, I will present an overview of my archival
research, describing my identification of thirty extant Christine manuscripts that were in
England before 1500, eight non-extant Christine manuscripts described in wills and
inventories, and two pre-1500 print editions of works by Christine. Using these findings, I
will build a history of Christine’s reception in England, moving through the fifteenth
century to construct a full picture of circulation.

Overview
My research indicates that there are thirty extant manuscripts containing at least
one work by Christine de Pizan that were in England before 1500 (see Appendix 2A).
Thirteen of these manuscripts are French-language manuscripts. Two were made in France
and migrated to England through war or marriage, four were made in France or Flanders
at the request of English patrons, and seven were made in England, five by English scribes,
and two by continental scribes who had traveled to England with English patrons. The
thirteen French-language manuscripts include one collected works of Christine de Pizan,
four copies of the Epistre Othea, three copies of the Livre des fais d’armes, and one copy
each of the Cité des Dames, the Livre de trois vertus, the Epistre à la Reine, the Epistre au
Dieu d’Amours, the Livre de la Pastoure, and a single ballade from the Autres Ballades.
There are six additional French-language Christine manuscripts currently in England that
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may have come to England before 1500, all made in France, but the provenance
information is incomplete (see Appendix 2B).46
There are eighteen extant Middle English Christine manuscripts made before 1500
(see Appendix 2D). Eleven of these manuscripts are copies of Thomas Hoccleve’s
adaptation of the Epistre au Dieu d’Amours, and three are copies of Stephen Scrope’s
translation of the Epistre Othea. There is also one manuscript copy of an anonymous
translation of the Othea, one copy of an anonymous translation of the Book of the Body
Politic (possibly by Anthony Woodville), and one copy of William Worcester’s The Boke
of Noblesse (which incorporates sections of Christine’s Fais d’Armes). Finally, one
manuscript contains Charles d’Orlean’s Fortunes Stabilnes which includes his poem
“Alone am Y” a translation of Christine’s lyric “Seulette Suis” from the Cent Ballades.
In addition to the thirty extant French and Middle English manuscripts of
Christine’s works, there are at least eight missing Christine manuscripts - seven books
referred to in various historical and literary documents (letters, wills, inventories, and an
autobiography) and one lost copytext that was used to produce a French Othea and
Scrope’s Middle English translation of the same text (see Appendix 2E). Additionally,
there are two pre-1500 print editions of English translations of Christine – Anthony
Woodville’s Morale Prouerbes of Cristyne published by William Caxton in 1478 and
William Caxton’s The Book of Fayttes of Armes and Chyvalrye printed in 1489 (see
Appendix 2F).47
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If we count all extant manuscripts and documentary references, there must have
been at least 38 manuscripts containing works by Christine de Pizan in England before
1500. Additionally, there are 3 extant printed copies of the Morale Proverbs and 20 extant
printed copies of The Book of Fayttes of Armes all produced by Caxton before 1500. This
is a sizable number and there were likely many more books for which information is lost.

“Dittiés, livres, et volumes” - The Reception of Christine in England, 1398 1425
In 1396 or 1397 Christine de Pizan met John, Earl of Salisbury when he visited
France around the time of Isabella of Valois’s marriage to Richard II. According to her
semi-autobiographical work the Advision Cristine, Salisbury and Christine discussed the
Earl’s love of French poetry and in the following year Christine sent her 13-year-old son,
Jean de Castel, to England with Salisbury to be a companion to his son of similar age. In
1398 or 1399, Christine sent Salisbury “dittiés, livres, et volumes,” which may have
included individual lyric poems, a collection of lyric poems such as her Cent Ballades or
Autres Ballades or longer pieces such as the Epistre au dieu d’amour or the Epistre Othea.
Christine may have considered the Othea a particularly appropriate text for her and
Salisbury’s sons who were both on the cusp of manhood and perhaps in need of education
in good social and moral behavior.48
It seems clear that Christine hoped for future patronage from the Earl of Salisbury
but such hopes were dashed in October of 1399 when Henry IV deposed Richard II and
Othea as 100 Hystoryes of Troyes in 1540. Additionally, Christine’s Morale Prouerbes (in Woodville’s
translation), was misattributed to Chaucer in Richard Pynson’s collected works of the poet printed in 1526.
48
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beheaded Salisbury in January of the same year as a supporter of the displaced king.
Luckily, Henry IV took a liking to Christine’s son and also to Christine’s poetry, which he
had likely confiscated from Salisbury when his goods were forfeited to the crown.49
Sometime between 1400 and 1403, Henry IV invited Christine to come to the English court
as resident poet. This unprecedented request was a testament both to Christine’s
international fame and to the English king’s interest in cultivating a Francophone culture
at his court.50
In order to ensure her son’s safety, Christine made an appearance of acquiescence
and sent some of her works to the English king. She requested that her son be sent to escort
her to England but as soon as Jean was back on French soil she rescinded her promise and
remained in France for the rest of her life. In the Advision she describes the ruse saying:
“And since I was not tempted by this in any way, seeing how things were, I concealed my
feelings until I might have my son, expressing my thanks profusely and saying that I was
fully at his command. To be brief, I did so much with great effort and by means of my
books that I obtained leave for my said son to come and fetch me to take me to a place I
have yet to see” (Et comme de ce je ne fusse en riens temptee, considerant les chose comme
elles estoient, dissimulay tant que mon dit filz peusse avoir, disant grant mercis et que bien
a son commandement estoie. Et a brief parler, tant fis a grant peine et par le moien de mes
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livres que congié ot mon dit filz de me venir querir par de ça pour mener la, qui encore n’y
vois).51
It is difficult to know which of Christine’s texts were contained in the manuscripts
she sent to Henry IV. It seems likely that one of these manuscripts was a collected works,
perhaps with contents similar to that of BnF, f.fr 12779, a manuscript prepared under
Christine’s direction between 1399 and 1403, which includes mostly short formes fixes
poetry and a few longer narrative dits including the Epistre Othea.52 It seems especially
likely that the Othea was among the works that Christine sent to the King of England. A
dedication, extant in only one manuscript (now Harley MS 219), addresses an unnamed
“roy noble” (noble king). Originally thought to be a dedication to Charles VI, James
Laidlaw has suggested that the dedication was actually written for Henry IV. He notes that
the restrained nature of the encomium is more suited to the English ruler than the French
king. The presentation manuscript no longer survives, but Harley 219, a composite
miscellany made in England in the first half of the fifteenth-century, seems likely to be a
copy (or a copy of a copy) of the manuscript which Christine sent to Henry IV.53
Another text that seems likely to have been among the volumes of poetry which
Christine sent to Salisbury and/or Henry IV is the Epistre au Dieu d’Amours. Originally
composed in 1399, the God of Love’s Letter was adapted in Middle English by Thomas
Hoccleve as early as 1402. Though Hoccleve’s Letter of Cupid, until recently, has received
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little critical attention, it was quite popular among medieval readers - the poem survives
complete in ten fifteenth-century manuscripts and is excerpted in an eleventh manuscript.54
Hoccleve’s poem appears in several Middle English anthologies including Digby 181,
Bodleian 638, Fairfax 16, Tanner 346, and CUL Ff.1.6 (the Findern manuscript), usually
alongside Chaucer and Lydgate. The Letter of Cupid also appears in a macaronic collection
compiled by John Shirley in the 1430s (Trinity College Cambridge, R.3.20).55
As Ethan Knapp has suggested, Hoccleve may have produced this swift translation
in an effort to “[offer] himself as a substitute” when Christine declined Henry’s invitation
to come to the English court.56 R.D. Perry further argues that through such a strategic move
Hoccleve aspired to advance from “a coterie of clerks to one funded by royal patronage.”57
Hoccleve may have obtained a copy of Christine’s French poem from the cache of volumes
given to Henry IV. But, it is also possible that Hoccleve encountered the text through his
circle of bureaucratic contacts. Knapp and Perry suggest that during this period a crosskingdom coterie of bureaucrats, traveling across the Channel to negotiate marriage and war
settlements, provided an opportunity for literary and cultural exchange.58
A manuscript at All Souls College, Oxford, may lend support to the argument that
French literature, and the work of Christine de Pizan in particular, circulated through a
clerkly milieu in the first quarter of the fifteenth century. All Souls College MS 182 is a
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Latin and French miscellany, containing a large number of letters (folios 1-310) and several
short texts on language instruction including Walter Bibbesworth’s Tretiz (folios 311-322).
Dominica Legge suggests that this was a set of letter writing formularies begun by a clerk
or clerks at grammar school or University and continued as a commonplace book by the
addition of useful materials.59 The manuscript seems to have existed in several loose
sections that were later bound together by All Souls in the early sixteenth century. 60 A
section of letters found on folios 209-310 includes a copy of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre
à la Reine, a letter written to Isabel of Bavaria on October 5th, 1405 urging the queen to
broker peace between the Dukes of Orléans and Burgundy and save France from impending
civil war. Christine’s letter appears alongside other letters written in French to and from
important personages including letters from Richard II to Charles VI, Louis d’Orléans, and
Philip, Duke of Burgundy.61 Written in 1405, Christine’s Epistre à la Reine could not have
reached England in the batch of texts sent to Henry IV around 1400. This suggests that
Christine’s works were reaching England through other channels in the first quarter of the
fifteenth century, traveling not just through royal and aristocratic networks but also through
clerkly circles.
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“The grete librarie that cam owte of France” - The Reception of Christine in
England, 1425-1450
Around 1425, the steady trickle of French literature into England became a deluge.
After a series of victories under Henry V, beginning with the Battle of Agincourt in 1415
and culminating in the Treaty of Troyes in 1420, English aristocrats, commanders, and
soldiers, celebrating their position of (temporary) ascendancy, seized possession of
hundreds of French books. The epicenter of this transfer was John, Duke of Bedford and
his circle of “learned captains,” a group of men including Thomas Montagu, Earl of
Salisbury, William de la Pole, Earl of Suffolk, John Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, Sir John
Fastolf, Sir Richard Roos, and Thomas, Lord Scales. These men, many of whom had fought
under Henry V and the Duke of Bedford, assisted Bedford in the task of governing the
Anglo-French dual monarchy after he had been named the Regent of France in 1422 upon
the death of his brother Henry V.62 By examining the French-language manuscripts owned
by these men and their associates, including women associates, we can see the social and
political networks through which a large number of works by Christine de Pizan reached
England during the second quarter of the fifteenth century.

John, Duke of Bedford and the French Royal Libraries
In April of 1424, two years after the death of Charles VI, the French royal library
held at the Louvre, consisted of 843 volumes and was valued at 2323 livres 4 sous parisis.
By late June 1425, ownership of the books had been transferred to John, Duke of Bedford,
then regent of France. It is unclear whether or how much the Duke paid for this acquisition.
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The library remained at the Louvre in the keeping of the librarian Garnier de Saint-Yon
while Bedford was in England from December 1425 to March 1427. In October 1429,
Bedford relinquished his captaincy of Paris and moved his principal residence to Rouen
where he had, for the past year, been making various improvements to the chapel, library,
and wardrobe. Jenny Stratford suggests that at this point “the library was almost certainly
removed to the castle at Rouen.” After several years of English losses and rocky AngloBurgundian relations, Bedford returned to England in June 1433 to seek money and men
and to deal with the continuing conflict between his brother Humphrey, Duke of
Gloucester, and his uncle Cardinal Beaufort. He seems to have brought some of his
valuables across the Channel, goods that were left behind in London in his wardrobe upon
his return to France in 1434. He died in Rouen in September 1435.63
The dispersal of the Louvre library began before Bedford’s death. Bedford sent his
brother Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, a French Livy in 1427, as noted by a flyleaf
inscription (the manuscript at some point returned to the continent and is now Bib. De
Sainte-Geneviere, no. 777). The British Library has two additional French books owned
by Gloucester, Le Songe de Vergier (Royal 19 C IV), almost certainly from the Louvre
collection, and a Chroniques des rois de France (Royal 16. G. VI), perhaps also from the
Louvre.64 Similarly, in 1434, a multi-volume French Bible, likely originating from the
Louvre library, was delivered from Bedford’s chamber to Richard Sellyng, one of his
officers in Calais, perhaps as collateral for expected wages.65 Bedford may have made other
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such gifts to his commanders, dispersing cultural booty to his supporters in the form of
lavish French manuscripts.
In addition to these specific French Royal manuscripts, a collection of Louvre
books seems to have been brought to London, perhaps during one of Bedford’s visits
(1425-27 or 1433) or after his death in 1435. This collection is described in an inventory
of Bedford’s goods made after his death as “þe grete librarie þat cam owte of France, of
which my lord þe cardinal had the substance.”66 The cardinal referred to in the inventory
is Cardinal Beaufort, who administered the execution of Bedford’s will between 1438 and
1447. Beaufort was a known book collector so it is possible that he kept some of the French
books, but it is more likely that the books, like many of Bedford’s other valuables, simply
passed through Beaufort’s hands as executor.67
Some of the Louvre books may have been dispersed by sale in London. A
presentation copy of Jean Golein’s translation of the Rationale of Durandus, made for
Charles V and acquired by Bedford from the Louvre, was purchased in London in 1441 by
Jean, count of Angouleme and brought back to the continent (now BnF MS Français 437).
Similarly, a French translation of Aristotle’s Ethics was “recovered” by Charles d’Orléans
around 1440. Other Louvre volumes were brought back to the continent by Louis of
Gruuthuse, a Flemish nobleman who acted as an ambassador to England numerous times
after 1461. About a dozen books from the French royal library ended up in the hands of
Louis of Gruuthuse and through him returned to France (now BnF MSS. Français 174, 403,
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493, 495, 761, 793, 810, 1064, 1634, 493, 1589).68 This information indicates that a portion
of the French royal library crossed the Channel to London. Some of the volumes remained
in England for only about 10 to 30 years (perhaps enough time for circulation and copying)
while others remained in England much longer.
A group of Bedford’s French books almost certainly came into the hands of Sir
John Fastolf, the chief steward of Bedford’s household from 1422-1435 and one of four
executors for Bedford’s will.69 A 1448 inventory, found by Richard Beadle in a small
booklet at Magdalen College, Oxford (Fastolf Paper 43), details the contents of 44
furnished rooms at Caister Castle (Fastolf’s East Anglian residence).70 One room, “the
stewe house,”71 includes a detailed list of “Frenshe books,”72 including a number of unusual
titles, several unknown in England but found in the inventory of the French royal library.
A large number of the works are French translations of classical texts produced under the
patronage of Charles V such as Livy’s History of Rome, Vegetius’ De re militari, and
Aristotle’s Ethics. These books seem to have been used by members of Fastolf’s household.
William Worcester, his secretary, included quotations from Livy and Vegetius in his
chivalric text “The Book of Noblesse” (he also used Christine de Pizan’s Fais d’Armes).
Worcester also describes lending out a copy of Aristotle’s Ethics and mentions a copy of
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Le Myrrour des Dames. A lavish copy of the Myrrour, identified as coming from the
French royal library, now resides at Corpus Christi College Cambridge (see MS 324) along
with a manuscript containing Worcester’s Itineraries.73 While the exact origin of Fastolf’s
books is unclear, Fastolf seems to have been keenly aware of and interested in emulating
the courtly literary tastes of Northern Europe, collecting works commonly found in French
royal and ducal libraries.74
While this survey of Bedford and the Louvre library illustrates the climate of
seizure and dispersal that characterized the period, it does not give us specific information
about the circulation of Christine de Pizan manuscripts. Curiously, not a single Christine
de Pizan book is listed in the inventories of the Louvre library made in 1411, 1413, and
1424.75 This is puzzling since we know that Christine wrote for royal patrons. The answer
perhaps lies in the fact that the French royal book collection was held in multiple locations.
The Louvre library was certainly the largest repository of books but smaller collections
were held at other royal residences.
For example, Isabel of Bavaria (wife of King Charles VI) kept a personal library
separate from that of her husband. Through a study of Isabel’s accounts, Auguste Vallet de
Viriville has identified some of the books that entered Isabel’s collection including a
Chroniques de France borrowed from Philip the Bold in 1398, a book entitled Les Cent
Ballades 76 purchased from Pierre le Portier in 1399, and a large number of religious books
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ranging from lavish books of hours and psalters to a life of Saint Margaret and a Légende
dorée. According to Isabel’s accounts, the books were cared for by Catherine de Villiers,
designated librarian by Isabel in 1393, and were frequently repaired and re-covered. The
books were likely housed at Isabel’s main Parisian residence, the Hôtel de Saint-Paul or at
a secondary residence, the Hôtel Barbette (also in Paris). There is also evidence to suggest
that Isabel carried some or all of the books with her when she traveled. A household
account from 1387 describes a lockable wooden trunk covered in leather purchased to carry
the “livres et romans de la royne.” Auguste Vallet suggests that the “livres” may refer to
service and devotional books in Latin while the “romans” may refer to books written in
French.77
In January 1414, Christine de Pizan presented a lavish manuscript of her collected
works to Queen Isabel, now British Library Harley MS 4431. A large illustration on the
opening page of the manuscript shows Isabel in a beautiful bedroom (perhaps intended to
be a chamber in the Hôtel de Saint Paul),78 surrounded by a group of courtly women as
Christine presents her book to the queen.79 While it is usually assumed that Harley MS
4431 passed to the Duke of Bedford along with the Louvre library, it seems more likely
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that Harley MS 4431 was held in Isabel’s personal library at Saint Paul or Barbette not at
the Louvre. Lori Walters believes that Bedford may have come to possess Harley 4431,
and probably other books and goods owned by the queen, in a separate transaction. Around
1425, the duke paid 1200 livres for “certains livres” to Pierre de Thury, the sculptor
working on the double tomb of Charles VI and Isabel.80 Walters speculates that Isabel,
perhaps short on money, sold some of the books in her collection to finance the construction
of this double tomb, a monument that inserted her into the French royal line and perhaps
seemed a more permanent mode of commemoration than a personalized manuscript.81
Soon after Harley 4431 left the hands of Queen Isabel, the beautiful book passed to
another powerful woman – Jacquetta of Luxembourg, the second wife of the Duke of
Bedford. Jacquetta likely received the book as a wedding gift in 1433 or as an inheritance
from her husband upon his death in 1435. She registered her possession of the book by
writing her name and personal motto on the front flyleaf of the manuscript. She also
inscribed her name in the margins of three additional pages and placed her motto at the
base of a fourth page. Harley 4431 was a superb example of the artistic and literary French
culture over which the English sought dominance. Jacquetta may have used her ownership
of Harley 4431 to reinforce her status as the widow of the great Duke of Bedford and
declare her commitment to the English effort during the Hundred Years War.82
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English Commanders and French Books
During the 1420s and 1430s, Bedford passed French books, including at least one
Christine de Pizan manuscript, to relatives such as his brother, Humphrey, Duke of
Gloucester and his second wife, Jacquetta of Luxembourg. It seems likely that around this
same time he also gave books to men in his service, especially those men who worked with
him to maintain English territorial possessions on the continent after the death of Henry V.
Alternatively or additionally, the men in Bedford’s circle may have engaged in a similar
practice of acquisition, motivated by an interest in French literature and a mentality of
conquest.83 In the wake of the English occupation of Paris, English aristocrats may have
anticipated that not just French books but also French territory would soon be available.
Curating a collection of French cultural objects may have been one way in which English
elites expressed their growing sense of entitlement to French land and culture.
Thomas Montagu, the Earl of Salisbury (1388-1428), William de la Pole, the Duke
of Suffolk (1396-1450), and Thomas, Lord Scales (1399-1460) are worth discussing as a
trio. All three men had extended military careers in France, serving under Henry V and the
Duke of Bedford, all three had close relationships with Alice Chaucer, and all three had an
interest in French lyrical poetry.
Early in his life, Thomas Montagu was the adolescent companion of Christine de
Pizan’s son Jean de Castel who was sent to the house of John of Salisbury (Thomas’ father)
along with various “dittiés, livres, et volumes” in 1398.84 Thomas Montagu may therefore
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have been familiar with the work of Christine de Pizan, especially her early lyric poetry,
from the young age of ten or eleven. Thomas had ample opportunity during his life to
encounter or re-encounter French literature, serving almost continuously on the continent
from 1416 until his death in 1428. Thomas married Alice Chaucer, only daughter and heir
of Thomas Chaucer and Maud Burghersh, in 1421. She accompanied him to a wedding in
Paris in 1424 where her beauty attracted the attentions of Philip the Good, Duke of
Burgundy. According to the chronicler Pierre de Fenin, Montagu was so insulted by the
advances of the Duke upon his wife that he decided to support the Duke of Gloucester’s
anti-Burgundian efforts in the Low Countries. Montagu died in 1428, shortly after the siege
of Orléans.85
Like Thomas Montagu, William de la Pole, Duke of Suffolk, had many
opportunities for contact with continental literature and culture, serving as a soldier,
lieutenant, and diplomat between 1415 and 1430. William de la Pole was captured at the
siege of Orléans and allegedly declared Joan of Arc to be the bravest woman in the world
and requested the honor of dubbing her a knight. He was released for a substantial ransom
in 1430 and returned to England. Around this time he married Thomas Montagu’s widow,
Alice Chaucer, solving some of his financial problems and gaining a powerful ally in his
new father-in-law Thomas Chaucer. As the king’s butler, Chaucer may have helped Suffolk
to secure a position on Henry VI’s minority council. During the 1430s and 40s, Suffolk’s
power and proximity to the king increased steadily and in 1444 he negotiated a temporary
truce with France in Tours and successfully arranged a marriage between Henry VI and
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Charles VII’s niece Margaret of Anjou. Though Suffolk was maligned by contemporaries
and subsequent historians as a Francophile intent on peace with France at any cost,
historian John Watts and others argue that his diplomatic policy was not unilaterally peacedriven and largely sought to strengthen England’s position by cultivating the support of
certain powerful French magnates, a policy employed by Henry V and Bedford in the
preceding decades.86
Though Suffolk’s views on foreign policy remain obscure, it seems clear that
Suffolk was deeply interested in continental French literature, especially courtly love
poetry. In 1425, according to Guillaume Benoit (Suffolk’s servant in France), the then earl
(later duke) was pining for an unnamed lady and summoned the poet and composer Gilles
Binchois. Binchois produced a roundel on the spot, delighting the earl and earning a
handsome present.87 Suffolk may also have composed French verse himself. In Cambridge
Trinity College R.3.20, John Shirley ascribes a group of five French lyrics to the Earl of
Suffolk, explaining that four poems were written during his imprisonment in France in
1429 and one upon his release in 1430.88
In 1432, Suffolk requested the custody of the French prisoner and poet Charles
d’Orléans. A friendship developed between the two men during Suffolk’s term as gaoler
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(1432-1436) and the connection was maintained after Charles d’Orléans’ release in 1440 Suffolk visited Charles at Blois in 1444.89 The friendship may have been built in part on
mutual enjoyment of lyric poetry. During his time in England, Charles d’Orléans began to
translate some of his French lyrics into English and by the end of his time in England began
to compose new poetic works in English, most notably Fortunes Stabilnes, probably
completed around 1439 or 1440 (see BL Harley MS 682).90 Within this work, Charles
d’Orléans interpolates a single lyric by Christine de Pizan, translating “Seulette Suis,”
poem eleven in the Cent Ballades, as “Alone am y.”91 Charles may have encountered
Christine’s Cent Ballades (1394-1399) before he was taken prisoner in 1415. Christine de
Pizan wrote Charles’ mother Valentina into the City of Ladies and a miniature in Harley
4431 shows Christine presenting the Epistre Othea to Louis d’Orléans, Charles’ father.92
Charles could, alternatively or additionally, have run across a copy of the Cent Ballades
after he arrived in England. As we have seen, Christine’s lyric collection was likely
circulating in England as early as 1399 or 1400, probably sent as part of a collected works
to Henry IV. It is even possible that Suffolk, with his interest in lyric poetry, owned a lyric
collection, perhaps one containing poems by Christine, and made it available to his
imprisoned friend.
Though no extant manuscript of French lyrical poetry can be connected to Thomas
Montagu or William de la Pole, their close contemporary and associate, Thomas Scales
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(1399-1460), owned an extant French poetic miscellany, now Westminster Library MS 21.
Like Montagu and Suffolk, Scales served in France almost continuously for thirty years,
though beginning his tenure slightly later and returning regularly to France in the 1440s.
Alongside Suffolk, Scales fought in the siege of Orléans, was captured, released, and joined
the lords attending Henry VI in 1430. Scales and Suffolk were also close allies in East
Anglian politics.93
In 1435, Scales returned to the continent, having been appointed the steward of
Normandy by the Duke of Bedford, and did not return to England permanently until 1449.
It is likely during this later period that Scales obtained Westminster 21, a thin, ad hoc
collection of French verse written on paper with a watermark dating to after 1430. The
collection includes formes fixes lyrics by Guillaume de Machaut, Oton de Granson,
Eustace Deschamps, and Christine de Pizan. It also includes two longer French poems by
Christine de Pizan, the Epistre au Dieu d’amour (1399) and the Livre de la Pastoure
(1403). The name “Scales” and the motto “La non chalant” appear written in the scribal
hand on folio 64v, incorporated into the descenders of the explicit to the Epistre au Dieu
d’amour. Scales likely brought the manuscript back to England by 1449. After the death
of William de la Pole in 1450, Scales worked alongside Alice Chaucer to consolidate power
in East Anglia. He and his wife Emma also became close associates of Margaret of Anjou
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during this period. He remained loyal to the Lancastrian cause and was killed by the
Yorkists in 1460.94
Like her close male associates, Alice Chaucer, Duchess of Suffolk (c.1404-1475),
took an interest in French literature and culture. An inventory drawn up in 1466 (Bodleian
Library, Ewelme Muniments 7, A.47) indicates that Alice owned at least four French
books: “A frensh boke of quaterfitz Emond,” likely a copy of the Quatres Fils Aymon, a
prose romance, “a frensh boke of the tales of philisphers,” likely Guillaume de
Tignonville’s Les Dits Moraux des Philosophes, “a frensh boke of le Citee de dames,”
likely a copy of Christine de Pizan’s The Book of the City of Ladies, and “a frensh boke of
temps pastoure,” possibly Christine’s Livre de la Pastoure.95 Alice may have become
aware of Christine de Pizan through one of her husbands. As has been discussed above,
Thomas Montagu was a childhood companion of Christine’s son and both Thomas
Montagu and her third husband, William de la Pole, may have known Christine’s lyric
poetry. The Christine books listed in the inventory may have been continental manuscripts
obtained by Montagu or Suffolk while fighting in France in the 1420s and 30s and
subsequently given to or inherited by their wife. Alice Chaucer’s close connection with
Thomas Scales in the 1450s and the fact that both owned works by Christine de Pizan may
also be suggestive. While navigating East Anglian politics, the Baron and Duchess could
have discussed and shared books.
It is also possible, however, that Alice played a more active role in obtaining these
Christine manuscripts. She traveled to the continent at least three times during her lifetime,
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once in 1424 with Thomas Montagu for a wedding in Paris and twice with William de la
Pole in 1444 and 1445 to negotiate the marriage of Margaret of Anjou to Henry VI and to
accompany the bride back to England.96 Alice may have acquired some or all of her French
books during one of these trips. Carol M. Meale suggests that a number of French books
entered England around the time of Margaret Anjou’s marriage to Henry. Most famously,
John Talbot commissioned a massive chivalric anthology presented to Margaret upon her
betrothal to the king. Now British Library Royal MS 15 E VI, the Talbot-Shrewsbury book,
this manuscript was produced at a workshop in Rouen and brought to England in 1444 or
1445. English contemporaries of Talbot may have used this same workshop or other similar
workshops to commission French manuscripts. For example, a copy of the City of Ladies
(now BL Royal MS 19 A XIX) was made in France and entered England around the time
of Margaret’s marriage. Similarly, a copy of the French romance Les Quatres Fils Aymon
(now BL Royal 16 G II) may have come over to England at this time; certain stylistic
similarities suggest that it was made in the same Rouen workshop as the TalbotShrewsbury book.97 Though neither of these extant codices can be connected to Alice
Chaucer, both works are listed in her inventory. Aware of literary fashions abroad and at
home, Alice may have commissioned French manuscripts for her personal collection.
Turning back to the Talbot-Shrewsbury book, it is worth noting that this lavish
codex contains, as its penultimate text, Christine de Pizan’s Livre des fais d'armes et de
chevalerie. Like in Westminster 21, Christine’s work appears alongside other continental
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French literature. But, whereas in Westminster 21 Christine’s narrative dits are paired with
lyric poetry, here her prose treatise on war and chivalry is paired with chansons de geste
and military and political texts. John Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury (1387-1453), like
Montagu, Suffolk, and Scales, served in France under Henry V and the Duke of Bedford
and had ample opportunity to familiarize himself with French culture and obtain French
books as war trophies. The contents of the Talbot-Shrewsbury book suggest that he had
access to exemplars of numerous French texts, many of which were unknown in England
at the time. For example, Honoré Bouvet’s Arbre des batailles, found on folios 293r-325v,
circulated widely in France but did not reach England in any number until the second half
of the fifteenth century.98 Like Scales, Talbot inscribes himself into the French book,
though much more elaborately, by including a large donor portrait on folio 2v and his coat
of arms on ten folios throughout the manuscript.99 As Andrew Taylor has argued, the
finished manuscript embodies a complex act of self-presentation in which Talbot
commemorates his loyal service to the Lancastrian dynasty, presents himself as a learned
carrier of French literature and culture, and offers his services to Henry VI and his new
queen, perhaps as a chivalric tutor to their unborn heirs.100
While Talbot turned to a continental workshop for his manuscript-making needs,
other English book owners brought the workshop to England. In 1450, about five years
after Talbot had caused the Talbot-Shrewsbury book to be made in Rouen, Sir John Fastolf
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commissioned a magnificent copy of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea and the
anonymous Livre des Quatre Vertus (now Oxford, Bodleian, Laud. Misc. 570).101 The book
was executed in London by Ricardus Franciscus, a scribe whose hand first appears in fine
liturgical manuscripts made for the Duke of Bedford in Paris or Rouen. Ricardus used a
stylish secretary hand and incorporated Fastolf’s motto into more than twenty places in the
manuscript, clearly inscribing the identity of his patron on the beautiful new manuscript.102
The manuscript was likely copied from a continental manuscript already in Fastolf’s
possession. Fastolf’s step-son Stephen Scrope had produced a Middle English translation
of Christine’s Othea around 1440, using a sister manuscript to Laud Misc. 570.103 The
missing copytext included a dedication to Jean, duc de Berry and a miniature showing
Christine presenting the book to her patron. Fastolf may have come to possess the lost
presentation copy of the Othea given by Christine to the Duc de Berry.104 This manuscript
could have passed into the French royal library upon the Duc de Berry’s death in 1416 and
then to Fastolf through Bedford. Whatever the exact provenance, this situation suggests
that Fastolf owned not one but two lavish copies of the Othea.
One of the most surprising findings of this survey of Christine manuscripts and the
English men and women who owned them in the second quarter of the fifteenth century, is
that, with the exception of Harley MS 4431, the majority of these manuscripts were not
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war booty taken from French libraries but new productions, made at the command of
English patrons, perhaps from French exemplars obtained during the war. Some English
readers, like Thomas Scales, John Talbot, and possibly Alice Chaucer, had manuscripts
produced on the continent by professionals in workshops in Rouen or elsewhere. Other
patrons, such as Sir John Fastolf and the anonymous producer of Harley 4605 (a Fais
d’armes written by a Gascon scribe in London)105 brought continental scribes and artists
across the Channel and employed them to produce French-language manuscripts in
England. Still others used English scribes and artists to produce French-language
manuscripts. Bodleian MS Fr. D. 5, a copy of Christine’s Livre de Trois Vertus of unknown
provenance, was produced by an English scribe and English miniaturist in the 1440s. 106
Similarly, Royal MS 19 B xviii, a copy of Christine’s Fais d’armes, was written by an
English scribe in the mid-fifteenth century.107
This pattern of book ownership and patronage suggests that while English readers
valued French continental manuscripts from the preceding decades, they nonetheless felt
the desire to make French literature more their own by producing new, customized objects.
For individuals like Fastolf, who already owned a beautiful and serviceable continental
book, this was a process of duplication, an act of conspicuous consumption and cultural
appropriation in which a ‘French’ manuscript was re-made as an ‘English’ manuscript. By
commissioning new copies of French literature, complete with personal mottos, names,
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and portraits, English men like Fastolf, Scales, and Talbot wrote themselves into French
literary history.

“Of these sayynges Christyne was aucteuresse” - Christine in Middle
English, 1440-1489
With the exception of Thomas Hoccleve’s early translation of Christine’s Epistre
au Dieu d’Amours, until 1440 the works of Christine de Pizan circulated amongst English
readers in French-language manuscripts.108 After this somewhat slow start, the period from
1440 to 1489 saw six translations of Christine texts into Middle English. The Epistre Othea
which had been circulating in England from as early as 1400 and existed in at least five
French-language copies, was the first to be translated in 1440 and was translated a second
time in the third quarter of the fifteenth century. The Fais d’armes, the second most widely
circulating Christine text (existing in at least three French-language copies in England),
was incorporated into William Worcester’s Book of Noblesse between 1450 and 1475 and
was translated in full by William Caxton in 1489. Finally, two less well-known works,
Christine’s Prouerbes Moraux and the Livre du Corps de Policie were translated before
1483, most likely by Anthony Woodville.
Stephen Scrope (1397-1472), was the son of Sir Stephen Scrope, deputy in Ireland
under Henry IV. In 1408, his father died and in 1409 his mother Millicent married Sir John
Fastolf. Over the next fifty years Scrope had a rocky relationship with his step-father. In
1411, Fastolf sold Scrope’s wardship to Chief Justice William Gascoigne and Scrope was
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sent to live at Gawthrope near Leeds. While there, Scrope suffered an unnamed disfiguring
illness that incapacitated him for military service and he, begrudgingly, began a career as
Fastolf’s secretary, traveling with his step-father to Normandy. In 1428, he returned to
England and entered into an unhappy and childless marriage with Margaret Doreward. By
the 1440s he was still working as a secretary for his step-father, along with William
Worcester, and by 1445 was likely living at Fastolf’s main East Anglian residence, Caister
Castle.109
Around 1440, Scrope translated Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea into Middle
English, variously calling his adaptation “The Pistell of Othea” and “The Book off
Knyghthode.”110 As a copytext, Scope most likely used a continental manuscript owned by
Fastolf, probably the same manuscript used to produce Fastolf’s lavish Othea manuscript
in 1450. Scrope prepared three prologues to his translation, dedicating his work to Sir John
Fastolf, Humphrey Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, and an anonymous “hye princesse.”
These dedications survive in three extant manuscripts; Longleat MS 253, Cambridge St.
John’s College MS H.5, and Pierpont Morgan Library MS M 775 respectively.111
Scrope likely prepared the version dedicated to his step-father first. In his prose
prologue to this version, Scrope emphasizes that the Othea is a book of “spiritual chivalry,”
suitable reading for Fastolf now that he has retired from active military service. He
explains: “ryght necessarie [it] now were to occupie the tyme of yowre agys and feblenes
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of bodie in gostly cheuallrie off dedes of armes spirituall, as in contemplacion of morall
wysdome and exercisyng gostly werkyys.”112 Despite the fact that Scrope was working
with a source that explicitly identifies Christine as the author of the text, in this prose
prologue Scrope demotes Christine to the status of patron: “This seyde boke, at the
instavnce & praer off a fulle wyse gentyl-woman of Frawnce called Dame Cristine, was
compiled & grounded by the famous doctours of the most excellent in clerge the nobyle
Vniuersyte of Paris.”113 Jennifer Summit has convincingly argued that this intentional
conversion of Christine’s identity supported Scrope’s efforts to create a nascent class of
“gentlemen bureaucrats” who built a sense of chivalric masculinity around learned
accomplishments rather than martial might. Christine was necessarily pushed to the
outskirts of this imagined masculine community.114 In Scrope’s other two dedications,
Christine’s name is not mentioned.
It is not known how Fastolf reacted to Scrope’s “Book off Knyghthode” but the fact
that Fastolf commissioned a French copy of the Othea in 1450 (Bodleian MS Laud 570
discussed above) may suggest that he paid little attention to Scrope’s Middle English
adaptation. Perhaps dissatisfied with Fastolf’s response to his translation, or looking to his
future, Scrope prepared a second dedication to Humphrey Stafford, Duke of Buckingham,
which survives in St. John’s College MS H.5. As Sonja Drimmer has noted, the dedication
to the Duke of Buckingham appears over an erasure indicating that Scrope made a failed
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attempt to dedicate the book to an alternate patron.115 Unlike the long prose dedication to
Fastolf, this short prologue is written in verse and is closely based on Christine’s poetic
dedication to the Duke of Berry, suggesting that Scrope used a copy of the Othea dedicated
to the Duke of Berry.116 Scrope takes on the same humble “I” persona used by Christine,
asking that his patron, “[an] excellent prynce of wisdom,” accept “this litell new book” and
forgive the “febilnesse of his small witte.”117 Though Scrope did not dedicate this copy to
his step-father, he used a scribe associated with Fastolf’s household to produce the book.
Ricardus Franciscus, the scribe who prepared Fastolf’s French Othea (MS Laud 570), also
wrote this Middle English Othea (St. John’s College MS H.5).118 As in the case of John
Fastolf, we do not know whether Humphrey Stafford read or appreciated Scrope’s work.
At some point, probably in the 1470s, the manuscript left the household of the Duke of
Buckingham and came into the hands of a lower gentry family living on the Isle of Wight
- the Bremschets. As we will see in Chapter Two, one member of this family, Emalyn
Bremschet, used the flyleaves of the manuscript to record a Latin prayer, a Middle English
devotional text, and the births of her ten children.119
Another version of Scrope’s verse prologue survives in Pierpont Morgan Library
MS M 775. The first two thirds of the prologue are missing and with these lines the name
of the specific dedicatee. But, the surviving section of the prologue addresses the work to
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a “hye princesse.”120 This copy of the Epistle was incorporated into a larger chivalric
anthology prepared for Sir John Astley (d.1486), a knight in Humphrey Stafford’s retinue,
around 1461. The first folio, which likely contained a miniature depicting the presentation
of the manuscript to the “hye princesse,” was perhaps removed to reduce incongruity with
its new, male owner.121
Curt Bühler and A.I. Doyle have suggested that the “hye princesse” in Scrope’s
dedication might be identified as Anne Neville (d.1480), the wife of Humphrey Stafford,
or their daughter Anne de Vere (d.1472).122 This hypothesis is supported by the fact that in
1472, Anne de Vere bequeathed “my boke with the pistilles of Othea” to her sister-in-law
Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry VII. As Rebecca Krug has argued, Anne Neville,
Anne de Vere, and Margaret Beaufort may have formed a small textual community,
especially after 1467 when Margaret and her husband, Sir Henry Stafford, moved to
Surrey. A record from 1469 mentions the return of a group of unnamed books which Anne
Neville had lent to her daughter-in-law (Margaret). Anne de Vere’s bequeathing of the
Othea to Margaret is another example of book sharing in this circle.123
In addition to these more socially lofty owners of Scrope’s Othea, an English
Othea, probably Scrope’s, is mentioned twice in the Paston Letters and Papers. In 1469,
William Ebesham, a scribe who regularly served the Pastons, notes that he received money
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for the writing of “Othea pistil which contyeth XLIII leves.” 124 This is probably the same
manuscript mentioned in John Paston’s inventory of English books from 1480, where the
volume is listed as “A Boke de Othea, text and glose.”125 The Pastons and the Scropes
moved in similar East Anglian social circles, connected in particular through Sir John
Fastolf, who was a kinsman of Margaret Mautby, John Paston’s wife. John Paston built a
relationship with Fastolf and was made a trustee of Fastolf’s lands and then one of the
executors of Fastolf’s will.126 Additionally the Pastons and the Scropes were nearly
connected by marriage in 1449 when Stephen Scrope was considered, though not chosen,
as a potential husband for Elizabeth Paston.127 It would therefore not have been surprising
if the Pastons came to possess a copy of Scrope’s Middle English Othea.
Stephen Scrope was not the only writer to prepare a translation of Christine’s Othea
in fifteenth-century England. In Harley MS 838 there appears an entirely different Middle
English version of the Othea. The text opens with a long didactic introduction (in 24 rhyme
royal stanzas) which explains how every part of creation is marked by God’s Trinitarian
nature. The prologue notes that the book which follows will focus upon the third estate of
man, knighthood, and outline a program for good living through three levels of meaning poetry, philosophy, and theology - as laid out in a letter written by Othea to Hector.128
Unlike Scrope’s shorter verse prologue, this introduction is not based on Christine’s text,
though the author does draw on some of her language of humility as he describes his
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presumption in discussing such high matters in this “lytle bibell.”129 The author’s identity
is unknown and he makes no mention of Christine de Pizan.130
The anonymous text may date from as early as the 1440s. James D. Gordon, who
prepared an edition of the text in his 1942 dissertation, notes that the language is somewhat
like Osbern Bokenham’s Legendys of Hooly Wummen (c. 1443-7) and thus the translation
is likely not much later than Scrope’s.131 The manuscript in which the text survives,
however, dates to the end of the fifteenth century. Harley 838, a heraldic and chivalric
miscellany, includes a genealogical tree that shows the marriage of Edward IV and
Elizabeth Woodville (1464) (see folio 48r) and the scribal hands in the manuscript are late
fifteenth century. The Middle English Othea appears on folios 67r-91v.132 According to
Gordon, it is a copy or a copy of a copy, showing scribal mis-readings of the original text.133
The manuscript seems to have been in the hands of the Babyngton family from the
end of the fifteenth to the end of the sixteenth century. The names of Henry Babyngton of
Dethick, Derby (1530-1570) and his son Anthony Babyngton (1561-1586) appear on the
front flyleaf. One item in the manuscript, written in a late fifteenth-century hand, is
concluded on folio 8v with the phrase “Per me Antonium Babyngton.” The same hand
produces the Middle English Othea on folios 67r-91v. This individual seems likely to be
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an earlier relations of Henry and Anthony Babyngton, perhaps, as Gordon suggests, Sir
Anthony Babyngton (c. 1477 -1536) of Dethick, Derby.134
Like Scrope’s translation of the Othea, this anonymous Middle English Othea
seems to have circulated in a knightly milieu. Whereas Scrope’s translation circulated in
East Anglia (Fastolf, the Pastons), Buckinghamshire and Surrey (Humphrey Stafford,
Anne Neville, Anne de Vere), and the Isle of Wight (the Bremschets), the anonymous
Othea circulated in the East Midlands. The text was originally written in a southern East
Midland dialect (according to Gordon), 135 and its appearance in a manuscript owned by
the Babyngtons of Derby shows it in roughly the same region years later. Just as Scrope’s
Othea was incorporated into a chivalric and heraldic miscellany by Sir John Astley around
1461, so the anonymous Othea is found in a larger collection of heraldic and genealogical
texts, perhaps produced for Sir Anthony Babyngton at the end of the fifteenth century.
While most conclusions about this understudied text must be preliminary, we can hope that
more detailed information about the anonymous Middle English Othea will be available in
Misty Schieberle’s forthcoming TEAMS edition of the work.
In addition to the anonymous translation of the Othea, a second anonymous and
little studied Middle English translation of Christine de Pizan survives in Cambridge
University Library Kk. 1. 5. This paper manuscript, made in the second half of the fifteenth
century contains an anonymous translation of Christine’s Livre du corps de Policie (The
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Book of the Body Politic). Christine’s original, written between 1405 and 1407, was
dedicated to the Dauphin, Louis of Guyenne, as France plunged into a civil war. The book
describes the state as a body made up of three parts - the head (kings and princes), the arms
and hands (knights and noblemen) and the stomach, legs, and feet (the people) - a concept
derived from John of Salisbury’s Policraticus (c.1159).136 The French text survives in eight
manuscripts, one of which is Harley 4410, but it is far from certain whether this manuscript
arrived in England before 1500 as its whereabouts before arrival at the British Library in
1753 are unknown. The English translation survives in one manuscript (CUL Kk. 1. 5) and,
according to Diane Bornstein, who has mounted the most comprehensive study of the text,
was probably composed in the third quarter of the fifteenth century.137
Bornstein observes that the translator renders Christine’s text into idiomatic English
but at the same time employs “sentence patterns, phrases, and stylistic devices modeled on
the French.”138 The first-person voice of Christine’s original work is preserved and the
gender of the narrator is still legible in the Middle English text. Following the opening
rubric the first two sentences read:
Iff it be possible that of vyce myght growe vertue, it wolde please me well in this
partie to be passioned as a woman, like as many men holden opinyon that the nature
of woman can not kepe vndir sylence the habondaunce of hir corage. Nowe com
hardely, and I will tell and shrewe oute by many clere ryuers and cristallyn sprynges
and by the vnchangeable founteynes of my courage, whiche can not hyde to caste
oute the desieris of vertu.139
Christine’s original text is quite similar:
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If is it possible for vice to give birth to virtue, it pleases me in this part to be as
passionate as a woman, since many men assume that the female sex does not know
how to silence the abundance of their spirits. Come boldly, then, and be shown the
many inexhaustible springs and fountains of my courage, which cannot be stanched
when it expresses the desire for virtue.140
Se il est possible que de vice puist naistre vertu, bien me plaist en ceste partie estre
passionee comme femme. Ainsi que plusieurs hommes au sexe femenin imposent
non savoir taire ne tenir soubz sillence l’abondance de leur courage, or viengne
donc hors hardiement et se demonstre par plusieurs clers ruisseaux la source et
fontaine interissable de mon couraige qui ne peut estancher de getter hors les desirs
de vertu.141
Here, Christine takes a gendered trait, usually described in negative terms, and uses it to
empower herself and to authorize her writing. She is happy, she explains, to be a passionate,
verbose woman, since her current outpouring of words relates to virtue. The Middle
English translation preserves this information. It could be argued that a reader unaware of
Christine’s authorship might interpret this opening as a persona adopted by a male narrator.
But, as we will see below, there is reason to believe that the translator and early readers of
the text knew Christine to be the author. Though Christine’s name does not appear in this
translation, it has not been actively omitted as it does not appear in the text of the original
work.
The opening page of the Body of Polycye in CUL Kk. 1.5 gives us some important
clues to the provenance of the manuscript. The large opening initial “H” encompasses a
coat of arms divided into quarters - the first and third quarters showing the arms of Kentish
family of Haute and the second and fourth quarters containing the arms of the Shelving
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family of the same county. 142 The two families intermarried in the fourteenth century and
by the fifteenth century one descendant of this family had married into the Woodville
family - in 1429 William Haute married Joan Woodville, Richard Woodville’s sister.
Bornstein suggests that their son, Richard Haute (d.1487), could have been the owner of
CUL Kk. 1.5. He participated in chivalric activities, served in Parliament, and was
appointed comptroller of Edward V’s household in 1483. He was closely associated with
two men known to have translated continental French texts into Middle English. His wife
Eleanor Roos was the niece of the poet Sir Richard Roos and he had a close relationship
with his cousin Anthony Woodville, being named as an overseer of Anthony’s will in
1483.143
Bornstein posits that Anthony Woodville might be identified as the translator of the
anonymous Body of Polycye. The date of the text (probably the 1470s) falls into the period
when Woodville produced most of his translations and Bornstein argues that the translation
shows stylistic similarities to Woodville’s translation out of French of the Dicts or Sayengis
of Philosophres printed by Caxton in 1477.144 Woodville was also a known reader and
translator of Christine de Pizan. He inherited Harley 4431, a lavish collected works of
Christine, from his mother Jacquetta of Luxembourg, probably around the time of her death
in 1472. He wrote his name and personal motto on the front flyleaf of Harley 4431 and
used the book to prepare a translation of Christine’s Prouerbes Moraux, printed by Caxton
in 1478. Although the Livre du Corps de Policie does not appear in Harley 4431, a copy of
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the text could have passed to Anthony through a family member or through a professional
or personal contact. As Bornstein suggests, Woodville, who was made tutor to Edward,
Prince of Wales around 1473, might have translated Christine’s text for the use of his young
charge and could have had a second copy made for his friend Richard Haute who was also
in the service of Prince Edward.145 The Body of Polycye, with its focus on politics and
governance, would have been suitable reading material for a young prince.
Bornstein makes a persuasive case for Anthony Woodville as the translator of
Christine’s Corps de policie - but the matter must remain open to debate. The attribution
of The Morale Prouerbes of Cristyne (1478) to Anthony Woodville is, on the other hand,
secure. The Moral Prouerbes (1478) was one of three Middle English translations from the
French which Woodville prepared for William Caxton in the 1470s; the other translations
included The Dicts or Sayengis (1477) and Cordyale (1479).146 Christine’s Proverbes
Moraux, a set of 101 edifying couplets, was written c.1400-1, and sat comfortably
alongside her other advice books for young aristocrats such as the Enseignemens Moraux
(c. 1398) and the Epistre Othea (c. 1400/1). In Harley 4431, the Prouerbes Moraux are
introduced by a miniature showing Christine with a book behind a desk, one hand raised
as she instructs a group of four men (see folio 259v). This image shows how Christine’s
role as moral advisor underwrote her authority as an author. The proverbs that follow range
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from general advice on how to cultivate the virtues of prudence, hope, and charity, to
specific instructions on social behavior and money management.147
Anthony Woodville probably used Harley 4431, in his possession since at least
1472, to prepare his translation of the Morale Prouerbes.148 Unlike earlier Middle English
translations of Christine, such as those by Hoccleve and Scrope, this translation does not
obscure Christine’s name and authorship but emphasizes her status as maker of the text.
Her name is incorporated into the title which is printed at the beginning of the text as “The
morale prouerbes of Cristyne.”149 Her name and authorship are stated once again in the
epilogue to the text which reads:

Of these sayynges Christyne was aucteuresse
Whiche in makyng hadde suche Intelligence
That therof she was mireur & maistresse
Hire werkes testify thexperience
In frenssh language was writen this sentence
And thus Englished dooth hit rehers
Antoin Wideuylle therl Ryuers
Go thou litil quayer, and reco[m]mand me
Unto the good grace, of my special lorde
Therle Ryueris .for I haue enprinted the
At his co[m]mandement .folowyng eury worde
His copye/ as his secretaire can recorde
At Westmestre .of feuerer the .xx. Daye
And of kyng Edward/ the xvii yere vraye
Enprynted by Caxton
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In feuerer the colde season150
While Ann Coldiron reads these two rhyme royal stanzas as additions made by Caxton, I
am inclined to follow Jennifer Summit in reading the first stanza as an epilogue to the
translation written by Anthony Woodville and the second stanza as a dedication added by
Caxton, identifying Woodville as the patron of the text.151 In either case, Christine, praised
for her intelligence and mastery, is presented at the top of the hierarchy, occupying a
position of auctoritas while Woodville is placed in the secondary role of translator. Though
the Morale Prouerbes was printed as a stand-alone text, the identification of Christine as a
great “aucteuresse” suggests an awareness of her extensive and accomplished oeuvre. As
the owner of Harley 4431, the only surviving collected works of Christine known to have
reached England, Anthony Woodville would have had a substantial physical reminder of
her large body of writing and was perhaps led by the weightiness of this source volume to
describe Christine as an “aucteuresse.” Woodville’s bird’s eye view of Christine’s work
differed from that of his male contemporaries, who tended to encounter Christine’s texts
in isolation.152
A little over a decade after the printing of The Morale Prouerbes of Cristyne,
Caxton translated and printed another work by Christine de Pizan, her Le livre des fais
d'armes et de chevalerie, as The Book of Fayttes of Armes and Chyvalrye (1489).
Christine’s original text was composed around 1410, possibly under the patronage of John
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the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy who had recently taken charge of the dauphin’s education,
including his military education. The Fais d’armes is a war manual beginning with a
discussion of the concept of Just War, continuing to the traits of a good military leader and
the details of successful military strategies, and concluding with two sections on the Laws
of War, covering issues such as payment of soldiers and treatment of war prisoners.
Christine’s main sources are Vegetius’ De re militari, Frontinus’ Strategemata and Honoré
Bouvet’s Arbre de batailles (Tree of Battles).153 Christine likely consult the first two of
these sources through French translations held in the royal library at the Louvre. In the first
chapter of the book, Christine authorizes her writing on the topics of war and chivalry by
invoking the goddess Minerva, inventor of arms and armor, suggesting that if the
fundamental technologies of war were authored by a woman, she should be able to write
about the mechanics, methods, and morals of war. The French text survives in fifteen
manuscripts. In nine manuscripts Christine’s name and the invocation to Minerva are
preserved while in six, mostly later, manuscripts her name and this introductory passage
are omitted. In 1488, Anthoine Vérard printed Christine’s text, and, following these later
French manuscripts, does not acknowledge Christine’s authorship.154
Christine’s identity as an authoress fared somewhat better in England. Three Fais
d’armes manuscripts, known to have been in England before 1500, name Christine as the
author of the work. These include BL Royal MS 15 E VI, the Talbot-Shrewsbury Book
(discussed above), BL Royal 19 B xviii, and Harley 4605. The Talbot-Shrewsbury book
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has been suggested as the text used for Caxton’s translation, however, this manuscript
omits a passage at the end of Part I, Chapter 5, which describes English treachery, a section
translated in full by Caxton. Though it is now incomplete, A.T.P. Byles suggests that the
other Royal manuscript, 19 B xviii, corresponds most closely to Caxton’s text.155
Whatever manuscript Caxton used to produce his translation, extant or non-extant,
it must have been one which acknowledges Christine’s authorship. As in the case of the
Moral Prouerbes of Cristyne, Caxton makes no effort to downplay Christine’s identity as
authoress. In Caxton’s edition, Christine’s name appears in the table of contents, the rubric
to chapter one, and in the first sentence of the epilogue where Caxton notes: “thus endeth
this boke whiche Xpyne of pyse made.”156 In the rubric to the first chapter and the epilogue,
Christine’s name is printed as ‘Xpine’ (Chi Rho + ‘ine’) a distinctive signature that, as we
will see in Chapter Four, helped Christine to construct her authority as a writer.157 The fact
that Caxton preserves this form suggests that he was using a manuscript which presents
Christine’s name in this way. Notably, the Talbot-Shrewsbury book writes out Christine’s
name as “Xpine” in the rubric to chapter one, as does Caxton.158
In addition to preserving Christine’s name, Caxton also translates her first-person
gendered voice to his English readers. The opening chapter heading reads: “the first
chapytre is the prologue/ in which Crystyne (xprystyne) of pyse excuseth hir self to have
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dar enterpryse to speke of so hyhe matere as is conteyned in this sayd book.”159 In what
follows the narrating voice of Christine explains:
“I…entrepryse to speke in this present book of the right honorable offyce of armes
& of Chyualrye…And by cause that this is thyng not accustomed & out of vsage to
wymen whiche comynly do not entremete but to spynne on the distaf & ocupie
theim in thynges of houshold / I supplye humbly…contemplacion of the lady
mynerue…goddesse of armes & of chyualre/ which by vertue of hye entendement/
aboue alle othe wymen fondest & institutest emonge thother noble artes & sciences
whiche of the toke their begynnyg thusage to forge of yron & steel/ armours &
harnois…helmes [and] sheldes.” 160
Reading this opening chapter of Caxton’s translation, an English reader would be left in no
doubt about the name and gender of the work’s author.
Caxton dedicated Christine’s military text to King Henry VII (the most crysten
kynge & redoubted prynce my naturel & souerayn lord kyng henry the vij kyng of england
& of fraunce)161 who had come to the English throne in 1485. Twenty copies of the work
survive, a large number only topped by Caxton’s “Tulle” (26), “Golden Legend (33), and
“Polycronicon” (40).162 One of these copies, now Huntington Library 59139, came into the
hands of Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry VII.163 The engagement of this politically
active woman with a version of Christine’s military text will be examined at length in
Chapter Four below.
As we have seen, Caxton’s willingness to identify Christine as an author in 1489
was not shared by English translators earlier in the century. Around 1440, Stephen Scrope
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described Christine as the patron rather than the author of the Epistre Othea. William
Worcester, another secretary in the household of John Fastolf, was equally wary about
drawing attention to Christine’s authorship. Some forty years before Caxton’s translation
of Christine de Pizan’s Fais d’armes, Worcester incorporated excerpts from the Fais
d’armes into his chivalric work, The Boke of Noblesse. This English prose treatise explores
the reasons for the loss of Lancastrian lands in France and encourages a revival of English
masculinity in order to pursue new, successful military campaigns in France. Worcester
likely began the work around 1450 and revised it intermittently until he presented it to
Edward IV in 1475.164 The Boke survives in one manuscript copy, BL MS Royal 18 B xxii,
perhaps best described as Worcester’s working copy as it bears numerous annotations and
corrections in Worcester’s hand.165
Early in the Boke, Worcester acknowledges Christine as a source but mis-titles her
work, calling it “the Tree of Batailles” the name of one of Christine’s male-authored
sources (Honoré Bouvet’s Arbre de batailles). Despite this displacement, Worcester uses
phrases such as “dame Cristyn makith mencion,” and “dame Cristen seieth” thus giving
Christine authorial agency.166 However, at some stage in the process of revising the text,
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an annotator, perhaps Worcester himself, became uncomfortable with Christine’s status as
author. A marginal Latin note explains that the Dame Cristine mentioned was in fact a nun
enclosed from birth at “Passye” near Paris who urged the doctors of the University of Paris
to produce the said “Tree of Battles.” 167 The Latin annotation thus repeats and elaborates
the fiction outlined in Scrope’s dedication to Fastolf in the Othea where he explains: “This
seyde boke, at the instavnce & praer off a fulle wyse gentyl-woman of Frawnce called
Dame Cristine, was compiled & grounded by the famous doctours of the most excellent in
clerge the nobyle Vniuersyte of Paris.”168 As Nancy Bradley Warren argues, the revision
in the Boke of Noblesse removes Christine from the public sphere of political action,
placing her instead in the safe confines of a nunnery. Warren further argues that this
diminishing of Christine’s authority formed part of a larger effort in fifteenth-century
England to contain female political agency, a desire prompted by the actions of problematic
French women such as Joan of Arc and Margaret of Anjou who threatened both English
masculinity and English national stability.169
So why could Caxton name Christine so confidently in 1489 when in 1440 and
again in 1475, English translators intentionally obscured her authorship? Extending
Warren’s argument, I would suggest that foreign policy shaped literary history. In 1440,
when Scrope first demoted author-Christine to Dame Christine, England and France were
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still locked in combat - England was desperately attempting to maintain the territorial
advances made by Henry V while France, reconciled with Burgundy, was pushing back on
the English claims. Similarly, in 1475, though the Hundred Years War proper was
technically at an end, there was a renewed interest in pursuing England’s claim to the
French crown - Edward IV had recently declared war on France and invaded Calais. By
1489, however, English desire to conquer France had somewhat cooled. The first Tudor
king, Henry VII, was largely uninterested in reclaiming land in France, preferring peace
and economic prosperity to prolonged and expensive military conflicts. Thus, when Caxton
dedicated the Fayttes of Armes and Chyvalrye to Henry VII in 1489, he could comfortably
name Christine, a Frenchwoman, as the author of a military treatise without prompting
English anxieties about foreign relations.
This argument may, at first, seem to hit a stumbling block when we consider that
Caxton also emphasized Christine’s name and status as author in The Morale Prouerbes of
Cristyne, printed in 1478 when Anglo-French relations were still unsettled. However, the
subject matter of this work was not related to war and politics but instead focused on
inherited social and cultural wisdom. The Englishing of this French material represented
an absorption of French literature into England’s literary world, an act of appropriation that
aligned with a renewed sense of English entitlement to French land and culture. As Ann
Coldiron has noted, this sense of inheritance is signaled by a subtle change which Anthony
Woodville makes in translating the first proverb. Whereas Christine’s proverb explains that
one should remember the wisdom of “good elders and distinguished wise men” (les bonnes
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meurs et les sages notables), Woodville notes that we should remember “the grete vertus
of oure elders notable.”170
Christine’s status as author in Middle English translations thus shifted throughout
the fifteenth-century, changing according to the tenor of Anglo-French relations at different
historical moments and vacillating between patron and writer depending on the subject
matter of a given work. In 1440, Stephen Scrope, translating Christine’s Othea, a book
filled with political advice, chooses to identify Christine as a patron or, in some versions,
to omit her name entirely, minimizing the agency of this Frenchwoman, at a time when
England’s position in France was fragile. The anonymous translators of the second Middle
English Othea (c.1450) and the Body of Polycye (c.1470) similarly fail to identify Christine
as the author of these political texts. Though William Worcester initially names Christine
as the author of one of his source text in writing The Boke of Noblesse (1450-75), her
authorial status is later revised to the role of patron, once again removing Christine from
the socio-political sphere. In early English print, Christine’s name and authorial status reemerge. In The Morale Prouerbes of Cristyne (1478), Christine is described as a masterful
authoress, occupying the role of counselor and offering French wisdom to English readers.
Finally, in early Tudor England, Christine could be named as the author of a war manual
in Caxton’s Fayttes of Armes and Chyvalrye (1489).
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“Frenshe bookes” – Christine in French alongside Middle English, 1430 1509
During the fifteenth century, a number of Christine de Pizan’s works were
translated into Middle English. However, even as Christine’s text became available to
English readers in their mother tongue, many men and women continued to own and read
Christine’s original French texts. Some aristocrats even continued to commission new
manuscript copies of Christine’s works. This situation suggests that even as late as the early
Tudor period, English readers valued and sought out Christine’s French works, consulting
them as an alternative or as a complement to Middle English versions. Middle English
translations of French literature did not reduce interest in French literature itself - medieval
men and women did not perceive themselves as readers of either French or English but as
readers of both languages.
A striking, early example of this phenomenon can be seen in a macaronic anthology
compiled by John Shirley between 1430 and 1432. Cambridge, Trinity College R.3.20,
includes a mixture of English poetry, including works by Chaucer, Hoccleve, and Lydgate,
some snippets of Latin, and 32 French lyrics, mostly ballades. Two works by Christine de
Pizan appear in this anthology - one in an English translation and one in the original French.
A single ballade by Christine, “Les biens mondains et tous leurs accessoires,” drawn from
Christine’s Autres Ballades (1402-1410), appears in the last cluster of French lyrics on
pages 91-2.171 Thomas Hoccleve’s Middle English adaptation of the Epistre au Dieu
d’Amours (1400) appears on pages 116-129.172 So far as I know, this is the only extant
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manuscript in which works by Christine appear in French and English in the same
collection. Christine is not named in either entry so we cannot be sure that John Shirley or
a subsequent reader would have known that he was reading Christine in French and in
translation but the physical proximity is nonetheless intriguing. The manuscript shows the
way in which a single reader could move back and forth between two different languages
and literary traditions, consulting Christine in French and English with the turn of a page.
As discussed in the section above, the main period of Middle English translation of
Christine texts began in 1440 with Stephen Scrope’s translation of the Epistre Othea.
However, even as more Middle English texts became available, French Christine texts
continued to circulate. Rather unfortunately for Scrope, John Fastolf commissioned a
completely new copy of Christine’s Othea in 1450, several years after Scrope had
dedicated his translation of the same text to his step-father. Now Oxford, Bodleian, Laud.
Misc. 570, Fastolf’s highly customized, deluxe Othea was executed in London and
incorporated Fastolf’s personal motto, “Me Fault Faire,” some twenty times in the
manuscript.173 It would seem that Fastolf preferred Christine’s French original to the
translation produced by his step son.
Some twenty years later, despite the continued circulation of Scrope’s text and the
production of a second Middle English Othea by an anonymous translator, Edward IV
commissioned not one but two deluxe Othea manuscripts. Between 1478 and 1483, Edward
IV caused at least thirty-eight manuscripts to be produced in professional workshops in the
Burgundian Netherlands. These books were large, richly illuminated, and uniformly in
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French. They represented Edward’s achievement of affluence and security after more than
a decade of unrest, financial strain, and brief exile.174 One of the manuscripts containing
Christine’s Othea, Royal MS 14 E II, was most likely intended to be an instructional text
for Edward’s two sons - Edward, Prince of Wales and Richard, Duke of York. The arms of
Edward’s sons appear on the opening page of the manuscript below the royal arms. 175
Christine’s Othea, often viewed as a mirror for princes would have been suitable reading
material for the young boys. Along with the Othea (ff.295r-331v), Royal 14 E II contains
Jean de Courcy’s Le chemin de valliance or “The Way of Valiance” (ff. 1r – 294v), and
three short treatises on chivalry and noble behavior (ff.332r-354r).176 The manuscript is
extremely large and lavish, fit for a prince if not for a king.
A second copy of the Othea is found in Royal MS 17 E IV. This manuscript is
extremely similar in terms of size, format, script, and decoration to the Royal manuscript
discussed above and seems likely to have been one of the numerous manuscripts which
Edward had made in Flanders. As in Royal 14 E II, the Othea appears towards the end of
the volume, this time following a copy of the Ovide Methamorphoses (a prose paraphrase
of the metrical moralization of Ovid’s Metamorphosis). A space has been left for a coat of
arms that was never filled in, suggesting that Edward may have commissioned this copy as
a gift for an undecided recipient.177 This manuscript, and the Othea intended for Edward’s
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sons, remained in the royal library until at least 1535, appearing in the Richmond Palace
catalog drawn up at that date.178
Around the same time that Edward IV commissioned two new manuscripts
containing a work by Christine de Pizan in French, his brother-in-law, Anthony Woodville,
was busy producing one, possibly two, Middle English translations of Christine’s texts The Morale Prouerbes of Cristyne (1478) and possibly also the Body of Polycye. Like
Edward’s newly commissioned Othea, Woodville’s translations were likely prepared for
the education of the two young princes, Woodville having been made their tutor around
1473. Christine’s works, in French and English, were thus intended to play a substantial
role in the education of the young English princes in the last quarter of the fifteenth century.
Her works, though written more than half a century earlier, offered suitable material for
the moral, social, and political formation of young noblemen and princes and offered
language and cultural instruction that would prepare the princes to move in a
transcontinental aristocratic community.179
Tragically, the well-planned education of these young princes could only have been
put into practice for a few years. Edward IV died in 1483: within months Richard III took
the throne, and the two princes, aged ten and twelve, were likely murdered in the Tower of
London. By 1485, another power shift had occurred, with Henry VII taking the throne and
inaugurating the Tudor dynasty. Unlike Edward IV and English aristocrats from earlier
decades, Henry VII did not show a strong interest in commissioning new French
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manuscripts. During his reign, the new manuscripts that came into his collection tended to
be gifts. Instead, Henry turned his attention to the acquisition of printed books, taking a
particular interest in the works produced by the Parisian printer Antoine Vérard.180 Perhaps
hoping to capitalize on the new king’s interest in printed books, William Caxton dedicated
The Book of Fayttes of Armes and Chyvalrye to Henry VII in 1489.181
While Henry VII patronized printers, he did not cease to use the fine collection of
French-language manuscripts inherited from his predecessors. In around 1492, he hired the
first royal librarian, Quintin Poulet, a native of Lille. He also curated the existing collection
by causing his arms to be added to numerous royal manuscripts.182 Thus, the Frenchlanguage manuscripts in the royal collection, including several Christine de Pizan
manuscripts, continued to be read and used during the Tudor period.
While Tudor readership of Christine de Pizan begins to move beyond the confines
of this project, it is worth noting that at least one of the manuscripts discussed in this
chapter, Westminster 21, bears signs of continued use in the Tudor period and may even
have been used as a teaching text at the Tudor court. In this manuscript, a late fifteenthcentury hand has written out the name “Wyllam Courtenay” on two occasions, most likely
referring to William Courtenay, first earl of Devon (c.1475-1511), a courtier active at the
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Tudor court.183 The same hand also drafts a letter in English to a “Master Gylle,” perhaps
identifiable as Giles Duwes, a schoolmaster at the Tudor court who taught Henry VII’s
children as well as Henry Courtenay, son of William Courtenay. 184 My research into this
manuscript marginalia is still preliminary, but regardless of specific provenance, this
manuscript provides evidence of continued interest in Christine’s French texts into the
sixteenth century.185
In addition to the annotations found in Westminster 21, an entry in a late fifteenthcentury will also suggests that Christine’s French texts were circulating among aristocrats
on the cusp of the sixteenth century. In 1498, Anne, Lady Scrope of Harling bequeathed in
her will “A Frenche booke called the Pistill Othia” to “my Lord Surrey.” 186 This bequest,
listed alongside velvet vestments, silver chalices, and satin gowns, indicates that French
books continued to be regarded as valuable material and cultural objects. The recipient of
the book, “my Lord Surrey,” was likely Thomas Howard, first Earl of Surrey and second
Duke of Norfolk (1443-1524). Thomas Howard supported the usurpation of Richard III
and was attainted and held prisoner for several years by Henry VII before being restored
as earl of Surrey in 1489. Surrey became a loyal supporter of Henry VII and played a
prominent role in foreign diplomacy in the early sixteenth-century.187 Little is known of
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Thomas Howard’s literary interests but his possession of a “French” Othea and his
extended diplomatic service on the continent suggest that he was exposed to French
literature and culture both at home and abroad. It is also perhaps worth noting that he was
the grandfather of the Renaissance poet, Henry Howard (1517-1547).

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the circulation of Christine de
Pizan’s works in fifteenth-century England. This winding survey demonstrates the
difficulty of such a task, showing how an effort to break Christine’s reception into distinct
time periods, social groups, and language units is challenging and poorly represents the
complex reality of her circulation in England. Christine’s French works were valued at the
beginning of the fifteenth century and at the end of the century. Middle English translations
of Christine’s texts were made throughout the century but do not seem to have
compromised the value of Christine’s original French texts.
The circulation of French and English Christine texts was often tightly imbricated,
connected by shared material exemplars and similar social networks. The Fastolf circle, for
example, including Stephen Scrope, William Worcester, and Ricardus Franciscus, used a
common repository of French manuscripts to produce both French and Middle English
Christine texts. Similarly, Edward IV and Anthony Woodville, connected by marriage and
politics, caused French and English copies of Christine’s works to be produced for the
education of the young English princes.
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The visibility of Christine’s status as author was variable in both French and
English manuscript and early print traditions. Some French manuscripts, like Harley 4431,
present a clear visual and textual portrait of Christine as author while other French
manuscripts, containing stand-alone texts like the Livre du Corps de Policie, do not include
Christine’s name. Of the eight Middle English translations made of Christine’s texts, four
do not name Christine, two actively change her identity from author to patron, while two
others clearly proclaim her authorial identity. This variability was sometimes related to the
fraught nature of textual transmission while at other times the representation of Christine
responded to the status of Anglo-French political relations which were in continuous flux
throughout the fifteenth century. While such indeterminate data does not lend itself to the
construction of a single grand narrative of Christine in English, this complex literary scene
is a powerful demonstration of the continued interconnection of French and English literary
culture throughout the fifteenth century and into the sixteenth.
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Chapter Two: Reading the Epistre Othea in Fifteenth-Century France and
England

Vers Herculés te faut virer
Et ses valliances remirer
…ses vertus nobles et fortes
Qui de prouece euvrent les portes.
You must turn towards Hercules
And regard his valiance
…his strong and noble virtues
Which open the gates of worthiness.
Thou most the turne toward Hercules
And beholde well his grete wurthynes
…his vertu, strengthe and nobles,
Which opened the yatis of wurthynes.

In chapter three of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea, the classical hero Hercules
is presented as an ideal model for the Christian medieval ‘knight.’ In the glose that follows
the texte quoted above, the narrator explains that “the virtue of strength” (la vertu de force)
represented by Hercules is not just bodily strength but also signifies the stableness and
steadfastness of character that a “good knight” (bon chevalier) should exercise when
choosing how to act or when confronting misfortune. The allegorie that follows explicates
the texte further, noting that the “good spirit” (le bon esperit) should use this same “virtue
of strength” to fight off the vices and protect the soul. These interpretations are supported
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by quotations from philosophers (un philosophe et un sage) and scripture (saint Jehan
l’euvangeliste).188
This chapter on Hercules is the third of one hundred such units, together comprising
Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea, an allegorical treatise written in 1399 or 1400 which
takes the form of a verse letter written by Othea, the goddess of Prudence, to Hector, the
young prince of Troy. The verse letter is broken into 100 parts and each section is examined
through two layers of a textual exegesis – the glose and the allegorie.189 In some
manuscripts, such as Harley 4431 (pictured above), a third, visual level of interpretation is
added.
Modern critics have struggled to assign a genre to the Othea. The structure of
Christine’s work, with its central texte and explanatory glose and allegorie, connect the
work to biblical exegesis. Some Othea manuscripts even mimic the layout of glossed
manuscripts by placing the texte in the center of the page and surrounding it with
commentary.190 However, the texte being interpreted is not scripture but poetry of
Christine’s own creation which presents classical figures and their actions as models or
anti-models for good morals and behavior. In this way Christine’s text shows strong ties to
the tradition of medieval mythography such as the anonymous Ovid moralisé (one of
Christine’s sources for the Othea). These works take classical stories and figures and
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interpret them in a Christian context, drawing moral and spiritual sense out of the pagan
tales.191 Finally, the Othea’s consistent use of authoritative quotations to support these
interpretations connect the work to an additional genre - the moral didactic treatise or book
of wisdom. Guillaume Tignonville’s Moraulx de philosophers, another of Christine’s
sources for the Othea, is a prime example of this genre.192
However, in addition to these exegetical, mythographic, and didactic inheritances,
the Othea has also been understood by both medieval readers and modern critics as a
chivalric handbook, a mirror for princes, and a more general conduct book. The advice in
the Othea is consistently addressed to “the good knight” (le bon chevalier), instructing him
on how he should perform “chivalrous actions” (fais chevelereux) and cultivate a
“chivalrous spirit” (l’esperit chevaleureux). This language no doubt appealed to the male
aristocratic readers among Christine’s intended and actual audience (Louis d’Orléans, Jean
de Berry, and Sir John Fastolf to name a few). However, the content of the Othea pertains
less to practical martial skills than to chivalry as a code of correct social behavior and moral
and spiritual development. In this way, the teachings of the text can be read as relevant not
only to male knights but also to a more general audience.193 Hector is presented as an
Everyman figure who must combat “the devil of hell” (l’ennemi d’enfer) during this life in
order to reach heaven:
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This present (the letter) was sent by the said lady (Othea/Prudence) to Hector who
is like to all those desiring goodness and wisdom……And because it (life) is littered
with the assaults and traps of the devil of hell, which is his (man’s) deadly
adversary, we may rightly call human life chivalry.
par la dicte dame fu …envoyé ce present au bon Hector, qui semblablement peut
ester a tous autres desirans bonté et sagece …..et pour ce que il peut estre
empesché par les agais et assail de l’ennemi d’enfer, qui est son mortel
adversaire…nous pouons appeller la vie humaine droite chevalerie.194
This dual attention to social and spiritual “chivalry,” sustained throughout the work, led
Rosamund Tuve to call the Othea a “double courtesy book.” The glose consistently offers
advice on moral behavior appropriate to Christian society while the allegorie gives
counsels towards developing a Christian soul worthy of heaven.195
This complex collection of genres in the Othea has, until recently, caused modern
critics to dismiss or malign the text. It has been criticized for lacking narrative progression
and called “bizarre,” “unpalatable” and “too ridged in form.”196 Yet, it was wildly popular
among medieval readers. It was by far Christine’s “bestselling” work, surviving in over 45
manuscripts and translated into English three times in the century after it was first
written.197 Why was it so popular? Early scholars were content to attribute the success of
the Othea to medieval taste for moral didacticism.198 Recent scholars have advanced more
convincing explanations. Mary Ann Ignatius has suggested that Christine created a book
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designed for contemplative (rather than narrative) reading at a time when private reading
among the secular elite was on the rise.199 She also observes that secular readers may have
been drawn to the classical content in the Othea (both philosophical and mythological),
material that at the time was found mostly in larger, less accessible scholarly works such
as the Ovid moralisé.200 Douglas Gray makes a similar argument about the appeal of old
and new humanism and the Othea.201 Judith Kellogg agrees that the pull of classical
material was strong but argues that the success of Christine’s text was specifically due to
her skillful combination of two popular genres - the chivalric handbook and the
mythographic text.202
Assigning a single genre to the Othea is a difficult and ultimately unnecessary task
since the power of the text lies in its hybridity and flexibility. In this chapter, I argue that
the Othea acted as a kind of chameleon, showing its different generic ‘colors’ based on the
expectations and needs of a reader. A young prince, such as the French dauphin or the son
of Edward IV, might read the book as a guide to kingship. A queen or duchess might
consult the Othea for political strategy and/or use the voice of Christine or Othea as a verbal
template for counseling men in power. An aspiring knight, such as Anthony Woodville,
could use the work to improve his social profile at court or a retired knight, like Sir John
Fastolf, might use the Othea to cultivate a “chivalrous spirit” after years of chivalric action.
Finally, any reader, whether a king or a member of the lower gentry, could use the Othea’s
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moral and spiritual guidance as a model for good Christian living. The success of
Christine’s text, I argue, lies in its versatility, its ability to appeal to many different people
and situations, its usefulness to readers of multiple classes, nationalities, and genders.
Rather than trying to assign one particular genre or purpose to the Othea, in this
chapter I consider the many different ways in which the Othea was used and understood
by male and female readers in fifteenth-century France and England. The first section
analyzes royal and aristocratic readers of the Othea on both sides of the Channel, including
the Dukes of Orléans, Burgundy, and Berry, Isabel of Bavaria, Agnes of Burgundy,
Charlotte of Savoie, Henry IV, Edward IV, Edward IV’s two sons, Jacquetta of
Luxembourg, and Margaret Beaufort. Building on the work of Sandra Hindman and others,
I explore the ways in which Christine’s Othea was a multivalent political text. The Othea
could be used by male and female rulers as a guide to good governance, as a text in the
mirror for princes genre that modelled good political behavior for the reader. Additionally,
the Othea could be used by readers adjacent to seats of power as a tool for dispensing
counsel. The book offers advice on how to give advice, specifically modeling a feminized
counseling voice that allows a user to address political advice to powerful listeners.
Approaching the Othea in this way opens the text to a wider readership and may explain
why the work was owned not just by kings and princes but also by queens, dukes, and
duchesses.
The second section of the chapter turns from royal and high aristocratic readers to
male and female readers from the knightly class. As a book of courtesy, the Othea offered
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advice on social and spiritual “chivalry” to readers of the knightly milieu, modelling good
social behavior and outlining a path to salvation. Male and female readers, such as Anthony
Woodville, Sir John Fastolf, Anne Wingfield Harling, Thomas, Lord Surrey, Anne Stafford
de Vere, Sir John Astley and Sir John Paston II could identify with the “good knight” as a
kind of Everyman figure who modelled good conduct and spiritual growth for the reader.203
Approximately half of these readers consulted Christine’s French text while the others
owned Stephen Scrope’s Middle English translation of the work. 204 The flexibility of the
Othea allowed it to fit the needs of many different kinds of readers, reaching male and
female owners and coming into the hands of both new and established members of the
knightly class.
The last section of the chapter considers a single gentry reader of Stephen Scrope’s
Middle English Othea. Emalyn Bremschet, a more or less unknown gentry woman living
on the Isle of Wight in the late fifteenth century, owned and annotated a copy of Scrope’s
Othea, now Cambridge St. John MS H.5. By analyzing the inscriptions left on the front
and back flyleaves of the manuscript, we can see how Emalyn used this copy of the Othea
as a multipurpose household book. The annotations that surround the central literary text
suggest that Emalyn may have used her copy of the Othea as a record of family networks,
a devotional text, and a space for multilingual learning.
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The Othea, in French and in Middle English, circulated amongst a wide variety of
readers in the fifteenth century, reaching owners on both sides of the Channel, coming into
the hands of men and women, and moving up and down the social scale (See Appendix 4
for a list of known owners). The Othea thus crossed regional, class, and gender boundaries,
a process likely facilitated by its generic flexibility and multiplicity of voices. By studying
the circulation of the Othea in France and England in the fifteenth century, we discover not
only the versatility of Christine’s text but also the diversity of medieval reading practices.

I. A Guide to Governance and Counsel
“Flee the goddess of discord” (Fuis la deesse de discorde) counsels Prudence in
chapter 60 of Christine’s Othea. Avoid unnecessary conflict and debate (discorde et debat)
urges the glose, and strive instead for peace (paix).205 When Christine wrote the Othea, this
warning would have been felt urgently in France. While the beginning of Charles VI’s
reign had looked promising, by 1399 the king had suffered three fits of madness and civil
war was brewing as his brother, Louis d’Orléans, and his uncle, Philip the Bold, Duke of
Burgundy, vied for power. Renewed conflict with England was looming, meaning that
internal unity was ever more important, yet personal rivalry and political dissent reigned.
It was at this tense political moment that Christine de Pizan composed the Epistre Othea,
sending the first completed version of the work to Louis d’Orléans in 1401 and giving a
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subsequent copy to Philip the Bold sometime before 1404.206 In 1405 or 1406, Christine
gave one further copy to John, Duc de Berry, who was working to resolve tension between
his nephews Louis d’Orléans and John the Fearless (newly created Duke of Burgundy upon
the death of Philip the Bold in 1404).207 With the king mad and the dauphin still underage,
Christine viewed these royal princes as responsible for the government of France. By
sending the Dukes of Orléans, Burgundy, and Berry a guide to rulership, she may have
hoped to encourage them to set aside rivalry and establish peace and political order. The
Othea chapter on discord quoted above concludes with a relevant maxim from Saint Paul:
“Non in contencione et emulacione” ([Be] not in dissension and jealousy).208
Unfortunately peace was not meant to be. Conflict escalated between the Houses
of Orléans and Burgundy, coming to head when John the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy had
Louis d’Orléans brutally murdered in 1407. The Armagnac-Burgundian Civil War began
in earnest in 1411, and the fracture between the houses of Orléans, Burgundy, and Valois
weakened France and led to a series of catastrophic defeats at the hands of the English.209
If the royal princes had opted for compromise and coexistence rather than assassination
and slander, the course of history may have been different.
As Sandra Hindman has argued, these historical circumstances strongly suggest
that Christine wrote the Othea as a political text, specifically a mirror for princes, that is, a
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treatise intended to guide rulers towards responsible and effective governance. This
hypothesis is supported not only by historical context but also by internal features of the
text. The Othea opens with a discussion of the four cardinal virtues - Prudence,
Temperance, Fortitude, and Justice – identifying these virtues as “necessary to good
policy” (les iiij vertus cardinaulz soient necessaires a bonne pollicie).210 The importance
of the cardinal virtues to good political action was well-established by the time Christine
was writing. Originally drawn from the classical world, this set of moral concepts became
well integrated into Christian thought and by as early as the sixth century developed a
specific connection to political philosophy.211 The four ‘political’ virtues appear in
numerous medieval mirrors for princes, most notably Giles of Rome’s De Regimine
principum.
While all four virtues were considered necessary to effective governance, Prudence
was usually placed first in the line-up of cardinal virtues. Many theologians, most famously
Thomas Aquinas, considered Prudence to be the origin point of all other virtues. Prudence
allowed one to discern between good and evil and between truth and falsehood. These
insights become the basis for subsequent moral actions.212 Prudence is of central
importance to Christine’s Othea. The entire texte of the work is presented in the voice of
Othea, goddess of prudence, and the first and longest chapter is devoted to the explanation
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of this virtue. Here, Prudence is described as “the mother and guider of all virtues”
(prudence…soit mere et conduisaresse de toute vertus) and declared responsible for “all
the earthly graces” (toutes graces mondaines) which Hector possesses.213
The concept of prudence reappears throughout the Othea. In chapters 3 and 8, the
good knight is advised to think carefully before acting. In chapters 12, 37, 51, and 52 he is
instructed to consider the truth and impact of his words before speaking. In chapters 26 and
73 he is told the stories of Midas and Paris and urged to avoid poor judgement. Finally, at
least six chapters detail the importance of good counsel to prudent decision making. For
example, in chapters 77 and 80 the advice of wise men is contrasted to the advice of
children. Helenus, the elder son of Priam who counselled against Paris’ abduction of Helen
is presented as an example of good, wise advice while Troilus, the youngest son of Priam
who advised manly abduction is condemned as the dangerous voice of inexperience (See
Appendix 5 for an overview of the structure and content of the Othea). John of Salisbury’s
description of prudence accords well with the picture of prudence presented in the Othea:
“[prudence is] a virtue of the conscious soul, a virtue whose object is the investigation,
perception and skillful utilization of truth…prudence looks to the future, recalls what
happened in the past…shrewdly appraises what is present, and begets astuteness or
discernment.”214 A prudent action is thus one which takes into account past, present, and
future circumstances.
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For all its emphasis on prudence, the Othea is nonetheless a well-rounded mirror
for princes. Like in De regimine principum, the cardinal virtues are followed by additional
virtues including generosity, humility, and truth (see chapters 6, 7, and 9). Though they do
not appear in the same order as in Giles of Rome’s text, the Othea considers the importance
of controlling the passions of wrath, desire, despair, and dread (see chapters 17, 41, 58, 44,
3). Many of these virtues and vices are interpreted in the context of governance. For
example, in chapter 6 of the Othea, the reader is told to imitate the “soft and amiable
condition” of the planet Jupiter because “a king should be gracious with his people and
show them a glad visage.” Chapter 44, on the overabundant grief of Aurora, similarly
advises that a positive outward expression should be maintained even in the face of
misfortune. The deportment of a ruler should exude stability no matter the circumstances.
It seems clear that the Othea was intended, at least in part, to be read as a guide to
good governance. As noted above, Christine gave the text to a number of French royal
princes including Louis d’Orléans, Philip the Bold of Burgundy, and John, Duke de Berry.
Philip the Bold’s copy of the Othea, BnF 848, passed to his son John the Fearless. Book
historical evidence thus indicates that the Othea was owned by a number of politically
powerful men in France.215
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Across the Channel in England, Christine’s Othea also circulated among kings and
powerful aristocrats. At the time of Richard II’s deposition, Christine’s son, Jean de Castel,
was in England under the care of John, Duke of Salisbury with whom Christine had develop
a correspondence some years earlier. Salisbury was beheaded during the change of power
and the manuscripts Christine had sent to him were confiscated and brought to the court of
Henry IV. Sometime between 1400 and 1403, Henry IV invited Christine to come to the
English court as resident poet. Christine’s commitment to France made such an
arrangement unpalatable but her concern for the safety of her son led her to feign
acquiescence and send the English king several manuscripts of her works. She requested
that her son be sent to escort her to England but as soon as Jean was back on French soil
she rescinded her promise and remained in France for the rest of her life.216
One of the texts which Christine sent to Henry IV was almost certainly the Othea.
A dedication, extant in only one manuscript (now Harley MS 219) addresses an unnamed
“noble king” (roy noble). Originally thought to be a dedication to Charles VI, James
Laidlaw has suggested that the dedication was actually written for Henry IV. He notes that
the restrained nature of the encomium is more suited to the English ruler than the French
king.217 The presentation manuscript no longer survives, but Harley 219, a composite
miscellany made in England in the first half of the fifteenth-century, seems likely to be a
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copy (or a copy of a copy) of the manuscript which Christine sent to Henry IV. In addition
to the dedication, the non-linear format of Harley 219 supports this hypothesis (See
Appendix 6, Image 1). Early copies of the Othea, most notably Paris BnF MS fr. 848 (made
c. 1400), show Christine experimenting with a layout similar to a glossed manuscript,
placing the text in the center with glose and allegorie around the sides. In later copies, such
as Paris BnF MS fr. 606 (made c. 1406) and Harley 4431 (made c. 1410) Christine moved
to a linear layout.218 Harley 219, which uses the earlier format, seems likely to have been
copied from an Othea manuscript made before 1405, a date that lines up nicely with Henry
IV’s request for Christine’s poetry.
Harley 219 is a humble manuscript with no illustrations and minimal decorations.
Unlike more lavish, illustrated copies of the Othea, it appears to have been well used and
has quite a bit of contemporary marginal annotation including manicules, “nota”s and +
marks. This condition and the contents of the manuscript suggest, as Stephanie Downes
has argued, that this book served an educative function. Christine’s Othea is paired with
another mirror for princes, a French translation of the Secretum Secretorum, and with two
Latin texts, Odo of Cheriton’s Fabulae and the Gesta Romanorum, both filled with
exemplary tales.219 It would seem that the miscellany was compiled as a didactic treatise
for a young English noble. Further support is lent to this suggestion by the presence of a
trilingual dictionary added at the back of the manuscript, starting on the last folio of the
Othea (Image 2). While the BL catalog suggests that this is a later hand, Stephanie Downes
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argues that the hand is roughly contemporary with the manuscript and may be a younger
scribe using the manuscript as a learning device. The glossary lists French nouns,
prepositions, verbs, and some idiomatic expressions.220
Harley 219 seems to have been closely connected to the English royal court for
much of its early life. As noted above, it bears a dedication to Henry IV at the beginning
of the Othea, suggesting that it was copied from a manuscript in the royal collection.
Additionally, Harley 219 itself was in the royal collection as of 1535, when a catalog of
Henry VIII’s library at Richmond lists a ‘Fables de Ysopet et Orthea.’221 The multi-lingual
glossary is also followed by a list of offices given by the English Treasurer suggesting that
the manuscript may have been in the hands of a royal administrator.222 Was the manuscript
perhaps used by the sons of a nobleman serving at the English court? The post of English
Treasurer was held by powerful men such as Jean Talbot, John Tiptoft, Henry Bourchier,
and Richard Woodville during the fifteenth century. One of these men may have seen the
Othea as a useful reading material for himself or his children.
While the quality of Harley 219 suggests that its users were noble rather than royal,
a later copy of the Othea can be identified as an educative tool for the sons of Edward IV.
In about 1478, Edward IV commissioned a lavish manuscript containing Christine de
Pizan’s Epistre Othea. This book, now Royal MS 14 E II, was one of at least 38
manuscripts produced for Edward in professional workshops in the Burgundian
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Netherlands between 1478 and 1483.223 These books were large, richly illuminated, and
uniformly in French. They represented Edward’s achievement of affluence and security
after more than a decade of unrest, financial strain, and brief exile.224
Royal MS 14 E II and nine other books in this impressive collection bear the royal
arms of Edward and the arms of his two sons, Edward, Prince of Wales and Richard, Duke
of York, suggesting that these volumes may have been commissioned for the purpose of
educating the royal princes, aged 8 and 4 in 1478.225 Some years before commissioning
these manuscripts, Edward was already considering the education of his eldest son and
heir. In 1473, Edward drew up ordinances that outlined a daily regiment for Edward, Prince
of Wales. During the morning and early afternoon the young prince was to “be occupied
in such virtuous learning as his adge shall now suffyce to receave.”226 At mealtimes he was
to be read “such noble storyes as behoveth it a prynce to understand and knowe” and be
surrounded by conversations that were “of vertu, honor, cuninge, wisdom and deedes of
worshippe, and of nothinge that should move or styrre him to vyces.” 227 The collection of
texts found in Royal 14 E II would have fit this description well. Along with Christine’s
Othea (ff.295r-331v), Royal 14 E II contains Jean de Courcy’s Le chemin de valliance or
“The Way of Valiance” (ff. 1r – 294v), and three short treatises on chivalry and noble
behavior (ff.332r-354r). In the works of Jean de Courcy and Christine de Pizan, the reader
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encounters stories of classical and biblical heroes and heroines and, through the guidance
of the Goddess Valiance or Othea, goddess of Prudence, is led to understand these tales as
exempla of good behavior and successful governance.228
The production of Royal 14 E II suggests that more than seventy-five years after its
original composition, Christine’s Othea was still considered a desirable mirror for princes.
Edward IV may have viewed the Othea as a tool for securing the current and future stability
of his dynasty. Like Henry IV, another royal reader of the Othea, Edward IV had recently
overthrown the previous ruler of England. With its abundance of engaging stories,
emphasis on practical virtues, and description of political techniques, the Othea was a way
to inculcate principles of successful rule into his heirs.
During the fifteenth century, the Othea came into the hands of a least eight kings
and princes in France and England and may have served as a guide to good governance. At
the same time, the Othea was also owned by a number of politically powerful women on
both sides of the Channel including Isabel of Bavaria and Margaret Beaufort. Like their
male counterparts, these powerful women may have used the Othea as a guide to good
governance but the Othea also offers advice on giving advice, a valuable skill for
individuals situated close to seats of political power. Specifically, the text models a female
counseling voice, a voice that is embodied by Christine in the prologue and commentary
and by Othea in the text proper. The female counseling voice is further developed in the
content of some chapters where women advise sons, husbands, and male rulers.
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Throughout the Othea, Christine models a counseling voice that is quiet but firm,
authoritative yet non-threatening, offering women a verbal template for counseling men in
power.
The first instance of a female counseling voice in the Othea appears in the prologue.
Here, Christine offers political advice to some of the most powerful men in France – Louis
d’Orléans, Philip the Bold, and Jean de Berry. Christine achieves this bold move by using
a very particular kind of counseling voice, one which combines a gendered humility topos
with a clear articulation of knowledge and authority. In the prologue she states:
Please do not show contempt for my work,
My respected lord, humane and wise,
Because of the lack of merit of my ignorant person,
For a little bell makes a great sound,
Which, very often, wakes up the most wise
And advises them to study hard.
For this reason, most praiseworthy and benign prince,
I, named Christine, unworthy woman,
But having the judgment to undertake such a work,
Will begin to rhyme and tell about,
A letter that was sent to Hector of Troy…
Si ne vueillés mesprisier mon ouvrage,
Mon redoubté seigneur, humain et sage,
Pour le despris de m’ignorant personne,
Car petite clochete grant voix sonne,
Qui moult souvent les plus sage reveille
Et le labour d’estude leur conseille.
Pour ce, prince tres louable et benigne,
Moy, nommee Christine, femme indigne
De sens acquis, pour si faite ouevre emprendre
A rimoier et dire me vueil prendre
Un epistre qui a Hector de Troye
Fu envoyé… 229
229
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Here, Christine amplifies the traditional humility topos by emphasizing her feminine
gender – “I, unworthy woman.” Earlier in the passage she similarly refers to herself as a
“poor creature” (povre creature), and an “ignorant woman of little importance” (femme
ignorant de petite estature).230 Yet, at the same time, Christine confidently states that she
has the judgment to undertake the work and reminds her reader that even a small person
can have a strong voice – in her words - “a little bell makes a great sound” (petite clochete
grant voix sonne).
This combination of humility and confidence is repeated in Christine’s narrating
figure Othea, goddess of Prudence. Othea addresses Hector with the same deference which
Christine shows Louis d’Orléans but also assures the young prince that she has the
qualifications to dispense good counsel. Othea addresses Hector in an honorific tone,
calling him “noble and powerful prince” (noble prince poissant) and “Son of Mars” (Filz
de Mars), but also establishes her own authority, explaining: “As a goddess I know through
knowledge, not through trial and error, the things which are to come” (Et comme deesse je
sçay/ Par science, non par essay/ Les choses qui sont a venir).231 She further makes
reference to her extensive teaching experience, noting, “From my chair I give lectures/ To
those who love me and hold me dear,/ Lectures which will lift them to heaven” (Ceulx qui
m’aiment et tiennent chiere/ Je leur lis leçon en chayere/ Qui les fait monter jusqu’au
cieulx).232
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This persona of quiet but strong authority allows Christine and Othea to counsel
male rulers in a non-threatening way. Whereas a masculine voice might be interpreted as
critical or treasonous, a feminine voice is perceived as non-disruptive. Misty Schieberle
has described this rhetorical strategy as “feminized counsel” and argues in a monograph of
the same title that this mode of address was used by male and female writers to approach
difficult political issues.233 In the same way that a king might change his actions upon the
humble request of his queen, a ruler might listen to a powerless poet without losing a sense
of authority.
Christine’s formulation of feminine influence accorded well with contemporary
discourse surrounding the virtue of prudence. By the mid-fourteenth century, prudence was
often described as a specifically female virtue, a social and political tool wielded by
aristocratic women to achieve peace and compromise.234 In 1336, Renaud de Louens wrote
the Livre de Melibée de Dame Prudence, the story of a prudent wife who gently and wisely
draws her husband away from rash, destructive actions. Chaucer used this source in writing
the ‘Tale of Melibee’ in The Canterbury Tales and the story also appears in the late
fourteenth-century conduct book Le Menagier de Paris.235 In these versions, Dame
Prudence counsels non-violence, patient negotiation, and reason over passion -- principles
useful in the governance of self, household, and kingdom. Numerous scholars have
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suggested that in the ‘Tale of Melibee,’ Chaucer uses the voice of Dame Prudence to
address political issues during the reign of Richard II, using a feminized voice to deliver
advice without disruption. Some of these scholars have specifically suggested that Chaucer
may have intended Dame Prudence to be a model of female counsel for powerful
aristocratic women such as Joan of Kent.236
Christine frames the Othea with two female counseling voices – her own voice and
the voice of Othea, goddess of Prudence. In many manuscripts, these counseling voices are
made visible by illustrations which show Christine giving her completed work to her patron
and Othea giving her letter to Hector (Image 3). In the body of the work, Christine
continues to explore examples of female counsel, considering both everyday wise women
and wise women of epic proportions. She dedicates chapters to female scholars, erudite
goddesses, and counseling wives, and completes the work with the example of a Sybil
counseling Emperor Caesar Augustus. This final example is offered as authorization for
Othea’s one hundred pieces of advice. Othea concludes her letter to Hector by stating: “I
wrote one hundred authorities to you;/ May you not despise them,/ For Augustus learned
from a woman/ Who reprimanded him for being worshipped” (Cent auctoritez t’ay
escriptes/ Si ne soient de toy despites,/ Car Augustus de femme apprist/ Qui d’estre aouré
le repist).237 This point is underlined in the glose which follows - Christine as commentator
states:
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And because Caesar who was ruler of the entire world learned to recognize God
and the true faith through a woman, one can cite on this topic the authority of
Hermes: “It should not be shameful to you to hear the truth and good teaching from
whoever may pronounce it; for the truth enobles the person who tells it.” 238
Et pour ce que Cesar Augustus, qui prince estoit de tout le monde, apprist a
congnoistre Dieu et la creance d’une femme, peut estre dit a propos l’auctorité que
dit Hermés: « Ne te soit point honte de oÿr verité et bon enseignement, qui que le
die, car verité anoblist cellui qui le prononce.» 239
This concluding argument is very similar to Christine’s opening image of the little bell
with the strong voice. Counsel should be judged on the basis of its content not its conduit
– a small and powerless person may have valuable insights to offer a person in power. This
final message urges powerful readers to be receptive to advice from unexpected sources
but it also encourages less powerful readers to have confidence in their ability to deliver
advice.
Christine’s Othea was owned by at least five politically powerful women in France
and England during the fifteenth century. Isabel of Bavaria (1370-1435), queen consort of
France, owned Harley MS 4431, a collected works of Christine de Pizan which includes
the Epistre Othea. Isabel, placed in a powerful position as a result of her husband’s mental
illness, became an important arbiter between the Orleanists and Burgundians as tensions
rose in the first decade of the fifteenth century. Sandra Hindman suggests that Isabel’s role
as political mediator may have prompted Christine to give the queen a copy of the Othea.
While Isabel’s Othea is now found within Harley 4431 (a manuscript made in 1414),
Hindman argues that this copy of the Othea was in fact an earlier copy of the text made for
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Isabel and incorporated at a later date into the new collected works (the Othea shows
carefully concealed evidence of having been enlarged to fit the current manuscript).240 This
hypothesis would suggest that Isabel was given the Othea during the early stages of the
Armagnac-Burgundian conflict.
Christine may have seen Isabel as an effective conduit to convey information about
good governance to her husband and to the men wrestling for power around him. Isabel
had also been made the principal guardian of the Dauphin in the 1390s meaning that she
may have been in the position to convey Christine’s mirror for princes to the actual
prince.241 Finally, Christine likely viewed Isabel as an important political player in her own
right, a ruling queen who had an urgent and present need for a manual on governance. That
Christine saw Isabeau as an active and potentially effective political figure is shown in her
Epistre à la Reine, a letter written to the Queen in 1405 urging her to intervene in the
increasingly dangerous political situation.242
Later in the fifteenth century, Christine’s Othea came into the hands of another
queen consort of France – Charlotte de Savoie (1441/3-1483), wife of Louis XI, King of
France from 1461 to 1483. Charlotte’s copy of the Othea is not extant but an inventory
made a year after her death includes a copy of the text described as: “l’espitre que la deesse
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Ostea tist à Hector de Troye, en pappier, couvert de vert.”243 Historians have characterized
Charlotte as reserved, pious, and not particularly politically active. Anne Marie Legaré,
who has studied Charlotte de Savoie’s library, concludes that almost three quarters of
Charlotte’s library consisted of devotional literature.244 Given these circumstances, we
might surmise that Charlotte was drawn to the spiritual dimensions of the Othea, though
this type of reading would not exclude the possibility of reading for political purposes as
well.
Across the Channel, a third royal woman consulted a version of the Othea. Margaret
Beaufort (1441/3-1509), Countess of Richmond and Derby and mother of King Henry VII,
inherited a “boke with the pistilles of Othea” from her sister-in-law Anne Stafford de Vere
in 1472.245 This copy of the Othea was likely an English translation of the Othea produced
by Stephen Scrope around 1440. Humphrey Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, Anne’s father
and Margaret’s father-in-law, was one of the dedicatees of Scrope’s translations, making
this especially likely.
Margaret was politically enmeshed throughout her life. She navigated the
Lancastrian-Yorkist power struggle throughout her youth, played an active role in placing
her son on the throne in 1485, and enjoyed a prominent role in the new government, often
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writing to civic authorities under the king’s name.246 We cannot know with certainty
whether Margaret consulted her copy of the Othea during these years of political turmoil such an assertion would require the survival of an Othea annotated in Margaret’s hand.
However, if she did read the Othea, Margaret would have found advice applicable to the
her situation, including information on social protocol and political strategy and numerous
examples of a feminized counseling voice useful for advising men in power. As we will
see in Chapter Four, Margaret also owned a Middle English translation of Christine de
Pizan’s Livre de Fais d’armes et de chevalerie. 247 Unlike her copy of the Othea, this book
does survive, and is marked by Margaret’s own hand, allowing us to speculate with more
confidence about how Margaret’s reading material may have influenced her political
action.
In addition to these three royal women owners of the Othea, two duchesses, living
on either side of the Channel, possessed copies of Christine’s Othea. Agnès de Bourgogne,
Duchess of Bourbon (1407-1476), owned BnF fr. 848, a copy of the Othea which she likely
inherited from her father, John the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy (d.1419). The book contains
a posthumous ex-libris which identifies Agnès as the owner of the book.248 Agnès was
politically active throughout her life, frequently mediating between her brother Philip
Good, Duke of Burgundy, and her “politically fickle” husband, Charles I, Duke of
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Bourbon. Additionally, in 1465, she and her daughter-in-law, Jeanne de France, attempted
to persuade King Louis XI to end the War of the Public Weal (Guerre du Bien public).249
On such occasions, the feminized counseling voice modeled in Christine’s Othea could
have proved useful to Agnès as she sought to advise men in power.
In England, another powerful duchess, Jacquetta of Luxembourg, Duchess of
Bedford, also owned a copy of Christine’s Othea. Through her husband, Jacquetta came to
possess Isabel of Bavaria’s lavish manuscript, Harley 4431. As we will see in Chapter
Three, Jacquetta personally marked several of the texts within this manuscript, including
the Othea, suggesting that she not only owned the book but also used it. Jacquetta was in
positions of power throughout her life, first as the wife of King Henry V’s brother, next as
a favorite of Queen Margaret of Anjou, and finally as the mother of Elizabeth Woodville,
Edward IV’s queen.250 As she navigated the twists and turns of the ongoing power struggle
in England, Christine’s Othea may have offered useful political advice.251
A study of aristocratic ownership of the Othea in fifteenth-century France and
England reveals at least thirteen readers, including two kings, two queens, two young
princes, four dukes, two duchesses, and a countess. The Othea was a multivalent political
texts owned by a large number of powerful men and women. We cannot know with
certainty how each of these readers used his or her copy of the Othea, but the consonance
between the textual material in the Othea and the lived experiences of its known owners is
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suggestive. Through literary analysis we can establish that the Othea offers political advice
and models a feminized counseling voice and through book history we can determine that
the Othea was owned by readers who at various points in their lives may have found this
content useful. It seems possible that Christine’s work influenced political actions.

II. A Book of Social and Spiritual Chivalry
In addition to acting as a multipurpose political text, the Othea also functions as a
polyvalent chivalric text. The work develops a flexible definition of chivalry which
encompasses proper martial conduct, correct social behavior, and laudable moral character.
The “good knight” (bon chevalier) and “the chivalrous spirit” (esperit chevaleureux)
represent skill and bravery on the battlefield, but also model responsible conduct, good will
towards others, and commitment to spiritual development. This flexible definition of
chivalry opens the Othea to a broad readership. As we will see in the section that follows,
the Othea’s multivalence is consonant with the diversity of its known owners - Christine’s
Othea and Stephen Scrope’s Middle English translation of the text were owned by active
knights, retired war commanders, and several woman readers hailing from the knightly
class.
The co-existing martial, social, and spiritual dimensions of the Othea can be
succinctly explored through a consideration of chapter 5 on Perseus. The texte describes
how the hero Perseus rides the flying horse Pegasus holding a “shining shield” (escu
luisant) and a “curved sword” (un fauchon) and rescues Andromeda from a sea monster.
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In many manuscripts this heroic act is shown in an accompanying miniature (Image 4). The
texte enjoins “the good knight” to “follow this path if he desires to achieve/ Honor, which
is worth more than any material goods” (Car bon chevalier doit tenir/ Celle voye, s’il veult
avoir/ Honneur, qui trop mieulx vault qu’avoir).252 The glose further explains that all
knights should be like Perseus and “aid women who might need their help” (secourir
femmes qui besoing de leur ayde aront).253 Additionally, all knights should seek to ride
Pegasus, that is, a good reputation which can be acquired by “good merits.” Finally, the
allegorie explains the spiritual layer of the texte noting: “Andromeda…is his (the good
knight’s) soul, which he will deliver from the devil of hell by vanquishing sin”
(Andromeda…c’est son ame, que il delivrera de l’ennemi d’enfer par vaincre pechié).254
In this chapter and others like it, we can see why the Othea was variously classified as a
chivalric handbook, a conduct book, and a moral didactic treatise.
The medieval reading practices surrounding the Othea respond to the work’s
generic multiplicity - some owners placed the Othea amidst chivalric texts while others
paired it with moral treatises. For example, around 1460, Sir John Astley (d.1486)
incorporated a copy of Stephen Scrope’s Middle English Othea into a chivalric miscellany,
now Pierpont Morgan Library M 775. The volume, termed “Ordonances of Chivalry” by
the Morgan catalog, includes John Lydgate’s verses on the coronation of Henry VI, an
English translation of Vegetius’ De re militari, Lydgate and Benedict Burgh’s English
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verse translation of Aristotle’s Secreta Secretorum, Stephen Scrope’s Othea, and a number
of short texts including a treatise on how a man should be armed to fight on foot, a
ceremony for creating Knights of the Bath, and an account of Sir John Astley’s own deeds
of arms at tournaments held in 1438 and 1441/1442.255 In this personalized chivalric
compendium, Astley’s coat of arms is found on a number of pages including the last page
of the Othea (folio 274r).256 At the time of the volume’s creation, Astley was in the service
of Edward IV as the victualer of Alnwick castle. He was made a Knight of the Garter in
1461.257
A few years later, in 1468, Sir John Paston II (1442-1479) may have borrowed
Astley’s chivalry miscellany and passed it to his scribe William Ebesham to be copied.258
A bill dated 1468 (BL Additional MS 43491, f. 13) details a number of items copied by
Ebesham for John Paston and notes that these items are intended for inclusion in a “grete
boke.”259 The “grete boke” mentioned here has been identified as BL Lansdowne MS
285.260 This manuscript contains many of the same texts as Morgan 775 including
Lydgate’s verses on the coronation of Henry VI, the ceremony for creating Knights of the
Bath, an account of arms and armor needed for a foot battle, an English translation of De
re militari, and Burgh and Lydgate’s Secrets of Philosophers. Paston also added accounts
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of the feats of arms of Richard Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick and the tournament between
Anthony Woodville, Lord Scales and the Bastard of Burgundy.
In the 1468 bill noted above, Ebesham also lists a “Othea Pistill, which conteyneth
[43] leves.”261 This Othea was likely copied from Astley’s miscellany alongside the other
texts and intended for inclusion in the same “grete boke.” For some reason, the Othea was
not bound with the texts that now form Lansdowne 285.262 In an inventory of John Paston’s
books written in his own hand between 1474 and 1479 (BL Additional 43491, fol. 26), the
“grete boke” is described as “my boke of knyghthod” and the Othea is listed separately as
“a boke de Othea.”263 The Othea thus appears adjacent to, though not within, John Paston’s
“boke of knyghthod.” Perhaps the multi-generic quality of the Othea prompted Paston to
leave the work as a stand-alone volume.
Around 1450, another knight, Sir John Fastolf, commissioned a copy of Christine
de Pizan’s Othea and had it placed not in a chivalric miscellany but in a volume alongside
a moral treatise. Now Bodleian MS Laud Misc. 570, Fastolf’s manuscript begins with a
short text called the Livre des quatres vertus cardinals (The Book of the Four Cardinal
Virtues) (ff.1r-23v) before turning to Christine’s Othea (ff.24r-92r).264 The Book of the
Four Cardinal Virtues treats Prudence, Temperance, Force, and Justice. The first three of
these virtues are elaborately illustrated on folios 9v, 16r, and 21v. Christine devotes the
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first four chapters of the Othea to these same virtues presented in the same order. Prudence
and Temperance are depicted as goddesses on folios 25v and 28v. Force is portrayed by
Hercules in battle on folio 30r and Justice is depicted as King Minos sitting in judgement
on folio 32r.265 This visual and verbal repetition emphasizes the importance of the four
cardinal virtues and may suggest that Fastolf had a particular interest in these moral
concepts.
A number of years before the making of Bodleian 570, John Fastolf received a
Middle English copy of the Othea from his step-son Stephen Scrope. As in Bodleian 570,
the four cardinal virtues are highlighted in Scrope’s version of the text. In a prose
dedication to Fastolf, Scrope writes:
I…take vp-on me at this tyme to translate ovte off French tong, ffor more encrese
of vertu, and to reduce into owre modyr tong a Book off Knyghthode, as wele off
gostly and spirituell actis off armys for the sowle-hele as of worldly dedys & policie
gouernaunce, and which is auctorised and grounded first vp-on the iiij Cardinal
Vertous, as justice, prudence, ffors and temperaunce.266
In this passage, Scrope carefully emphasizes that the four cardinal virtues can serve as the
grounding for valuable “worldly dedys” but are also the basis for “spirituell actis” that
benefit “sowle-hele.” Scrope explains to Fastolf that since he has spent the majority of his
life pursuing “dedys of cheualrie and actis of arms” he must now turn to acts of spiritual
chivalry:
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ryght necessarie [it] now were to occupie the tyme of yowre agys and feblenes of
bodie in gostly cheuallrie off dedes of armes spirituall, as in contemplacion of
morall wysdome and exercisyng gostly werkyys which that may enforce and caves
yow to be called to the ordire of knyghthode that schal perpetually endure and
encrese in ioye and worship endelese.267
Though Scrope continues to frame the text as a book of knighthood, he suggests that
spiritual chivalry is the ultimate goal, especially for a retired knight like Fastolf.
Even without Scrope’s prompting, a reader of Christine’s text would quickly have
become aware of the salvific dimension of the work. Christine structures her text, in part,
around a Christian didactic framework. The first forty-five chapters of the Othea move
through the four cardinal virtues, the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, the three theological
virtues, the seven deadly sins, the lessons of the credo, and the ten commandments (See
Appendix 5).268 Additionally, a full third of the Othea is devoted to a spiritual exegesis of
Othea’s letter to Hector - the allegorie section of the work seeks to understand Othea’s
letter through the lens of “Holy Scripture” (la Sainte Escripture). In the prologue to the
allegory, Christine explains that this mode of reading can contribute to the “edification of
the soul” (l’edificacion de l’ame), allowing the reader to adorn his or her soul with virtues
and move towards a reunion with God. She warns that the journey to salvation is littered
with hazards and temptations placed on earth by the “devil of hell” (l’ennemi d’enfer).
“Human life” (la vie humaine) may therefore be called “true chivalry” (droite chevalerie)
since the soul must constantly battle against the seven deadly sins in order to win
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salvation.269 Those who succeed, “the victorious” (les victorieux) have attained “the highest
and most perfect chivalry” (la somme et parfaicte chevalerie). 270
Martial language and imagery are thus carried into the spiritual level of the text.
Christine frames chivalry as both a code of behavior that wins renown on earth and an
internal disposition that helps to achieve salvation. This approach may have appealed to a
retired knight like Sir John Fastolf as he sought to transition from an active life to a
contemplative retirement. At the same time, Christine’s allegorical language is sufficiently
open to allow non-martial readers, including women, to engage with the text. Hector or
“the good knight” is described as an Everyman figure who “can stand for all those who
desire goodness and wisdom” (Hector… peut estre a tous autres desirans bonté et
sagece).271 Similarly, the concept of the “chivalric spirit” is described as profitable to a
gender-neutral audience – it can be pursued by all “those who will read the present work”
(ceulx qui liront ce present dictié).272
A number of women from the knightly class are known to have owned either
Christine’s Othea or a copy of Scrope’s Middle English translation. Anne Wingfield
Harling (1426-1498), a wealthy and well-connected noblewoman living in East Anglia,
owned “A Frenche booke called the Pistill Othia” which she bequeathed to “my lord of
Surrey” (likely Thomas Howard) in a will dated August 28th, 1498.273 It is unclear when
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Anne came to possess this book but the details of her biography suggest that she crossed
paths with numerous individuals and families who owned a French or English copy of the
Othea. She was made the ward of Sir John Fastolf between 1435 and 1438 after her father,
Sir Robert Harling, died and left her a wealthy heiress. Her second husband, Sir Richard
Wingfield, brought her into contact with Edward IV, another owner of the Othea. Anne
may have served as a lady in waiting to Edward’s wife, Elizabeth Woodville, and Anne’s
will lists “a Premer whiche kynge Edward gauffe me.”274 Finally, her third husband John,
fifth Lord Scrope of Bolton was a cousin of Stephen Scrope. 275 Familial and social links
thus connect Anne Harling to known owners of the Othea, suggesting numerous possible
routes by which Anne may have acquired a copy of Christine’s poem.
Anne’s will suggests that she was a pious women. She is described as a
“founderesse” of “the White Fryers in Cambridge” and a “suster” (likely a lay sister) at the
Priory of Campsey, the Abbey of Broseyerd, and the House of Syon.276 She made ample
donations to these institutions in her will, ensuring that her support reached beyond death.
In particular she made efforts to support the work of religious women, leaving monetary
gifts to specific women at Thetford and Campsey and bequeathing to “dame Jane
Blakeney” a book of prayers. She also left sums of money to two women, Joan and Ursula,
but payable only “yf she go to a hous of religion.”277 Anne also owned a number of religious
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books – her will lists an “embrowdered Sawter,” a “white booke of Prayers,”278 and two
“Premer[s].”279
In addition to owning a Psalter and two Books of Hours, common possessions for
a woman of her station, Anne also owned a collection of Middle English devotional texts.
This book, though not listed in her will, survives as British Library Harley MS 4012 (Image
5).280 The manuscript is in the hand of Ricardus Franciscus, a scribe associated with
Fastolf’s household who produced Fastolf’s French Othea (Bodleian 570) and was also
responsible for a Middle English Othea (Cambridge, St. John’s MS H 5).281 Harley 4012
was probably produced around 1460 and contains two works of particular relevance to
Anne - a Life of St. Anne (she made bequests to and was to be buried in a chapel of St.
Anne) and a text associated with Syon (where she may have been a lay sister). Ricardus
also personalized the manuscript by adding “A ne” to an ascending scroll on folio 51r
(Image 6). Finally, an inscription at the back of the volume reads “Thys ys the boke of
dame anne wyngefeld of ha[r]lyng” confirming, with uncommon clarity, that Anne owned
this volume of Middle English religious texts (Image 7).282
It is worth noting that some of the material in Harley 4012 is consonant with the
spiritual level of Christine’s Othea. Like the allegorie of the Othea, the texts in Harley
4012 offer advice on how to eradicate sins and cultivate virtues. Where the Othea speaks
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of defending the soul from attacking vices, the opening treatise in Harley 4012 explains
how the soul can be “waishid and clesid from the filthe of sinne.” 283 The Othea offers a
portrait of the seven deadly sins in chapters 16-22 so that the vices may be identified and
avoided. Similarly, Harley 4012 presents the reader with a “mirroure of sinnes.”284 At other
moments, the contents of the Othea and Harley 4012 differ in specifics but share a similar
goal. For example, Harley 4012 includes “a tretes of mekenes (meekness) withoute whiche
noman maie come to ane other vertu or loue of god for hit is the grounde of all perfeccion
of goone (good?) and virtue.”285 The Othea assigns a similar originary power to the virtue
of prudence stating that “prudence…is the mother and guider of all other virtues”
(prudence soit mere et conduisaresse de toute vertus).286 Both Harley 4012 and Christine’s
Othea emphasize the importance of an admirable soul, whether it is described as “clean”
or “chivalrous.”
Anne Harling was not the only woman from the knightly class to mention a copy
of the Othea in her will. As noted above, in 1472, Anne Stafford de Vere, eldest daughter
of Humphrey Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, prepared a will in which she bequeathed “my
boke with the pistilles of Othea” to her sister-in-law Margaret Beaufort.287 Unlike Anne
Harling, Anne de Vere most likely owned an English copy of the Othea, probably Stephen
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Scrope’s Middle English translation. Scrope dedicated a copy of the text to her father,
Humphrey Stafford. Additionally, Curt Bühler and A.I. Doyle have suggested that Anne
de Vere or her mother Anne Neville may have been the intended recipient of Scrope’s
dedication to the unnamed “hye princess.”288 The dedication suggests that Scrope had
female as well as male readers in mind when preparing the text. Anne de Vere’s decision
to leave the book to a female relative rather than a male one may also be suggestive of the
text’s applicability and appeal to women readers.
Following Christine’s text, Scrope develops a concept of spiritual chivalry
(l’esperit chevaleureux) which he translates variously as “gostly cheuallrie” and “gostly
knighthood."

As in Christine’s work, the beneficiaries of this program of spiritual

improvement are described in gender-neutral terms. The discussion of “goostli
knighthood,” he explains, is pursued “principally to the preising of God and to the profite
of tho that will delite them to here this present ditee.”289 Scrope’s choice of language, like
Christine’s, leaves the text open to female readership.
Whether reading Christine’s French text or Scrope’s Middle English translation,
women owners of the Othea would have encountered a striking set of powerful and
virtuous women in chapters 13-15 of the work – a series of texts which figure the three
theological virtues as spiritual lady knights. Here, Faith, Hope, and Charity are presented
as three mythic warrior women – Minerva, Pallas, and Penthesilea.
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In chapters 13 and 14, Christine creatively uses the divergent Roman and Greek
names for the same goddess to delineate the related virtues of Faith and Hope. Minerva,
who produces strong armor to protect the bodies of knights, should be understood as the
mother of faith which is a shield that protects the soul without exception. The difficult
battle against sins in this life which is aided by faith should be motivated by hope for bliss
in the afterlife. For this reason, the Othea explains, Minerva should be joined with Pallas,
that is, Faith should be combined with Hope. To support this point, Origin is cited as saying
that “hope for the goodness that is to come is solace for those who travel in this mortal life,
just as…for champions that fight in battles, the woe of their wounds is eased by the hope
of the crown of victory” (l’esperance des biens a venir est le solas de ceulx qui traveillent
en ceste vie mortele, aussi comme…aux champions qui sont en bataille l’esperance de la
couronne de victorie attrempe la douleur de leurs playes).290 Pallas, who represents Hope
is also said to stand for wisdom, suggesting that knowledge, like hope, can help one along
the way to salvation. This formulation, emphasized in the illustration which accompanies
the chapter, may have reinforced the spiritual value of reading and specifically the benefit
of reading Christine’s text (Image 8).
The presentation of Minerva and Pallas as goddesses of war, wisdom, faith, and
hope creates an image of a spiritual lady knight. This image is given further definition in
chapter 15 which describes Penthesilea, the Amazon queen who travelled to Troy to see
the greatness of Hector. When Penthesilea arrives and finds Hector dead she is struck with
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great grief and gathers a “great host of ladies” (grant ost de damoiselles) to “chivalrously
[and] vigorously” (chevalereusement [et] vigoureusement) avenge the loss of a man with
such exceptional qualities.291 This host of ladies is vividly depicted in the image which
accompanies this chapter in Harley 4431 (Image 9). In Scrope’s translation of this passage,
Penthesilea and her ladies are described as “a grete hoost of fulle chevallerous
gentilwommen.”292 While Christine describes the action of mourning and vengeance as
chivalrous, Scrope describes the women themselves a chivalrous. Whether this slight shift
in meaning is intentional or accidental, the phrasing may have helped a female reader to
identify herself as “chivalrous.”
In the allegorie section of the chapter, the chivalrous actions of these chivalrous
ladies are interpreted as acts of charity – “Penthesilea, who was quick to give aid, may be
understood as the virtue of charity, the third theological virtue which the good spirit should
have perfectly in itself” (Panthaselle, qui fu secourable, pouons entendre la vertu de
charité qui est la iije theologienne que doit avoir parfaictement le bon esperit en soy).293
Scrope’s version of the text reads: “Be Pantasselle, that was socourrable, we may
vnderstande þe vertu of charite, the which is the iijde diuine vertu that the good spirite
scholde perfiȝtli haue in himself.”294 Although we cannot know whether these specific
sections of the Othea resonated with women readers of the work, an analysis of Christine
and Scrope’s language and imagery suggests that the work was open to female readership.
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So far, we have considered how the Othea might be understood as a political text,
a chivalric handbooks, a moral treatise, or a guide to salvation. To conclude this section, I
would like to turn to one final reader, Anthony Woodville, whose lived experiences and
literary interests suggest that he could have understood the Othea as belonging to any or
perhaps all of these genres. Anthony Woodville, Lord Scales and second Lord Rivers
(c.1440-1483), inherited a copy of the Othea from his mother Jacquetta of Luxembourg
within the lofty context of Harley MS 4431, a lavish collected works of Christine de
Pizan.295 Certain events in Woodville’s life suggest that he could have approach the Othea
as a chivalric text, as did Sir John Astley. Like Astley, Woodville cultivated a reputation
as a knight errant, participating in jousting tournaments and going on crusades and
pilgrimages. His most famous joust occurred at Smithfield in 1467 when he competed
against Antoine la Roche, Bastard of Burgundy (natural son of Philip the Bold, Duke of
Burgundy).296
Other circumstances suggest that Woodville could have used the Othea as a
political text. He was heavily involved in politics throughout his life, especially following
the marriage of his sister, Elizabeth Woodville, to King Edward IV in 1464. He was closely
involved in Edward’s rapprochement with Burgundy, a reconciliation which was sealed by
Margaret of York’s marriage to Charles the Bold in 1468. Woodville accompanied Edward
into exile on the continent in 1471 and in 1473 was made chief butler of England. Between
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1473 and 1483, Woodville also served as the primary tutor to Edward IV’s sons.297 In these
various circumstances, the Othea may have offered political advice or served as material
for educating the young princes in the principles of good governance.
In addition to cultivating a knightly persona and pursuing a political career,
Woodville also translated a number of texts from French into English and worked with
William Caxton to bring these works into print. In 1473, he produced The Dictes and
Sayings of the Philsophers, describing it as a “glorious fair myrrour to all good Christen
peple to behold and understonde.” In 1478, using Harley MS 4431 as his base text, he
translated the “wise and holsom” proverbs of Christine de Pizan as The Moral Proverbs of
Christine de Pisan.298 Given Woodville’s evident interest in proverbial material, it seems
possible that he may have appreciated the Othea as a moral didactic treatise, a text in the
book of wisdom tradition that offered its reader edifying exempla and quotations.
Finally, Woodville may have been interested in the salvific layer of the Othea.
Woodville seems to have been quite devout. He went on pilgrimages to Bury St. Edmund,
Santiago de Compostela, and Rome in 1469, 1473, and 1475. His final extant translation,
Cordyal (1478), treats the subject of the “four last things,” that is, bodily death, purgatory,
hell, and the rewards of heaven. Caxton describes Woodville as devout and alludes to nonextant works by Woodville including a series of ballads against the seven deadly sins. 299
Given his piety, it seems possible that Woodville used the Othea as a religious text, reading
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in its pages about how to cultivate a “chivalric spirit” (un esperit chevaleureux) and
achieving the ultimate victory – salvation.
The layered structure of the Othea and its flexible allegorical language opens the
text to many possible uses and to many different readers. The manuscript context of the
Othea can sometimes give us a sense of how a medieval reader understood the text. For
example, Sir John Astley placed the Othea within a chivalric miscellany while Sir John
Fastolf paired it with a moral treatise on the four cardinal virtues. In other instances, a
consideration of an owner’s literary interests, political affinities, or pious reputation
illuminates how a reader might have approached the Othea. For example, Anne Harling
owned a Middle English devotional miscellany that mirrors the spiritual focus of the Othea.
Alternatively, the varied activities of Anthony Woodville suggest that he could have
approached the Othea in a number of ways. How an individual reader understood
Christine’s text or Scrope’s translation is difficult to assess with certainty; through a
combination of book history, biographical research, and literary analysis, however, we
begin to get a better picture of medieval reading habits.

III. A Household Book
As we have seen, the proposed and actual audience of Christine’s Othea and
Scrope’s translation was largely aristocratic. Christine dedicated the work to a king and
three dukes. Scrope dedicated his translation to a duke, a wealthy knight, and a “hye
princesse,” probably a duchess or other high-ranking lady. Christine and Scrope no doubt
expected the work to circulate beyond the named dedicatees but the wider audience they
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imagined was likely limited to titled individuals, that is, men and women who not only
owned land but possessed a noble title. However, in the late fifteenth century, a copy of
the Othea reached a reader that neither Christine nor Scrope anticipated - Emalyn
Bremschet, a more or less unknown gentry woman living on the Isle of Wight. Emalyn
owned and annotated Cambridge St. John’s College MS H.5, a copy of Stephen Scrope’s
translation of the Epistre Othea.300 The front and back flyleaves of the book are crowded
with eclectic items including a Latin prayer, an English devotional text, and a record of the
birth of ten children. By analyzing these wide ranging additions alongside the Othea, we
can see how this copy of Scope’s text was used by a reader hailing from the gentry class.
Cambridge St. John’s College MS H.5, is one of three surviving copies of Stephen
Scrope’s Middle English translation of Christine’s Epistre Othea and the only copy to
contain a dedication to Humphrey Stafford, Duke of Buckingham. The dedicatory prologue
is an adaptation of Christine’s dedication to Louis d’Orléans, addressing “Redoubted
Homfray, cosin to the kinge/ Of Englande” rather than “D’Orlïens duc Loÿs de grant
renom,/ Filz de Charles roy.”301 The prologue is accompanied by a half-page miniature
which shows a kneeling figure, most likely Stephen Scrope, presenting the manuscript to
the Duke (Image 10). The artist of this illustration and the five other half-page miniatures
in the manuscript has been identified as William Abell, an English illuminator who often
collaborated with the scribe of the manuscript, Ricardus Franciscus.302 The high quality of
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the illustrations, script, and parchment suggest that St. John’s MS H.5 may have been the
presentation copy given to the Duke of Buckingham.303 The manuscript was made between
1450 and 1460304 and at some point before 1487 made its way to the Isle of Wight and into
the hands of a gentrywoman named Emalyn Bremschet.305
St. John’s MS H. 5 is a very manageable size, measuring about 11 x 8 inches and
containing only 61 folios. One can imagine that the volume would have moved around a
household easily, providing opportunities for reading or writing at spare moments in the
day. The numerous blank flyleaves and wide margins proved tempting to users of the
manuscript – there are at least seven marginal notations and the flyleaves are almost
completely covered in writing. Dirt, stains, and wear on the pages (especially in the lower
right hand corners and on the flyleaves) show evidence of ample use.
While the flyleaves include the pen trials of numerous medieval and early modern
readers, one hand dominates and fills the majority of available space. This copious
marginal hand is somewhat untrained, uses minimal abbreviations, and shows extremely
inconsistent orthography (See Appendix 7A). On the back of the second flyleaf, this
untrained scribe writes out a long Latin prayer which includes the line: “Libera me
famulam tuam Emelena[m] ab o[mn]ib[us] peccatie meie et t[ri]bulacionibus meie” (Free
me, your servant Emelen, from all of my sins and my tribulations) (Image 11). This same
Drimmer, “Failure Before Print,” 351. Drimmer specifically observes that the dedication to Humphrey
Stafford has been written over an erasure suggesting that this copy was initially intended for a different
recipient.
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scribe, who has named herself ‘Emelen’ in the Latin prayer, writes out her full name on
flyleaf 1v in English as “Emelyn Bremshet.” At the back of the manuscript the hand appears
again, this time writing out two pages of English prose concerning the Five Sorrows of the
Virgin Mary and concluding with the phrase “Bremschet scripcit” surrounded in a box for
emphasis (Image 12). Finally, directly below the text on Mary’s sorrows, the same hand
records the birth dates, places, and godparents of her ten children in a mixture of Latin and
English. Here, Emalyn names herself and her husband William as the parents of George
Bramshott, born in 1488: “George Bremshet filii Willim Bremshet & Emelene apud merton
sexto die mensis augusti dies sixti et felicissimus anno deus m iiii octogesimo octano”
(Image 13).306

The flyleaf annotations on St. John’s MS H. 5 are a paleographic puzzle. My own examination of the letter
forms used in the signature, the Latin prayer, the Middle English text, and the list of births, suggests that this
has all been written in the same hand – though perhaps at different times during the period in which Emalyn
owned the manuscript. See Appendix 7A for a comparison of letter forms and signatures. In consulting other
more experienced paleographers, I have received different opinions regarding the number of hands present
on the flyleaves of this manuscript. At the Journal of the Early Book Society Conference in July 2017, I met
Sebastian Sobecki and Margaret Connelly, and consulted these scholars in person and via email about the
marginal hand or hands found in St. John’s H. 5. Sebastian Sobecki concurred with my conclusion that these
different sections of text were all written in the same hand. He specifically notes “a peculiar ‘s-h’ ligature in
‘Bremshet’” where “the long ‘s’ connects at the top with the ascender of ‘h’ which morphs into a lobe as a
result.” This formation appears in the signature on flyleaf i as well as in the name “Bremshet” at the bottom
of folio 61r and the top of 62r. Sobecki suggests that the initial appearance of difference between various
sections of texts has less to do with letter form than with speed of execution. The signature on flyleaf i and
the last genealogical entry of folio 61r have been added in haste, the Latin prayer with middling care, and the
Middle English text carefully and with the most precision. Throughout all of these texts the scribe uses
characteristic letter forms. Sobecki carefully observes: “in particular, upper-case ‘D,’ ‘E,’ ‘B,’ and ‘S’, and
lower-case ‘k’, ‘y’, ‘d’, ‘l’, ‘g’, and the peculiar d-shaped lower case ‘e,’ though perhaps the consistent use
of the simple Secretary-style ‘w’ in all passages is among the most telling. The descender on lower-case ‘y’
always curls to the right, while ‘g’ is consistent throughout.” Sobecki does not think that this is the work of
a professional scribe. He notes that “letter forms vary in size…the writer often departs from the ruled
line….the text is hardly justified flush left…[and] space between words vary significantly.” Email
correspondence 7/21/17. In contrast to Sobecki, Margaret Connolly, after consultation with her colleague
Rachel Hart, states that “the longer contributions must be the work of a trained professional hand – and
therefore (based on what we think we know about this period) must be the work of a man and not Emelen. It
just seems too unlikely that such a confident and accomplished script would be from a female hand (a
disappointing conclusion – but we just don’t see the evidence to support the more surprising conclusion that
306
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Apart from the information which she left on the flyleaves of St. John’s MS H.5 we
know almost nothing about Emalyn – I have so far been unable to find her named in
historical documents. However, some information can be gleaned from the surname she
took from her husband, Bremshet, and from the birth dates and places of her children, most
of whom were born on the Isle of Wight. The Bremschet (more often spelled Bramshott)
family was a well-established gentry family in Hampshire and Sussex which expanded its
landholdings to include properties on the Isle of Wight in the late fourteenth century. The
family patriarch, John Bramshott (b.1344) married Elizabeth de Lisle (b.1345), a wealthy
heiress whose inheritance included 3 manors in the Isle of Wight and additional land in
Sussex. Their eldest son, William Bramshott (1370-1433) inherited much of his mother’s
land on the occasion of his marriage to Joan of Calbourne in 1402 and received his paternal
inheritance before 1412.307 William and Joan’s eldest son, John William Bramshott (14231468) married Catherine Laughton Pelham (d.1481) and produced two daughters,

it could be a woman’s hand).” Connolly thinks it is plausible that the signature on flyleaf i is in Emalyn’s
own hand but suggests that the other contributions might have been made by “another member of the family,
a man, who had professional training of some kind and so was a confident writer.” Connolly concludes that
“Some scenario that allows for a family context where some individuals are reading and writing, in relation
to the same book, whereas others are only reading (and also perhaps annotating in ways that mark the text
but don’t contribute words) would seem to be what might fit best.” Email correspondence 10/20/17. In the
current version of this chapter, I have chosen to move forward under the assumption that this is a single
scribe, Emalyn Bremshet. However, I find Connolly’s argument compelling and may revise my own
conclusions based on her advice in a future version of this chapter. Regardless of whether the additions were
made in Emalyn’s own hand or by a man in her household, it is clear that Emalyn played a prominent role in
the customization of the manuscript. The Latin prayer and the Middle English devotional text, if not in
Emalyn’s own hand, may have been added at her direction. This is especially likely in the case of the Latin
prayer which includes Emalyn’s name. In either scenario, Emalyn seems to have had an active ‘hand’ in
personalizing this book.
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Elizabeth (1440-98) and Margaret (d.1509).

308

The two daughters and their husbands

jointly inherited the Bramshott land in Hampshire and the Isle of Wight in 1468 when John
William Bramshott died.309
While the primary Bramshott line ‘ended’ in two daughters (as Richard Worsley so
dramatically puts it in The History of the Isle of Wight),310 the Bramshott name (along with
some of the family land) passed on to John William’s brother George Bramshott (died
c.1461-8). George married Elizabeth Urrey and the couple had a son named William. It
seems very likely that this William Bramshott (d.1502)311 married Emalyn, probably in the
mid to late 1480s, and with her produced the ten children so carefully recorded on the back
flyleaf of St. John’s MS H.5 (see Appendix 7C for a Bramshott family tree). According to
the list given in the manuscript, the children were born between 1487 and 1501 and were
named Joan, George, Dorothy, Edward, Elizabeth, Harry, Lawrence, Grace, Anthony, and
John (See Appendix 7D for a Transcription and Summary of these births). William
Bramshott’s death in 1502 corresponds to the birth date of the last child John. The first and
last three children are recorded as being born at Merston in the Isle of Wight, while several
of the middle children were born in London and Hampshire (for 2 children no location has
been recorded). Emalyn and William thus seem to have had familial and/or social
connections in the Isle of Wight, Hampshire, and London, and likely also held land in the
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Isle of Wight in the parish of Arreton (possibly a manor in South Merston and certainly the
manor of North Budbridge which passed to William B. around 1498).312
Next to each child, Emalyn has recorded at least two and sometimes as many as
four godparents. Although the Bramshotts were members of the gentry class (men in the
family are sometimes referred to as ‘esquire’ in historical records but not knight), 313 the
godparents listed for the ten children suggest that William and Emalyn moved in a social
circle that included members of the lower nobility, as indicated by names such as ‘Sir
Richard Lakyn, knight,’ and ‘Elizabeth, Lady of Jervase.’314 The care with which Emalyn
records the godparents of each of her offspring indicates that she considered these social
connections valuable and worth preserving in writing. Given that many of the godparents
were of a higher social station that herself and her husband, these may have been hard won
relationships that bespeak a certain social finesse on the part of Emalyn or her husband and
which held promise for the future status of the Bremschet family. Perhaps her eldest
daughter Joan would be accepted into the household of her godmother “Lady Gray” for
education and service. Her son Harry might start a promising career under the guidance of

William Page, “Parishes: Arreton,” A History of the County of Hampshire (London: Victoria County
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his godfather “Sir Charles Somerset,” or perhaps her son Edward would secure an
occupation in the Church through his godfather the “Abbot of Waltham.” More generally,
possessing upper class godparents may have positioned Emalyn’s children to make
advantageous marriages.315
Emalyn’s investment in kinship networks resonates well with material found in the
Othea. The importance of valuing and maintaining social and familial connections is a
message that permeates the work. Chapter 27 advises the reader to help comrades and
friends in need (“kepe loue of thi frende dilligentlye”) and chapter 38 explains that we
should “wurschip our kin” by showing them respect and doing them service.316 Chapter
43 warns that if you have done your neighbor harm you should put it right and chapters 40
and 85 similarly argue that wronging a person may incur the wrath of his or her family.
Rather than sparking such animosity, the reader should cultivate social connections by
generously giving to others (chapter 24), praising virtuous people (chapter 15), and
following the counsel of friends and family (chapter 90).
The message on kinship offered in the glose to chapter 36 of the Othea seems
especially relevant to Emalyn’s situation. After relating the story of how King Maymon,
cousin to Hector, helped the Trojans against the Greeks, the glose explains: “Every prince
and good knyghte whiche hath kyn, be thei never so litell or pore, so he be good or trewe,
he schulde love him and supporte him in his dedis.”317 In carefully mapping the kinship
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networks surrounding her family, Emalyn puts into practice this recommendation to value
one’s kin. She also signals awareness of the social obligation that her superiors owe to her
and her family. Though “litell” and “pore” when compared to her son’s godmother “my
lady of Northumberland” she can hope for “love” and “supporte” from her spiritual and
social kin as long as she and her family act as “good” and “trewe” servants.
Emalyn records the birth dates, places, and godparents of her ten children in a
mixture of English and Latin. The births of Joan and Harry are recorded at the bottom of
61r in English, the births of George, Edward, and Elizabeth are written in Latin at the top
of 61v, and the births of the four youngest children are described in English lower down
on the same page. This alternation between languages may suggest that Emalyn used St.
John’s MS H. 5 as a space for multilingual learning. Such a suggestion is supported by the
presence of the long Latin prayer written out by Emalyn at the beginning of the manuscript,
which, according to the Cambridge Library catalog, is “very badly spelt.” Emalyn’s prayer
seems likely to be an adaptation of a standardized prayer as the piece includes common
phrases such as “Deus omnipotens pater et filius et Spiritus Sanctus.” Emalyn nonetheless
has sufficient grasp of Latin to incorporate her name into the prayer, rendering her name
in the accusative case, “Emelena[m],” when asking God to free her from sin.
If Emalyn was interested in developing her Latin language skills, the Othea would
have provided numerous opportunities to practice reading short, digestible Latin passages.
Each of the one hundred allegories in the Othea concludes with a Latin sentence, usually
Biblical, which summarizes the spiritual message of the chapter. For example, chapter 15
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on the virtue of Charity concludes with a quotation drawn from first Corinthians, chapter
xiii. The text reads: “To this purpos seith Seint Paule the apostill: Caritas paciens, benigna
est; caritas non emulator, non agit perperam, non inflator, non est ambiciosa, non querit
que sua sunt” (Charity is patient, is kind: charity does not envy and does not deal
perversely; is not puffed up; is not ambitious, and seeks not her own).318 While the Latin
quotations which support the allegories in the Othea are sometimes scholarly and obscure,
often they are popular and familiar like this one. Emalyn may have known this and other
quotations through personal devotional reading or from hearing sermons at church making
these short accessible sentences, preceded by ample context in English, an excellent
opportunity to test her Latin reading comprehension.
In addition to the long Latin prayer, Emalyn has written out a second religious text
at the back of St. John’s MS H.5 - a Middle English version of the Five Sorrows of the
Virgin (See Appendix 7E for a transcription and translation). Unlike most contemporary
versions of the Virgin’s Sorrows which list seven sorrows, Emalyn’s text only outlines
five: The prophecy of Simeon that Christ will die, the loss of Jesus in the Temple, the
knowledge that Jesus has been taken, the Crucifixion, and the moment of Christ lying dead
in Mary’s arms. After narrating these five sorrows, the text shifts into the voice of Christ
who, speaking to his grieving mother, explains that those who remember her sorrows and
pray to her will receive special grace. Remembering the first sorrow absolves the supplicant
from sin, the second prompts true contrition, the third cures bodily and spiritual ills, the
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fourth brings love of God and man, and the fifth secures full grace and mercy. The work
concludes, rather like the allegories of the Othea, by citing an authority:
of this for sayd/ wordis sent ancellem breyt wyttnes for to these v sorrows he made
/•v• horesonys but thow we have not in ppecyall tho same •v• prayers /We may pray
what god well for the tyme hayng pece and c[om]pacyon /of yowre ladyis paynes
and worship her w[ith] her dere sone Jh[es]u att /eche of these •v• sorows w[ith] a
pater noster and hyr devotedly /w[ith] an avemarya Amen
Of these foresaid words, Saint Anselm bore witness, for from these five sorrows he
made five orisons. But though we do not have those same five prayers specifically,
we may pray what God will for the time, having piece and compassion of Our
Lady’s pains [i.e. taking part in Our Lady’s pains imaginatively], and worship her
and her dear son Jesus at each of these five sorrows with a Pater Noster and her
devoutly with an Ave Maria. Amen.
Emalyn’s devotional practices, as evidenced by this marginal text and the Latin
prayer, are comparable to the personal religious practices of her contemporaries. As noted
above, Anne Harling, another late fifteenth-century owner of the Othea, possessed Harley
4012, a collection of Middle English devotional texts. Though Anne’s collection does not
include a version of the Sorrows of the Virgin Mary, it does include a text in which Christ
speaks to a female saint (Saint Moll) and enumerates things that should be held in the mind
of the reader as he or she journeys toward heaven.319 Another text in Anne’s collection that
might be comparable to Emalyn’s devotion to Christ and Mary is a Middle English lyric
on “Ihesu the sonne of mare mylde.”320

This text appears on folios 77v-78r of Harley 4012. The incipit reads: “Theis be the wordis that our
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If Emalyn was interested in the mediating role of Mary, as her Middle English prose
texts suggests, she would have found relevant material in the Othea. Chapter 25, which
discusses Isis the goddess of plants and grafts, instructs the good knight to “fructifie in all
vertuis and eschew alle euyl vicis.”321 The allegory explains that the cultivation practiced
by Isis and the germination of virtues in the soul may be compared to the conception of
Jesus Christ “in the blissid Virgin Marie, moder of all grace, of whom the grete bounteis
may not be ymagyned ne hoolly seide.”322 Mary, the flower that bore the salvific fruit, is
presented as both the vehicle that initiated the possibility of salvation and a model for
spiritual growth – by conceiving goodness in your spirit you can become a child of the
heavenly kingdom.
Mary’s role as mediator is highlighted once again in Chapter 100 of the Othea. In
this final chapter, which appears on f. 59v-60r of Emalyn’s manuscript, the Sybils show
Emperor Cesar Augustus a vision of “a Virgine holding a Childe” and in this way the
“prince of all the worlde, lerned to knowe God …of [from] a womman.”323 Whether Cesar
learns about God through the Virgin Mary or through the Sybil is left unclear but the role
of a divine or mythic woman as spiritual mediator is clear. This concluding message
appears on 60r and on the very next page, 60v, Emalyn’s prose Sorrows of the Virgin
begins. This adjacent placement may be significant. Like the final chapter of the Othea,
Emalyn’s devotional prose privileges Mary as mediators between heaven and earth. As
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Jesus explains to Mary “whate man or woman devoutely hathe pece and co[m]pacion of
this grete sorowe and hertely prayryth yow…I woll as soyle (absolve?) hym of all her
synnys.” Every man or woman who takes part in Mary’s sorrow and shares her suffering
and prays to her will be granted absolution from sin.
In many ways, Emalyn’s reading practices mirror those of aristocratic book owners.
In an ad hoc manner, Emalyn creates a personalized devotional book that could be
compared to Anne Harling’s professionally made collection Middle English religious texts.
Additionally, Emalyn’s meticulous record of family births is not dissimilar to the way in
which aristocrats carefully charted their ancestry in genealogical charts and noted births
and deaths in books of hours.324 Finally, Emalyn was no doubt aware that the book in which
she executed these additions had originally been made for and owned by an aristocratic
reader. In a number of ways then, Emalyn’s literate practices are aspirational. As noted
above, Emalyn’s careful record of upper class godparents suggests that she and her family
sought upward social mobility. Her use of the Othea may have fit within this nascently
noble family identity.
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Conclusion
Thorough a survey of the 21 known owners of the Othea in fifteenth-century France
and England we have encountered an astonishingly wide variety of readers and reading
practices. The Othea appears in pristine, unmarked manuscripts and heavily used
manuscripts; it is found in lavishly illustrated copies and more modest productions; it exists
in the context of a collected works of Christine de Pizan, in a chivalric miscellany, and as
a stand-alone text. It was read in French on both sides of the Channel and translated into
English in England. Owners of the Othea include both men and women and range in social
class from kings and queens to high nobility to knights and ladies to at least one member
of the gentry class. Readership of the Othea thus crosses gender, geographic, and class
boundaries.
In this chapter, I have argued that the formation of this diverse group of manuscripts
and readers was facilitated, in part, by the multivalent nature of the Othea. Christine’s text
and Scrope’s translation offer flexibility and multiplicity on the levels of language,
imagery, structure, content, and genre, opening the text to readers from different walks of
life, and introducing the possibility of multiple reading modes, modes which could often
be executed in parallel. The Othea could be read as a political text for rulers or for
counselors to rulers, as a chivalric handbook, as a moral treatise, as a guide to social or
spiritual ‘chivalry,’ or as some combination of these many genres. Through book history
and biographical research, we can begin to see how the life experiences and readerly needs
of individual medieval owners may have aligned with these various reading modes. Isabel
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of Bavaria’s prominent role in French politics may have made the Othea useful as political
text while Sir John Astley’s interest in jousting may have resonated with the chivalric
features of the work. Sir John Fastolf may have considered the Othea a moral didactic text
while Anne Harling may have perceived a mirroring between her devotional reading and
the concept of “spiritual chivalry” in the Othea.
Throughout this chapter, we have found that different modes of reading the Othea
do not break neatly along geographic, gender, or class lines. The political advice found in
the Othea was available to male and female readers and could have been proved useful to
readers navigating civil wars on either side of the Channel. The spiritual level of the text
had similarly wide appeal, resonating with male and female readers up and down the social
scale. The medieval reading practices surrounding the Othea challenge our expectations
about gendered reading, nationalistic reading, and class-based reading. Christine and
Scrope designed their texts with a certain amount of openness in mind, hoping to reach
male and female readers occupying various positions within the aristocratic class.
However, once in circulation, the Othea took on a life of its own, reaching a variety of
readers that Christine and Scrope may not have anticipated. The versatility of the Othea
attracted diverse readers throughout the fifteenth century while also offering the possibility
of a multivalent reading experience for a single reader.
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Chapter Three: Constructing a Cross-Channel Identity - Jacquetta of
Luxembourg and Her Books
In around 1433, a deluxe manuscript intended for a French queen came into the
hands of a Duchess living in England. Jacquetta of Luxembourg (c.1416-1472), the new
wife of John, Duke of Bedford, received from her husband a lavish copy of Christine de
Pizan’s collected works, now British Library Harley MS 4431, a gift originally bestowed
upon Isabel of Bavaria, Queen of France. Both Jacquetta and Harley 4431 crossed the
English Channel in the context of the Hundred Years War. Jacquetta’s marriage to the
Duke of Bedford was intended to bolster Anglo-Burgundian relations against the French,
and the acquisition of Harley 4431 was an act of cultural appropriation designed to assert
English dominance over French lands and culture. The movement of Jacquetta and Harley
4431 from the continent to England represented a wider English effort to cultivate an
Anglo-French identity, a posture that suited England’s political claim to rule France.
English magnates, such as the Duke of Bedford, used marriage alliances and acquisition of
French cultural objects to cultivate a transcontinental profile. But how did Jacquetta, a
continental noblewoman newly arrived in England, understand her own socio-political
identity? What role did books like Harley 4431 play in constructing it?
In this chapter, I would like to argue that Jacquetta used the books in her possession
to articulate her identification with both continental and insular culture and politics.
Jacquetta owned and annotated three extant manuscripts. Her first book, a copy of Jean
d’Arras’ mytho-historical romance, Melusine, spoke to Jacquetta’s prestigious European
heritage. Jacquetta found in this text the origin story of her continental family, reading
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about the chivalric conquests and crusading adventures of her Luxembourg ancestors. Her
second book, Harley MS 4431, a deluxe collection of works by Christine de Pizan, gestured
to her foreign cachet while also providing an opportunity to engage with English literary
culture. Jacquetta marked texts in Harley 4431 that were being read by her English
contemporaries. Finally, her third book, a copy of John Gower’s Middle English Confessio
Amantis, allowed Jacquetta to cultivate her nascent English identity, serving both as a tool
for language learning and a guide to England’s political history. Jacquetta used books to
articulate her cross-channel identity, using her reading to explore her family history,
cultural inheritance, and political allegiance.
Jacquetta of Luxembourg is infamous among historians for her political
maneuvers during the War of the Roses, most particularly her role in Edward IV’s secret
marriage to her daughter Elizabeth Woodville. However, to date she has not been consider
as a reader.325 Despite a surprising wealth of information on Jacquetta’s reading, no
extended study has been made of her literate habits. What makes the case of Jacquetta
especially remarkable is that she inscribed her name, “Jaquete,” and her personal motto,
“sur tous autres,” into the books she owned, often multiple times. This type of evidence is
quite different from a list of books in an inventory or will, as it suggests direct interaction
with the physical book. It is also noteworthy that the three books which Jacquetta owned
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and marked are secular literary texts.326 To date, scholars have found much more
information about women owning and reading books of hours or vernacular devotional
texts. By comparison, the ownership, let alone marking, of secular literary texts by women
is rare.327
In many ways, Jacquetta’s reading practices mirrored those of male elite readers in
France and England. By approaching Melusine as a family romance, Jacquetta joined
numerous insular and continental aristocrats who treated historical romances as
genealogical literature, using these stories to enhance family prestige and bolster specific
territorial claims. In the case of Harley 4431, Jacquetta, like her husband the Duke of
Bedford and many other English aristocrats, used her continental book as a symbol of
entitlement to French culture during the Hundred Years War. Finally, in owning a copy of
John Gower’s Confessio Amantis, Jacquetta joined the ranks of numerous male elites,
including Henry IV, Thomas, Duke of Clarence, and Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, who
owned and read Gower’s political poem. Jacquetta thus owned many of the same texts as
her male contemporaries and interacted with these texts in very similar ways. She did not
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belong to a women’s literary community but rather participated, alongside men, in a
mainstream Anglo-French literary culture.
At the same time, however, Jacquetta’s reading habits were informed by her
personal experiences and her gender identity. The story of Melusine mirrors the biography
of Jacquetta, suggesting that Jacquetta could have identified with the experiences of the
mythic heroine Melusine who, like herself, faced the challenges of household management,
care of children and spouse, persistent male anxiety about female power, and accusations
of witchcraft. Similarly, in Harley 4431, Jacquetta’s personalized annotations may provide
evidence of gendered reading. Jacquetta writes her name next to three separate passages
that challenge misogynistic essentialism and argue for the value of respecting rather than
slandering women. Finally, John Gower’s Confessio Amantis contains material that may
have proved useful to a politically powerful woman like Jacquetta. In several places, the
text models a feminized counseling voice much like the one found in Christine de Pizan’s
Othea. Jacquetta and the three other known women owners of the Confessio were
politically enmeshed and could have used the book to inform their own political maneuvers
or to advise men in power.
Ultimately, this chapter argues that Jacquetta’s reading habits reflected many
different vectors of identity – she read as a woman, as a wife and mother, as a Duchess,
and as an Anglo-French aristocrat. The way Jacquetta used books and literature was
inflected by her gender, her political and cultural affiliations, her social class, and her social
networks. This chapter analyzes the relationship between Jacquetta’s composite identity
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and her varied reading practices through three sections devoted to Jacquetta’s three
manuscript, beginning with her copy of Jean d’Arras’ Melusine (BL, Cotton Otho D II),
continuing on to her collected works of Christine de Pizan (Harley MS 4431), and
concluding with her copy of John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (Cambridge, Pembroke
College MS 307). By placing Jacquetta’s reading material alongside the social and political
forces that shaped her life, we can begin to understand how medieval readers used books
and literature to interface with the wider world.

I. Jacquetta, Cotton Otho D II, and Jean d’Arras’ Melusine
In October 1731, a fire destroyed or damaged a large part of the Cotton Library,
held at Ashburnham House in London.328 Many manuscripts, most famously the Beowulf
codex, were charred up to the edges of the text space, leaving the text proper barely
preserved and any marginal or flyleaf annotations lost. Cotton MS Otho D II, an early
fifteenth-century collection of travel narratives, was among the books damaged in this
way.329 The front flyleaves, the margins, and the end of the book’s final text, Jean d’Arras’
Melusine, are missing, and with them the possibility of finding ownership marks or reader
responses (Image 14). However, thanks to a 1696 catalog of the Cotton Library written by
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Thomas Smith, we can recapture an important piece of provenance information that was
consigned to the flames in 1731. Of Cotton MS Otho D II, Smith writes: “Liber iste,
elegantissimus figuris illuminatus, olim pertinebat ad D. Jaquettam Luxemburgican,
Ducissam Bedfordia, ut illa propria manu in fine libri testator.” (This book, illustrated with
most elegant figures, was once connected to Jacquetta of Luxembourg, Duchess of
Bedford, as her own hand in the margin of the book testifies). 330 The original location of
Jacquetta’s signature is unknown but based on this information we can connect Cotton
Otho D II to Jacquetta and surmise that her name and personal motto appeared on the flyleaf
or margins of the book, perhaps more than once, as they do in Harley 4431 and Pembroke
307.
Before it was damaged, Cotton Otho D II was a lavish codex, most likely illustrated
by the Master of the Epître d'Othea, the illuminator of Paris, BnF, MS fr. 606, a manuscript
produced under the direction of Christine de Pizan.331 Cotton Otho D II was likely produced
for a Burgundian nobleman, in or near Paris between 1403 and 1412.332 It includes a series
of six works concerning the orient (a collection known as the Fleurs des Histoires d’Orient)
translated in 1351 by Jean le Long d’Ypres, abbot of Saint-Berin in Saint Omer (ff.6r-85v).
Following these tales of travel is Jean d’Arras’ mytho-historical romance Mélusine ou la
noble histoire de Lusignan, a text presented to Jean, Duc de Berry in 1393 (ff. 86r-150v).333
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Charity Canon Willard has suggested that the Cotton MS might be identified as the copy
of the Fleur des Histories d’Orient that Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy gifted to his
brother John, Duc de Berry in 1403.334
While Jacquetta may have engaged with any or all of the texts found in the Cotton
MS, I would like to focus on Jacquetta’s potential engagement with Jean d’Arras’
Mélusine, the last text found in the codex.335 Jean d’Arras’ text spoke to different facets of
Jacquetta’s identity, potentially engaging her on both a personal and familial level. Many
of her life experiences resonate with the story of the work’s heroine Melusine, a mirroring
which may have prompt a mode of reading that was personal and gendered. At the same
time, Jean d’Arras’ text spoke to Jacquetta’s continental family history by tracing the
establishment of the Luxembourg dynasty to a mythic founding narrative. The story of
Melusine was in vogue on the continent and was used by numerous aristocrats to chart a
mythic genealogy. Thus, in reading this text, Jacquetta participated in a cross-channel
literary phenomenon. In the section that follows, I will consider the various ways in which
Jacquetta may have engaged with Jean d’Arras’ Melusine, charting personal and familial
modes of reading and considering how her reading may have signaled engagement with a
wider Francophone reading community.
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Melusine begins with a young knight named Raymondin who meets a beautiful and
mysterious woman in a forest in Lower Brittany. When Raymondin announces that he will
marry this woman, his older brother, the Count of Forez and his lord, the Count of Poitiers,
are concerned because they know nothing about the woman or her family. Raymondin says
that he also knows very little about her but explains that he is in love, assures them that she
is a Christian, and goes forward with the match. At the wedding, Raymondin’s wife-to-be
is introduced as “Melusine d’Albanie” (Melusine of Scotland) and greets the two counts
and their families with opulent festivities. Intrigued by her mysterious wealth and foreign
origin, the counts once again press Raymondin for information about her lineage.
Raymondin replies confidently but vaguely:
She is the daughter of an eminent and powerful monarch, and from her wealth,
bearing, and conduct you can readily perceive that she was not raised in a low or
beggarly estate, but amid a superabundance of wealth.336
Elle est fille de roy, hault et puissant terrien. Et a l’estat, maintieng et
gouvernement que vous avéz veu en elle, vous pouéz asséz appercevoir qu’elle n’a
pas esté nourrie en mendicité ne en rudesse mais en superfluité de bien, d’onnour
et de largesse de tous biens.337
The details of her lineage, Raymondin insists, are not important: her noble blood is clearly
expressed in her graceful deportment and her possession of wealth. While the counts accept
Raymondin’s assurance for the moment, Melusine’s ambiguous heritage repeatedly
provokes anxiety as the historical romance progresses. Though the reader of the story has
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been informed in the opening of the narrative that Melusine is the daughter of King Elinas
of Scotland and a benevolent fairy named Presine, the characters in the text, unaware of
these details, construct instead a more demonic origin story for Melusine.
As in the case of Melusine, the family history of real medieval women was of
paramount importance when contracting a marriage. In one of the earliest historical
references to Jacquetta of Luxembourg, we find a woman defined and circumscribed by
her male relations. The French chronicler Enguerrand de Monstrelet writes:
At the commencement of this year (1433), John duke of Bedford espoused, in the
town of Therouenne, Jacquelina, eldest daughter to Pierre de Luxembourg count de
St. Pol, and niece to Louis de Luxembourg bishop of Therouenne, chancellor of
France for king Henry, and also to sir John de Luxembourg.338
Au commencement de cest an, Jehan de Lancastre, duc de Bethfort, espousa en la
ville de Terrewane Jaqueline fille ainsnée de Pierre de Luxembourg, conte de SaintPol, et niece de Loys de Luxembourg, évesque de Terrewane, chancelier de France
pour le roy Henri, et aussi de mesire Jehan de Luxembourg.339
Through her father Pierre, Jacquetta was connected to the great house of Luxembourg, a
noble family that counted among its current and historical members, John Duc de Berry,
Charles IV, Holy roman Emperor, and Bonne de Luxembourg, wife of King John II of
France and mother of King Charles V of France. Jacquetta’s more immediate relatives were
also important. Her uncles were key players in the Anglo-Burgundian alliance - John of
Luxembourg captured Joan of Arc in 1430, and Louis of Luxembourg was appointed
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chancellor of France by King Henry V in 1424.340 Jacquetta thus had both a prestigious
lineage and valuable political connections, making her a good match for John Duke of
Bedford, who was the brother of Henry V and had been named Regent of France in 1422.
In addition to valuing her family background, Bedford, like Raymondin, also prized
his new wife for her noble deportment and physical beauty. Monstrelet notes in his
chronicle:
for the joy and happiness the duke felt in this marriage - for the said woman was
lively, beautiful, and gracious, aged around seventeen years - and that it might be
long had in remembrance, he presented to the church of Therouenne two
magnificent bells of great value.341
pour la joie et plaisir que ycelui duc de Bethfort eut et print d’ycelui mariage, car
sadicte femme estoit frisque, belle, et gracieuse, éagieé de xvii ans ou environ, et
adfin que de lui il fust perpetuelment mémoire, il donna à l’église de Terrewane
deux cloches moult riches, notable et de grand valeur.342
Monstrelet’s characterization of the new Duchess of Bedford as energetic and charming
proved to be accurate. Within a month of arriving in England, Jacquetta requested and was
granted residence and rights of citizenship in England. Less than a year later, in the spring
of 1434, she was granted the robes of the Order of the Garter, an honor that had not been
given to Bedford’s first wife, Anne of Burgundy. In July 1434, she travelled to the continent
with her husband. Bedford died at Rouen fourteenth months later making Jacquetta a
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widow less than a year and half after the union. Despite the brevity of her first marriage,
Jacquetta continued to style herself the Duchess of Bedford for the rest of her life.343
Armed with a prestigious continental lineage, an English title, and a large income,
Jacquetta was as powerful and autonomous as any fairy mistress. With this freedom, she
chose, like Melusine, to marry a man far below her in status, selecting as her second
husband a handsome but penniless knight named Richard Woodville. Her continental
relations were far from pleased. Monstrelet’s chronicle relates:
In this year (1436), the duchess of Bedford, sister to the count de St. Pol, married,
through her own free will, an English knight called Sir Richard Woodville, a young
man, very handsome and well made in his person, but, in regard to birth, inferior to
her first husband, the regent, and to herself. Louis de Luxembourg, archbishop of
Rouen, and her other relations were very angry at this match but they could not
prevent it.344
En l’an dessusdit, la duchesse de Bethfort, seur au conte de Saint-Pol, se remaria
de sa franche voulenté à ung chevalier d’Angleterre nommé Richard Doudeville.
Lequel estoit jeune homme, moult bel et bien formé de sa personne, mais au regard
du linage il n’estoit point pareil à son premier mari, le régent, ne à elle. Si en fut,
Loys de Luxembourg, archevesque de Rouen, et aultres ses prouchains amis,
aulcunement mal contens. Mais ilz n’en peurent avoir aultre chose.345
The lively (frisque) seventeen-year-old described three years earlier has become a strong
young woman capable of exercising her own free will (sa franche voulenté). But was this
simply a love match or did Jacquetta have additional reasons for marrying Richard? Why
would a duchess, choose to marry a knight who did not even bear the title of Baron or Earl
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until some years into their marriage? Similarly, why would Melusine, a fairy princess,
marry the younger son of a count?
The appeal for the real and the fictional woman seems to have been the same - a
desirable power dynamic. Melusine, who holds the magical purse strings throughout the
romance, funds the expansion of the Lusignan fortress and supports her husband and sons
in their quests to re-conquer land or win honor. Her financial/ magical backing of these
enterprises means that she makes most of the major decisions for the family. While she
moves through the social motions of deferring to her husband, he almost always asks for
her opinion and takes her advice. A particularly poignant example of this subtle dance of
female power occurs when Melusine’s two eldest sons ask to travel to foreign lands and
seek renown. Approaching Melusine first, they ask for permission to depart and the
situation unfolds as follows:
“My children” said Melusine, “this request shows great valor on your part and
should not be refused. I shall speak to your father about it, for I must not grant it
without first consulting him.” When she told Raymondin about their sons’ request,
he deferred to her wishes: “My dear lady, if you think this is a good idea, then do
as you see fit. “Very well, then,” said Melusine, “and rest assured that everything
they do on this voyage will accrue to their honor and profit.” Returning to the
youths, she said, “Dear children, begin preparations, for your father has granted
your request, and I concur. And be sure that I shall take care of everything in no
time.”346
«Par foy, enfans, dist Melusigne, ceste requeste vous muet de grant vaillance et ne
vous doit pas estre refusee. Et j’en parleray a vostre pere, car sans son conseil ne
vous doy je pas accorder ceste requeste » Lors se part Melusigne de la et vint a
Remondin et lui compta la requeste de ses deux enfans. Lequel lui dist : « Par foy,
dame, se il vous semble que soit chose qui soit bonne a faire, si en faictes a vostre
voulenté .» « Vous dictes bien, dist Melusigne, et sachiéz que ilz ne feront en ce
voyage chose qui ne leur tourne a grant prouffit et a tresgrant honneur. » Lors vint
346
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a ses enfans et leur dist : « Beaulx enfans, penséz de bien faire, car vostre père vous
accorde voste requeste et je si fais. Et ne vous soussiéz, car dedens brief temps
j’auray ordonné de vostre fait telement que vous m’en sauréz gré »347
Though Melusine provides both the authority and the financial means for her sons’ action,
she carefully preserves the appearance of male power.
While a lamentable absence of personal letters prevents us from knowing the exact
nature of Jacquetta’s relationship with her second husband, based on Jacquetta’s social
position and evident spunk, it seems not unlikely that a conversation of this sort could have
occurred (perhaps frequently) between Jacquetta and Richard. Richard brought no
territorial, titular, political or financial advantages to the union but the match may have
afforded Jacquetta a greater degree of independence than a marriage to a powerful
Englishman.348 As Rowena Archer has noted, it was not uncommon for widowed
countesses and duchesses to marry below their station, frequently choosing a servant of
their former husband as a new spouse. This arrangement allowed for less disruption of
resources and personnel and may also have allowed women to carry the mistress - servant
relationship into marriage, thus preserving a degree of power.349 After the death of her first
husband, the Duke of Bedford, Jacquetta did just this. Richard Woodville had been a knight
in Bedford’s household and his father had been Bedford’s chamberlain.350
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In this way Jacquetta, one of the wealthiest women in England, remarried yet
retained substantially more control over her wealth and lands than if she had chosen a more
powerful man as her new spouse. While she technically surrendered her property to her
husband through marriage, she likely continued to administer the estates herself, especially
when Richard was travelling overseas. Just as Melusine made additions and improvements
to the fortress of Lusignan while Raymondin was absent reclaiming his father’s lands,
Jacquetta took care of administrative affairs during her husband’s absence. For example,
in 1454 and 1455, while Richard served as the lieutenant of Calais, Jacquetta took care of
domestic affairs, signing a receipt on 4 November 1455 for the clearing of land between
the bridges in Stamford and Oxam, two family landholdings.351
In addition to protecting and developing landed assets, both Melusine and Jacquetta
contributed to the rising success of their new families by producing and supporting
numerous children. In the historical romance, Melusine bears eight sons who go on to win
chivalric renown and gain territory through advantageous marriages.352 Her eldest sons,
Urian and Guyon, become the Kings of Cyprus and Armenia respectively, by defending
and then marrying the daughters of the previous kings.353 Her next two sons, Antoine and
Renaud become the kings of Luxemburg and Bohemia by similar means. 354 The departure
of Antoine and Renaud is depicted on folio 120v of the Cotton MS (Image 15). The success
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of these four men is largely due to the financial support and political advice of their mother.
Before each pair of sons leaves, Melusine arms them with ample provisions and gives them
a long speech on how they should conduct themselves, how they should deal with friends
and enemies, and how they should rule their people if they come into a position of
leadership.355 In these moments, Jean d’Arras’ text resembles a mirror for princes, with
Melusine offering political advice to her sons in the same way that Othea, Goddess of
Prudence advises Hector in Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea.
Like her fairy counterpart, Jacquetta proved to be a near magical fount of family
expansion, giving birth to fifteen children (thirteen of whom survived into adulthood)
between 1437 and approximately 1460.356 The rise of Jacquetta’s children was somewhat
less smooth and swift than that of Melusine’s mythic sons, but ultimately no less
impressive. Between 1452 and 1460, years of Lancastrian rule, Jacquetta and Richard’s
children only achieved marriages to middling barons. Jacquetta, a close confidant of queen
Margaret of Anjou, enjoyed support and favor at court but unfortunately this did not result
in marriages of high social rank for her children.357 The year of 1461, however, was a
turning point. Using her political intuitions and continental connections, Jacquetta not only
helped her family to weather the Lancastrian-Yorkist power shift but propelled the
Woodvilles into a markedly better position than they had occupied before the political
upheaval.
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After Edward IV’s triumph, Jacquetta shed her Lancastrian allegiance and appeared
before the new king with her daughter Elizabeth to plead for the pardon of her husband
Richard and eldest son Anthony. Despite her recent closeness to the Lancastrian queen,
Jacquetta was still a member of an important continental family with close ties to the Duke
of Burgundy, a key player in England’s foreign policy. This fact may have persuaded
Edward IV to pardon Jacquetta and her family.358 According to the chronicle of Jean de
Waurin, the young king was also swayed by love for Jacquetta’s daughter Elizabeth. The
chronicler notes that at the time of Rivers’ pardon, “the king Edward had become so
enamored with her (Elizabeth) that he could never again free his heart” (le roy Edouard
lenamoura telement que oncques puis nen polt oster son ceur).359 Whether or not the king’s
attraction to Elizabeth played a role in the initial pardoning of the Woodville family, it
certainly ensured their rise to power. In May 1463, Edward married Elizabeth in a secret
ceremony at the Woodville family house at Grafton. After her eldest daughter had married
the King, Jacquetta’s other children quickly achieved marriages into the high nobility,
marrying dukes and duchess, earls and heiresses. Her husband Richard was also given new
prestigious titles, becoming treasurer of England in 1466 and Earl Rivers in 1467.360
While Jacquetta’s advancement of her family was the result of luck and political
astuteness, some of her contemporaries were reluctant to attribute her success to natural
abilities. In 1469, after Warwick and Clarence defeated Edward at Edgecote and beheaded
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Richard and John Woodville, Jacquetta was taken prisoner and accused of witchcraft.
Thomas Wake, one of Warwick’s esquires, alleged that Jacquetta had used two “images”
of Edward and Elizabeth to bewitch the king into marrying her daughter. Whether or not
Warwick and Clarence believed Jacquetta to be a witch, they certainly saw her as a political
threat and may have viewed the accusation as a way to nullify her influence. 361 With the
help of former London mayor Richard Lee, Jacquetta was able to clear her name, but the
charge of witchcraft resurfaced in 1483 when a petition in support of Richard III’s
coronation stated that Edward IV’s marriage was brought about “by Sorcerie and
Wichecrafte, committed by the said [Queen] Elizabeth and her Moder Jaquett Duchesse of
Bedford.”362 Although Jacquetta had died eleven years earlier it seems that her political
actions (termed sorcery) were still infamous.
The image of Jacquetta as a seductive sorceress was given further color by the
chronicler Robert Fabyn (d.1513) writing approximately twenty five years after the initial
accusation. He describes how Edward married Elizabeth “in most secrete maner” at
Grafton in the presence of only the priest, her mother, and two gentlewomen. He notes that
Elizabeth was then, for a period of days, brought to Edward’s bed “in so secrete maner,
that almooste none but her moder was of counsayll.”363 Fabyn frames the event as an act
of female cunning and seduction and caps the story with an enticing hint of witchcraft:
“What oblyquy ran after the maryage, howe the kinge was enchuted by the duchesse of
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Bedford, and how after he would have refuysed her…I here passe it ouer.”364 The repeated
accusation of sorcery against Jacquetta and the language of secrecy in Fabyn’s narrative
betray patriarchal anxieties about women and power. Accusing Jacquetta of witchcraft was
a way to dismiss her successful power play as nothing more than a womanly ruse aided by
dark magic.
In the story of Melusine, it is just such a case of female power and masculine
anxiety that brings the narrative to a tragic close. After years of happy marriage and
successful children, Raymondin and Melusine’s union is disrupted by rumors that she has
committed sexual and supernatural sins. At the beginning of the romance, Melusine asks
Raymondin to grant her privacy on Saturdays, warning that if he seeks to see her on that
day he will lose her love forever. One Saturday, Raymondin’s brother the Count of Forez
comes to visit and asks Raymondin to summon Melusine. When Raymondin responds that
she is occupied and will welcome him tomorrow the Count responds saying:
Fair brother, it is rumored hither and yon that every Saturday your wife dishonors
you by lying in carnal sin with another man. Nor are you bold enough, so blinded
are you by her, to find out where she goes! Some say she’s an enchanted spirit who
does penance on Saturdays. Personally, I don’t know what to believe, but as your
brother I must not conceal your dishonor from you or tolerate it, and that’s why
I’ve come here today.365
Beau frere, la commune renommee du peuple court partout que vostre femme vous
fait deshonneur et que, tous les samedis, elle est en fait de fornication avec un autre.
Ne vous n’estes si hardiz, tant estes vous aveugliéz d’elle, d’enquerre ne de savoir
ou elle va. Et les autres dient et maintiennent que c’est un esperit faé, que le samedy
fait sa penance. Or ne sçay lequel croire. Mais pour ce que vous estes mon frere,
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je ne vous doy pas celer ne souffrir vostre deshonneur, et pour ce suiz je cy venus
pour le vous dire.366
Raymondin’s brother and others feel that he is being unmanned by his wife, always
complying with her wishes and advice and accepting her desire for weekly privacy without
explanation. After hearing the negative rumors about his wife, Raymondin falls briefly into
a suspicious rage and runs to where Melusine is hidden. He looks upon her and sees the
truth – that on Saturdays she becomes a half serpent (Image 16). Rather than recoiling at
her monstrosity, he is instantly remorseful for breaking his promise to her and angrily
curses his brother for causing him to lose the woman who is “the best of the best, the most
beautiful of the beautiful, wisest of the wise” (la meilleur de meilleurs, de la plus belles
des belles, la plus saige des saiges).367
Although Raymondin initially dismisses the rumors about Melusine as “false and
treacherous” ([un] faulx traitre rapport), when news arrives that their aggressive son
Geoffrey Big Tooth has burned his meeker brother alive in a monastery, Raymondin’s
suspicions resurface.368 Responding to the anxieties planted in his mind by his brother, he
publically defames Melusine, calling her a “deceitful serpent” (tresfaulse serpent) and
declares that the children coming from her womb are devils.369 While Melusine could
overlook Raymondin’s private misconduct, she cannot dismiss such a public defamation.
Though she forgives Raymondin for his harsh words (which he has quickly regretted) she
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cannot stay and transforms into a dragon, flying away from the fortress with a great wail
(Image 17). Again, neither Raymondin nor the people of Lusignan respond with horror at
her transformation but rather lament her departure saying:
Today we are losing the greatest lady who ever governed a land, the wisest, the
most humble, most charitable, best loved, and most concerned for the needs of the
people that the world has ever known.370
Nous perdons aujourd’uy la plus vaillant dame qui oncques gouvernast terre et
plus saige, la plus humble, la plus charitable, la mieulx amee et la plus privee a la
necessité de ses gens, qui oncques feust veue.371
While the wider world expresses discomfort with Melusine’s power through the circulation
of negative rumors, local people are clearly satisfied with and well served by a female ruler.
The description of Melusine’s departure leaves the reader with a sense that masculine
anxiety about women in power is unnecessary and even destructive when directed at a
capable female ruler or administrator.
By placing the biography of Jacquetta and the narrative of Melusine in parallel, we
see how social and cultural values enforce themselves on the lives of both fictional and
historical women – often in remarkably similar ways. Women are defined by their lineage
and judged by their ability to produce children and advance family interests. They are
valued for the connections, wealth, and social skills they bring to a marriage yet are treated
as suspect when they deploy these resources or make political maneuvers more
successfully than their male counterparts. Given the numerous parallels between the story
of Melusine and Jacquetta’s biography, it seems possible that Jacquetta identified with her
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fictional female counterpart and used Jean d’Arras’ text to think through her experiences
as a wife, mother, head of household, and politically powerful woman.
In addition to this personal mode of reading, Jacquetta may also have approached
the Melusine as a genealogical account of her Luxembourg ancestors, tracing her family
history back to Melusine’s son Antoine who became king of Luxembourg through various
heroic deeds. If Jacquetta did indeed read the Melusine in this familial and historical mode
she would have engaged in a reading practice popular among late-medieval aristocrats
across Europe. Jean d’Arras’ Melusine was part of a larger medieval tradition of
genealogical literature that situated Europe’s prominent families as the descendants of
famous ancestors such as Charlemagne or a prince of Troy.372 These family histories served
to enhance the prestige and political power of a family and were sometimes used to bolster
specific territorial claims through the construction of a convenient genealogy.373
Jean d’Arras’ Melusine was written, at least in part, to support Jean Duc de Berry’s
unstable claim to the territory of Poitou and the fortress of Lusignan. Though Berry had
been granted the territory by his brother King Charles V in 1373, he faced the challenge of
reconquering the fortress of Lusignan from the English commander John Creswell.374
Furthermore, Berry’s genealogical claim to membership in the house of Lusignan was
tangential at best (in the thirteenth century a daughter of Richard II, Count of Dreux, had
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married a Lusignan).375 Jean d’Arras’ Melusine sought to remedy these problems by
emphasizing Berry’s strong connection to the house of Luxembourg through his mother
Bonne de Luxembourg and by linking this aristocratic house to the mythical founder of
Lusignan, Melusine, through her third son Antoine. At the conclusion of Melusine, Jean
d’Arras includes a strategic mytho-historical detail to confirm Berry’s entitlement to the
fortress – he explains that during Berry’s siege of Lusignan, John Creswell saw a dragon
flying above the fortress, a sign that Melusine, in dragon form, has returned to signal the
passage of the castle back to its rightful owner.376 This detail was later incorporated into
Berry’s lavish Book of Hours, the Très Riches Heures, commissioned by the Duke around
1414. The illustration for the month of March shows a dragon, presumably Melusine, flying
over the fortress of Lusignan.377
The story of Melusine spread well beyond John, Duke de Berry. Jean d’Arras also
dedicated the Melusine to John’s sister, Marie, Duchess of Bar and Marchioness of Pont,
and further notes that he produced a copy at the request of Jean and Marie’s cousin, Josse
de Luxembourg, Marquis of Moravia.378 In the fifteenth century, the story of Melusine
made its way into the Burgundian court. In the 1440s, Jean V de Créquy, a knight of the
Order of the Golden Fleece and advisor to Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy,
commissioned a copy of Jean d’Arras’ Melusine (now BL Harley MS 4418). The
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manuscript passed into Philip the Good’s library sometime before 1467.379 Further
evidence of Burgundian engagement with the story of Melusine comes from the fact that
in 1454, Philip the Good featured the Castle of Lusignan topped by Melusine in a tableau
vivant at the Feast of the Pheasant.380
The story of Melusine was thus very much in vogue among European aristocrats
during the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries - manuscripts of Jean d’Arras’ text
circulated among elite owners in Northern France and the Burgundian Low Countries and
Melusine and Lusignan motifs appeared in deluxe art objects and at court festivities.381
Jacquetta was likely familiar with this Melusine vogue, having spent her youth in the
Burgundian Low countries and returning to the continent frequently in the 1430s and
1440s.382 It is unclear how Jacquetta received her own copy of the Melusine - Cotton Otho
D II could have passed from a Burgundian nobleman into the hands of Jacquetta’s father
and then to Jacquetta or the manuscript may have passed into the French royal library from
either a Burgundian nobleman or, if we follow Willard’s argument, from Jean, Duc de
Berry, where it was then acquired by Jacquetta’s first husband the Duke of Bedford.
Regardless of the route of transmission, Jacquetta was almost certainly aware of the book’s
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continental origin and of the rich continental tradition of genealogical romance associated
with Melusine.
In addition to being familiar with the Melusine vogue among continental aristocrats
generally, Jacquetta was no doubt aware of her own family’s engagement with the
Melusine legend. Her father, Pierre I, Count of Saint Pol, was a descendant of Waleran I
(1252-1288), second son of Henry V, Count of Luxembourg (1217-1281). This cadet
branch of the Luxembourg family came to possess the territories of Ligny, Saint Pol,
Beauvoir, and Brienne. 383 While Jean d’Arras wrote his history of Lusignan in support of
Jean Duc de Berry, the prestigious genealogy was taken up enthusiastically by Jacquetta’s
sub-branch of the family. In the early fifteenth-century, the Counts of St. Pol adopted the
crest of a winged dragon in a tub, almost certainly a reference to Melusine. In a colorful
image found in BnF Arsenal 4790, the Grand armorial équestre de la Toison d’or,
Jacquetta’s father, Pierre I, Count of St. Pol, is shown in full chivalric regalia wearing a
helmet topped with the dragon-barrel crest (Image 18). This Melusine icon advertised the
family’s connection to the House of Lusignan, presenting the St Pols as inheritors of
chivalric valor and suggesting their importance in European politics.384
In light of her family’s loudly proclaimed connection to the Lusignan dynasty, it
seems likely that Jacquetta approached the Melusine not just as an entertaining romance
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but also as a record of family history. Her reading of the text may have contributed to a
sense of familial pride. The brave adventures of Melusine’s sons, and in particular the
deeds of Antoine, enhanced the prestigious Luxembourg reputation. As Jane H.M. Taylor
has observed, part of the value of genealogical myths was their “pseudopredictive” power
– constructing a history of heroic action and linear inheritance predicted a future of prestige
and stability.385 It seems quite likely that Jacquetta read or related to the Melusine in this
future-thinking mode, seeing herself and her children as carrying forward the good name
of Luxembourg. Her eldest son Anthony became well known as a knight errant, winning
fame in a joust against Antoine, Bastard of Burgundy in 1467, and traveling to Portugal to
fight the Saracens in 1471.386 The fact that Jacquetta’s eldest son bore the same name as
Melusine’s third son, Antoine, Lord of Luxembourg, may be suggestive. Whether
Jacquetta’s son came to be called Anthony by choice or by coincidence, his name seems to
have been ‘pseudo-predictive’ of his knightly persona.
Jacquetta’s reading of Jean d’Arras’ Melusine would have been both personal and
engaged with a wider literary community. The events of the story corresponded with many
of the political, social, and familial challenges encountered by Jacquetta in England. At the
same time, the story of Melusine would have reminded Jacquetta of her continental heritage
and offered her an opportunity to stay up to date with cultural and literary trends on the
continent. Her reading practices mirrored those of men and women on the continent such
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as John, Duc de Berry and his sister Marie, Duchess of Bar. Jacquetta’s approach to the
Melusine was thus individualistic but also oriented towards a wider reading community,
specifically a cross-channel Francophone literary culture.

Jacquetta, Harley 4431, and Christine de Pizan
The above survey of Jacquetta’s life and her engagement with the Melusine, has
painted the picture of a woman living in England who valued and used her continental
heritage, capitalizing on her Burgundian connections during political turmoil and
cultivating a sense of prestigious European identity in her children. In the section that
follows, I would like to argue that Jacquetta balanced her foreign cachet with sustained
efforts at insular integration. Her possession of Harley MS 4431, a great Parisian cultural
work, was consonant with English efforts to appropriate French culture. Furthermore, the
placement of her inscriptions on certain pages of the manuscript indicates that she was
reading texts in Christine’s oeuvre that were circulating in England at the time – thus
making an effort to participate in the literary culture of her adoptive country. In addition to
arguing that Jacquetta’s use of Harley 4431 was consonant with her hybrid Anglo-French
identity, I would also like to suggest that her reading practice was inflected by her gender
identity – on several occasions Jacquetta’s annotations appear near proto-feminist passages
in Christine’s works.
Harley 4431 was prepared in Paris, likely under the direction of Christine de Pizan
herself, and was presented to Queen Isabel of Bavaria, wife of Charles VI of France in
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early 1414, perhaps as New Year’s gift. A large illustration on the opening page of the
manuscript shows Isabel in a beautiful bedroom, surrounded by a group of courtly women
as Christine presents a large book (Harley 4431) to the queen (Image 19). The image is
accompanied by the Prologue adreçant a la royne (Prologue addressed to the queen), a
poem which displays some of Christine’s most ornate rhetoric and ensures that all who
come to possess the manuscript are aware of the book’s original illustrious owner.387 The
manuscript is still known today as “The Queen’s Manuscript.” Now bound in two volumes
but originally a single codex, the book is just short of 400 folios and measures 365 x 285
mm (about 15 x 11in). Its program of decoration is detailed, colorful and highlighted with
ample quantities of gold leaf. The book contains thirty works by Christine de Pizan
executed in a neat gothic book hand and accompanied by two half page illustrations and
over one hundred smaller miniatures.388
Harley 4431 came to England, and to Jacquetta in particular, through the
mechanisms of conquest and cultural appropriation. Upon being named regent of France
in 1422, Jacquetta’s first husband, the Duke of Bedford, took possession of the French
royal libraries held at the Louvre and elsewhere in Paris, seizing a valuable cache of books
comprising more than 800 volumes. The acquisition of these books was a political
statement designed to assert English control over both French lands and French culture.389
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Harley 4431 was gained during this process of post-conquest acquisition, likely drawn from
Queen Isabel’s personal library around 1425.390 The manuscript passed from Bedford to
Jacquetta between 1433 and 1435, most likely as a wedding gift or an inheritance upon
Bedford’s death.
Jacquetta was no doubt aware of the French-royal provenance of Harley 4431 and
the political meaning encoded in its passage to England. The book was a superb example
of the artistic and literary French culture over which the English sought dominance. That a
Duchess living in England had come to possess a book intended for a French queen was
likely seen as an English triumph. Did Jacquetta use this cultural capital to advance her
social prestige in England? Did she perhaps share the impressive continental book at social
gatherings or display it continuously on a lectern at her London residence? This compact
signifier of wealth and legitimacy may have been especially useful to Jacquetta after her
husband’s death in 1435. Though she had been married to the Duke for less than 18 months,
Jacquetta chose to remain in England rather than returning to the continent and continued
to style herself the Duchess of Bedford for the rest of her life. Jacquetta’s ownership of
Harley 4431 would have reinforced her status as the widow of the great Duke of Bedford
and would have helped to declare her continued commitment to English efforts during the
Hundred Years War.
On the front flyleaf of the manuscript Jacquetta wrote her personal motto, “sur tous
autres,” (above all others) and her name “Jaquete,” as a testament to her ownership of the
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magnificent codex (Image 20). 391 Her motto and name is the first of several ownership
marks subsequently added to this opening page (Image 21). For example, Jacquetta’s son
Anthony Woodville later added his own name and motto writing “Nulle la vault/ ARivers.”
392

In addition to writing her motto and name on the front flyleaf of Harley 4431, Jacquetta

personally annotated the manuscript on four other occasions. She wrote her name twice in
the margins of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre au Dieu d’Amour (The God of Love’s Letter)
on folios 51v and 52v and once in an illustration associated with Christine’s Epistre Othea
(The Letter of Othea) on folio 115v. She also wrote her motto, unaccompanied by her name
in the lower margin of folio 387r about midway through Christine’s Cent Balades d’Amant
et de Dame (One Hundred Ballads of a Lover and a Lady).
The exact meaning of Jacquetta’s annotations is difficult to pinpoint but the marks
are certainly indicative of some form of readerly attention. In what follows, I would like to
argue that the placement of Jacquetta signatures suggest that she chose to engage with
specific texts and genres which were popular in fifteenth-century England, thus using
Harley 4431 as a means of join the existing literary community in her new home. I would
also like to argue that within these texts, Jacquetta marked proto-feminist passages,
suggesting that her reading was influenced by gendered interests.
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Jacquetta’s first two signatures appear on folios 51v and 52v (Images 22 & 23) in
the margins of the Epistre au Dieu d’Amour (The God of Love’s Letter), a narrative dit
composed by Christine de Pizan in 1399.393 The poem takes the form of a letter written by
Cupid, the God of Love, addressing complaints made by women against dishonorable men.
While many of the texts by Christine de Pizan in Harley 4431 were all but unknown in
England when Jacquetta received the manuscript in 1433 or 1435, the Epistre au Dieu
d’Amour had been adapted in Middle English by Thomas Hoccleve as early as 1402, just
three years after its original composition. Hoccleve may have encountered the text in one
of the copies of Christine’s works sent to John of Salisbury and Henry IV by the author
herself between 1399 and 1402.394 Hoccleve’s Letter of Cupid seems to have been quite
popular, surviving complete in ten fifteenth-century manuscripts and excerpted in an
eleventh manuscript.395
As Thelma Fenster and Mary Erler have observed, Hoccleve’s poem is better
described as an adaptation of Christine’s text than a direct translation. Hoccleve omits
many of Christine’s lines and adds material of his own.396 Given that his audience of
aristocratic and bourgeois readers spoke both French and English, it is unlikely that
Hoccleve prepared the text in an effort to make Christine’s work accessible to non-French
speakers. Rather, Hoccleve may have intended his text to be read comparatively alongside
Jacquetta’s signatures are exceptionally difficult to see. Her name was likely scrapped out with a pen knife
at some later date, perhaps in the nineteenth century, leaving it in its present faded state.
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the French text or alone as an alternative interpretation of Christine’s theme.397 Jacquetta’s
interest in Christine’s Epistre au dieu d’Amour may have stemmed from the fact that her
English contemporaries were aware of this poem either in its original French version,
Hoccleve’s translation, or both. Just as Jacquetta’s name and motto on the front flyleaf of
the Harley 4431 indicate ownership of the book as a whole, the presence of Jacquetta’s
name in the margins of Christine’s Epistre au dieu d’Amour may indicate investment in or
attention to this particular text within the manuscript.
Jacquetta’s third signature (Image 24) is found on folio 115v, playfully hidden in
an illustration associated with chapter 44 of Christine’s Epistre Othea. As noted in Chapter
Two, the Othea was composed around 1400 and takes the form of a letter from Othea, the
goddess of Prudence, to a young prince Hector of Troy. The Othea was by far the most
popular of Christine’s texts to circulate in fifteenth-century England. In addition to its
presence in Harley 4431, the Epistre Othea is found in four French-language manuscripts
produced in England or made for English patrons in the mid to late fifteenth century. In
1440, Stephen Scrope produced a Middle English translation of the Othea which survives
in three manuscript copies. A second, anonymous translation of the Othea was made in the
mid fifteenth century and survives in one manuscript. Jacquetta’s attention to the Othea,
like her interest in the Epistre au dieu d’Amour, may have been shaped by the popularity
of this text among her English contemporaries.
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Jacquetta’s final annotation (Image 25) takes the form of her personal motto,
unaccompanied by her name and appears about midway through Christine’s Cent Balades
d’Amant et de Dame (One Hundred Ballads of a Lover and a Lady).398 This series of poems,
written between 1405 and 1410 tells the story of a knight and a lady who fall in love, enjoy
a brief period of happiness, and then part. Jacquetta’s motto, “sur tous autres,” appears in
the lower margin of folio 387r, a page which contains ballades 53, 54 and the opening of
55. Unlike the Epistre au dieu d’Amour and the Epistre Othea, the Cent Balades d’Amant
et de Dame (CBAD) was not circulating widely in England during the fifteenth-century.
The CBAD is in fact only extant in Harley 4431.399 However, the CBAD employs a poetic
form, the ballade, which was extremely popular in England at this time. Ballades,
rondeaux, and virelais, usually referred to as French formes fixes poetry, circulated widely
among English aristocrats. King Henry IV likely owned a collected works of Christine de
Pizan containing her early collection of ballades, Les Cent Ballades (1394-1399).400
Thomas Scales (d. 1460) owned Westminster MS 21, an anthology of formes fixes poems
by Guillaume de Machaut, Eustace Deschamps, and Christine de Pizan.401 Finally, William
de la Pole (d.1450), another powerful English aristocrat, was so fond of this genre of French
poetry that, according to a contemporary chronicler, he tried his hand at composing his
own formes fixes poems.402 Jacquetta, who moved in the same social circles as these men,
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was almost certainly aware of the popularity of this genre of poetry and may have marked
Christine’s CBAD in response to this literary situation.
Presented with thirty texts by Christine de Pizan, Jacquetta wrote her name next to
the only two texts translated into English before her death in 1472 – Christine’s Epistre au
Dieu d’Amours, adapted by Thomas Hoccleve in 1402, and Christine’s Epistre Othea,
translated by Stephen Scrope in 1440. The French versions of these texts were also
circulating amongst English readers at the time when Jacquetta came to possess Harley
4431. Her motto appears next to a literary genre, formes fixes poetry, which was
enormously popular among English aristocrats. This pattern of annotations suggests that
Jacquetta turned her readerly attention towards texts that were known to her English
contemporaries. Her annotations indicate that she may have directed her reading in a way
that facilitated her integration into the literary community of her new home. Familiarity
with the literary texts and genres popular at the English court may have helped Jacquetta
to develop social and political relationships.
The placement of Jacquetta’s signatures indicate that her reading habits were
shaped by social forces. But could there also be a personal impetus behind Jacquetta’s
pattern of annotation? If we look carefully, we see that Jacquetta writes her name next to a
series of passages that consider two related problems faced by women. First, that men often
slander women and do harm to their public reputation. And second that this loud slander is
frequently motivated by a mistaken belief that women are essentially corrupt and that the
vices of some women can be extrapolated to all women.
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As noted above, Jacquetta’s first signature appears on folio 51v alongside lines 13
– 23 of The God of Love’s Letter. In this passage, the narrator, Cupid, describes the
complaints that have reached his court:

Jaquette

Jaquette

complaints have come to us from
…. all of womankind, wherever found,
(folio. 51v)
Most humbly asking us to intervene.
Failing our help, they’ll be completely shorn
Of every shred of dignity, and shamed.
The ladies mentioned here above complain
Of damages done, of blame and blemished name,
And of betrayals, very grievous wrongs,
Of falsehoods uttered, many other griefs,
Endured each day from those disloyal men
Who blame and shame, defame and deceive them.403
a nostre court sont venues complaintes
…de toutes femmes generaument
(folio. 51v)
Nostre secours requerant humblement
Ou se ce non du tout desheritees
De leur honneur seront et ahontees
Si se plaignent les dessusdites dames
Des grans extors, des blames, des diffames,
Des traÿsons, des oultrages tres griefs,
Des faulcetez et de mains autres griefs
Que chacun jour des desloyaux reçoivent,
Qui les blament, diffament, et deçoivent.

This long list of grievances was likely fueled by Christine de Pizan’s personal experiences
at the French court. After the death of her husband, Christine chose not to remarry and
instead cultivated a reputation as a chaste widow. However, this persona was difficult to
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maintain at court as she was wrongly accused of being involved in a love affair.404 It seems
not unlikely that Jacquetta received similar treatment from the court gossips in England.
Within a year of her first husband’s death, Jacquetta married Richard Woodville, a knight
in her former husband’s household who she had known for several years.405 This swift remarriage was loudly lamented by her continental relations and no doubt raised eyebrows
at the English court.
Jacquetta’s second signature appears a few pages later near lines 174 -184 of the
Epistre au Dieu d’Amour. The fact that Jacquetta adds a second signature so close to the
first and within the same literary texts suggests that her annotations mark not just whole
works but also local passage. On this occasion, she writes her name next to a passage
describing the compassion and kindness of women towards men and the injustice of men’s
ingratitude and slander:

Jaquete

404

She’s done and does so many services
(fol. 52v)
For him; how right her ministrations are
Gently to serve the creature needs of man.
At birth, in life, and at his time of death
Women, always willing, help and assist,
Compassionate and kind, obliging him.
The man who slanders them is merciless,
An ingrate, lacking any thought of thanks.
So I repeat: that man too much distorts
His nature who rehearses ugly slurs,
Or blames a woman, thus reproaching her,
Whether it’s one, or two, or womankind.

Christine de Pizan, The Vision of Christine, Book 3, chapter 6, 99. In response to this spurious accusation,
Christine declares: “I swear to you on my soul, that this man knew me not, nor knew who I was, nor was
there any man or creature born who might have ever seen me in public or in private in the place where he
was, for my path did not lie in that direction.”
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Now if some women are the foolish kind,
Brimming with sin of every stamp and type,
And lacking faith and love and loyalty,
…Must we, because of that, imprison all,
And testify that none deserve respect? 406

Jaquete

…qui tant lui a fait et fait de services,
fol. 52v
Et de qui tant les oeuvres sont propices
A corps d’omme souëvement nourrir.
A son naistrë, au vivre, et au mourir
Lui sont femmes aydans et secourables
Et piteuses, doulces, et serviables.
Si est cellui mau congnoissant et rude
Qui en mesdit, et plain d’ingratitude.
Ancor dis je que trop se desnature
Homme qui dit diffame, ne laidure,
Ne reprouche de femme en la blamant,
N’une ne deux ne tout generaument.
Et supposé qu’il en y ait de nices,
Ou remplies de plusieurs divers vices,
Sans foy n’amour ne nulle loyauté,
…Doit on pour tant toutes mettre en fermaille,
Et tesmoigner qui’il n’est nulle qui vaille ?

Christine’s long passage describing woman’s compassionate role in ministering to the
needs of man may have resonated with Jacquetta, herself a wife, widow and mother. She
likely tended to the physical and emotional needs of her first husband as he sickened and
approached death just one year after their marriage. She was married to her second
husband, Richard Woodville, for over 30 years, supporting him in his political endeavors,
overseeing the running of his household, and bearing him seven sons and eight
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daughters.407 In light of these positive activities, Jacquetta may have concurred with the
statement that the indiscretions of some women do not consign all womankind to sin.
Finally, Jacquetta’s third signatures appears near a passage in the Othea which
makes a similar argument about women and sin. The signature appears on folio 115v in an
illustration. On the facing page (folio 116r) is the story of Pasiphae, a woman who loved a
bull and conceived a monstrous son (Image 26). The gloss for this text counsels the reader
to avoid such behavior, but also explicitly instructs the reader not to interpret Pasiphae as
representative of all women:
And concerning this, though that lady was of such a condition, it is said to
the good knight that he should neither say nor uphold that all women are
like her, since truth indicates the contrary.
Et pour ce, se ceste dame fu tele condicion, vault dire au bon chevalier que
il ne doit dire ne soustenir que toutes femmes soient semblables, comme la
verité soit manifeste au contraire.408
This point resonates closely with the argument made by Christine and marked by Jacquetta
in the Epistre au Dieu d’Amour - that the deeds of some women do not implicate all of
womankind. This passage, like the others, also emphasizes that the knightly reader should
not commit slander, he should not “say or uphold” falsehoods about women.
The placement of Jacquetta’s three marginal signatures indicate that she may have
been marking passages of thematic interest or personal relevance. Jacquetta writes her
name near three separate passages which challenge misogynistic essentialism and argue
for the value of respecting rather than slandering women. These local annotations bring us
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close to the kind of information which historians of reading often seek - evidence of
specific reader responses to a text. While Jacquetta’s marginal notations cannot tell us the
exact nature of her reaction to Christine’s texts, her marks are certainly indicative of
readerly attention and may be suggestive of the role which reading played in the formation
of her personal opinions and identity.
Jacquetta’s personal annotation of Harley 4431 provide evidence that she not only
owned but also used Christine de Pizan’s large collected works. The placement of her
signatures suggest that she engaged with Christine’s collection on multiple levels. Her
flyleaf signature indicates that she engaged with the collection as a physical codex, as a
material carrier of continental artistic and literary culture and a statement of affiliation with
the English political cause during the Hundred Years War. Her marginal annotations
indicate that she attended to individual texts within the larger collection, specifically
marking texts and genres that were circulating amongst her contemporaries in England.
Finally, her local annotations, sometimes appearing more than once in the same text,
suggest that certain passages in Christine’s works resonated with Jacquetta on a personal
level. As in the case of Melusine, Jacquetta’s use of Christine’s collected works reflects the
multivalent aspects of her personal, political, and cultural identity.

Jacquetta, Pembroke College MS 307, and John Gower’s Confessio Amantis
The third manuscript owned and marked by Jacquetta, a copy of John Gower’s
Confessio Amantis (Cambridge Pembroke College MS 307) continues to expand our
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understanding of this medieval woman’s reading practices. Jacquetta’s possession of this
Middle English manuscript supports the argument that she was attentive to the literary
interests of her new countrymen and women. It may also suggest that while speaking
French would have sufficed at the English court, Jacquetta sought further social integration
through mastery of the English language. Jacquetta’s interest in the book may also have
been political. The prologue to Gower’s poem includes important information about
England’s recent political history and the body of the work is filled with political advice.
As in Christine’s Othea and Jean d’Arras’ Melusine, political counsel is often presented in
the voice of a woman. Jacquetta is one of several known women owners of Gower’s
Confessio Amantis. John of Gaunt’s daughters, Philippa and Catherine, owned or
commissioned Portuguese and Castilian translations of the Confessio and there is strong
evidence to suggest that Jacquetta’s daughter Elizabeth Woodville, queen consort of
Edward IV, owned a copy of the Confessio. Together, these four women owners suggest
that there may have been something intrinsically appealing about Gower’s text for ruling
women, or women in close proximity to power.
John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (The Lover’s Confession), composed between
1386 and 1390, is a long Middle English poem detailing the confession of an aged lover.
The work is divided into eight books. Books 1-6 and 8 concern the seven deadly sins
interpreted in the context of courtly love and accompanied by exemplary stories and Book
7 focuses on good kingship and governance. The complete poem of the Confessio survives
in 49 manuscripts, while 17 further witnesses exist in the form of fragments and extracts.
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Jacquetta’s copy of the Confessio is one of twenty-eight first-generation manuscripts of
Gower’s poem. These manuscripts, produced before 1425, are of a remarkably consistent
format and quality. They are spaciously written on good parchment, usually by a single
professional London scribe and feature a similar program of illustration and decoration.
Pembroke 307 is one of the largest and finest of the first-generation manuscripts, measuring
over 400mm high, and including rich illuminations.409
It is very likely that Pembroke 307 came to Jacquetta through her first husband
John, Duke of Bedford. The manuscript is one of several Confessio Amantis manuscripts
associated with the Lancastrian royal family. San Marino Huntington Stafford MS E1 26
A 17 was likely a presentation copy given to the Duke of Bedford’s father, Henry
Bolingbroke, later Henry IV, between 1393 and 1399.410 Oxford, Christ Church MS 148
has a coat of arms associated with Thomas, Duke of Clarence, Bedford’s elder brother, and
Bodley 294 bears the motto and ex libris mark of Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester,
Bedford’s younger brother.411 While Pembroke 307 does not include Bedford’s arms or
motto, it bears important stylistic connections to the Bedford Hours and Psalter (BL
Additional MS 42131), which Bedford commissioned around 1420.412 The scribe of
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Pembroke 307 also ties the manuscript, if not directly to the Duke of Bedford, at least to
other members of the Lancastrian court, including Henry V and William de la Pole413 These
pieces of information and the presence of Jacquetta’s signature in the manuscript strongly
suggest that Pembroke 307 was commissioned by, or at least owned by, the Duke of
Bedford.
As its manuscript history suggests, Gower’s Confessio Amantis proved popular
among the Lancastrian coterie. Familiarity with this text may have gained Jacquetta
traction in literary circles at court, especially in the years when Henry VI and Margaret of
Anjou held the throne (1445-1462). Jacquetta may have also seen Gower’s text as a tool
for language improvement. While a number of manuscripts containing the Confessio
Amantis also include Gower’s French work the Traitié,414 Pembroke College MS 307
contains only the Confessio Amantis, meaning that apart from the poem’s Latin headers
and descriptions, Jacquetta would have encountered almost exclusively Middle English
when consulting this book. Jacquetta’s first and second husbands, and her companions at
the English court, all spoke fluent French, so it was not strictly necessary for Jacquetta to
learn to speak or read English. However, mastering the language no doubt made Jacquetta
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feel more integrated into her new community and her multilingualism may have
contributed to the success of her social and political maneuvers.415
Jacquetta inscribed Pembroke 307 three times, using her motto and name to express
her ownership of and engagement with this impressive codex. On folio 125r, Jacquetta
wrote her personal motto “sur tous autres” (above all others) and her name “Jaquette” along
the outer margin in a large script perpendicular to the main text.416 The signature is
decorated with two framing flourishes and a scroll on the descender of the ‘q.’ The large
size, sideways orientation, and decoration of this motto-name pair and its placement at the
midpoint of the manuscript may suggest that it is an ownership mark. The text on the
corresponding page is part of Book Five (Avarice) and details the sins of stealth and
pilfering. The first and third marks left by Jacquetta are found on the right-hand margin of
folio 51v near the beginning of Book Three (Wrath) and on the lower margin of folio 141r
in Book Six (Gluttony). Both are smaller than the middle mark but similarly include
Jacquetta’s motto and name. They appear in parallel to the text (rather than perpendicular)
and may be interpreted as some kind of annotation, perhaps signaling Jacquetta’s interest
in a particular passage of text.417
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Jacquetta’s first annotation appears on folio 51v between the “Tale of Canace and
Machaire” and the “Tale of Tiresias and the Snakes.” Both stories are framed as warnings
against inordinate anger. The first tells the tale of two siblings who, unaware of the incest
taboo, make love and conceive a child. When they realize they have done amiss, the
brother, Machaire, flees and leaves the sister, Canace, to deal with the wrath of their father
who, seeing her illegitimate pregnancy, commands that she kill herself which, in despair,
she ultimately does. In one particularly poignant line, Gower draws attention to the fixity
and spatial confinement imposed on the woman in this situation verses the mobility and
freedom afforded the man: “Machaire goth, Canace abit” (Machaire went, Canace
stayed).418 The next story is an Ovidian tale of metamorphoses: Tiresias strikes a pair of
copulating snakes with a stick and is punished by the goddess (for disrupting a natural act)
by being turned into a woman. These two tales seem to function as a pair, with the
punishment of Tiresias perhaps enacting a kind of retribution against the wrathful father in
the previous tale who, positive laws aside, railed against a ‘natural act.’419
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Jacquetta’s third mark occurs in the midst of the “Tale of Ulysses and Telegonus”
(lines 1391-1788) close to line 1549. Framed as a warning against sorcery, the tale details
how Ulysses uses sorcery to seduce Circe and begets Telegonus – who, years later, comes
to Ithaca and accidently kills his father. Jacquetta’s name and motto occur at the bottom of
a column of lines describing the dream that predicts the change of Ulysses’ fortune from
good to bad. The passage begins:
Bot Fortune is of such a sleythe,
That whan a man is most on heyhte,
Sche makth him rathest for to falle:
Ther wot no man what schal befalle,
The happes over mannes hed
Ben hinged with a tender thred.420
This tidy maxim may have resonated with Jacquetta’s experiences of political upheaval as
she witnessed the fall of Henry VI and the rise of Edward IV and struggled to navigate the
subsequent political situation.
It is impossible to say, with any degree of certainty, what drew Jacquetta to these
particular passages. Collectively, however, the marks suggest that Jacquetta was reading
the book in part or in its entirety, something that a single mark cannot necessarily indicate.
So, shifting from local to global, why might Jacquetta have found the Confessio Amantis
interesting or useful? First, Gower’s poem may have given Jacquetta special insight into
the recent political history of England. Jacquetta’s book belongs to an early recension of
Confessio manuscripts in which Gower declares that he is writing “A book for King
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Richardes sake.”421 Around 1392, Gower rededicated his poem to Henry of Lancaster,
count of Derby, and the future King Henry IV.422 Although the deposition of Richard II did
not occur until 1399, it would seem that Gower “saw the writing on the wall.” Gower’s
revised prologue is an excellent example of the subtle rhetorical dance necessary for
navigating a power shift. We cannot know whether Jacquetta was aware of this alternative
prologue but the reference to King Richard in her copy of the Confessio would have
reminded her that the current Lancastrian dynasty was fresh and potentially unstable.
This knowledge of political history could have helped Jacquetta to react swiftly
when the Yorkists overthrew the Lancastrians in 1461. Despite her family’s strong
Lancastrian ties, Jacquetta immediately shifted her political fealty, pledging loyalty to the
new Yorkist king, Edward IV, and appearing before him with her daughter Elizabeth to
plead for the release and pardon of her husband and son. Edward granted her request,
perhaps because Richard Woodville was a minor, nonthreatening knight, perhaps because
Jacquetta possessed important ties to Burgundy, or perhaps, as once chronicler notes,
because he found her daughter Elizabeth beautiful.423 Whatever the reason for the king’s
decision, Jacquetta was instrumental in preserving her family from social and political
ruin.424
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In addition to providing Jacquetta with information on the political history of
England, Gower’s Confessio Amantis may have served as a general manual of political
strategy. Although Gower’s poem is titled The Lover’s Confession, the work is deeply
interested in questions of kingship, governance, and politics. Book 7 takes up the topic of
the Education of Kings and Princes, laying out a program for education modeled on
Aristotle’s instruction of Alexander which includes units in Theory, Rhetoric, and Practice
(comprising Ethics, Economics, and Policy). Books 1-6 and 8 concern self-governance,
detailing how an individual must eradicate the seven deadly sins. This personal control is
framed as an important precursor to successful political governance. Gower uses
exemplary stories to illustrate how successful or failed self-control translates into good or
bad kingship.425
In some of these stories, women are presented as the force which guides male rulers
towards effective self-governance. For example, in “The Tale of Three Questions,” found
at the end of Book 1, a woman named Peronelle counsels a prideful and impulsive king
towards humility and reason. In the story, Peronelle appears in the place of her father, a
knight in the king’s household, to answer a series of riddles. Prior to her appearance at
court, she explains to her father that, as a non-threatening woman, she may be able to win
the king’s grace:
For yit par chaunce I may pourchace
With som good word the kings grace
Your lif and ek your good to save.
On self-governance and kingship in Gower see Russell A. Peck, “The Politics and Psychology of
Governance in Gower: Ideas of Kingship and Real Kings” in A Companion to Gower, ed. Siân Echard
(Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2004), 215-38.
425
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For ofte schal a womman have
Thing which a man mai noght areche.426
As Misty Schieberle argues in her monograph Feminized Counsel, the subordinate positon
of women made them less threatening to the dominant order and provided women with a
unique opportunity to counsel men in power.427 A powerful ruler, like the king in the “Tale
of Three Questions,” could change his actions in response to the words of a woman without
losing his sense of authority. Examples of counseling women like Peronelle abound in the
Confessio Amantis. Women address husbands, fathers, and sons; they advise kings,
knights, and emperors. While the figure of the counseling woman is not uncommon in
medieval literature, Schieberle argues that women in Gower’s poem are presented as
successful political advisors with surprising frequency.
Thus, in John Gower’s poem, Jacquetta may have found a guide to political history
and a manual of political strategy. Jacquetta was politically enmeshed throughout her life
- she was the wife of a regent during her first husband’s lifetime, a favorite of Queen
Margaret of Anjou during Lancastrian rule, and the mother of the queen consort during
Yorkist rule. Subtle political maneuvers were Jacquetta’s bread and butter, and the
Confessio, with its tales of political negotiations and exemplary counseling women, could
have provided a useful resource.
This political mode of reading the Confessio is supported by the fact that Jacquetta
was not the first or the last politically powerful woman to own a copy of Gower’s poem.
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Joyce Coleman has convincingly argued that Philippa of Lancaster, the daughter of John
of Gaunt and the wife of João I, King of Portugal, was the patron of a Portuguese translation
of the Confessio Amantis. The translation was likely produced in the late fourteenth or early
fifteenth century by a servant in Philippa’s household named Robert Payne.428 Coleman
further suggests that Philippa may have commissioned a Castilian Confessio as a gift for
her sister Catherine, wife of Enrique III, king of neighboring Castile. The extant Castilian
version was produced from a Portuguese copy of the Confessio rather than an English
copy.429 As María Bullón-Fernández has observed, the political content of the Confessio
may have been useful to both Philippa and Catherine given their proximity to seats of
European power. The material in the book provided a woman with political advice to pass
on to her husband and sons or prepared her to rule should the occasion arise as it did for
late medieval queens such as Isabel of Bavaria and Margaret of Anjou.430
Martha Driver has uncovered a third powerful woman reader of Gower’s Confessio
Amantis. Driver argues that Pierpont Morgan Library MS M. 126 was made for an
aristocratic female patron at the court of Edward IV, quite likely his queen, Elizabeth
Woodville. Driver dates this copy of the Confessio to after Edward’s IV ascension in 1461
and cites several notations made by the scribe Ricardus Franciscus which may point to
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Elizabeth as the intended owner of the manuscript. The most convincing of these notations
is an inscription which reads “vive la belle,” perhaps a playful reference to Elizabeth’s
name which was sometimes written as “Isabella.”431 The decoration of M. 126 also
supports a connection to Elizabeth. Sonja Drimmer suggests that the red flowers at the base
of the opening page may be identified as red carnations or gillyflowers, a floral emblem
associated with Elizabeth.432 Like Philippa and Catherine, Elizabeth was the wife of a king.
As the consort of Edward IV, a new ruler inaugurating Yorkist control, Elizabeth may have
found the political counsel in the Confessio Amantis especially useful.
It is difficult to determine whether Elizabeth’s ownership of the Confessio was
connected to her mother’s possession of the same text. A direct link between the two
manuscripts seems unlikely. Martha Driver, who has performed spot transcriptions of M.
126, finds it to be a very close copy of Oxford, Fairfax MS 3 with some variants consonant
with Oxford, Bodley 902.433 Pembroke 307 and M. 126 also exhibit very different
programs of illustration – Jacquetta’s Confessio includes two miniatures while Elizabeth’s
Confessio originally had 106 miniatures, 97 of which survive.434 However, while Pembroke
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307 may not have served as a copytext for M. 126, it is still possible that Jacquetta’s
ownership of the Confessio influenced her daughter’s possession or use of the same text.
Pembroke 307, a stunning book, could have inspired the production of a new, even more
lavish copy of the Confessio Amantis for Elizabeth. Jacquetta’s reading of the Confessio
might also have prompted imitative reading in her daughter. If Elizabeth Woodville wished
to be a skilled a politician like her mother, reading the Confessio Amantis would have been
a good place to start.
While such suggestions must remain in the realm of speculation, historical records
place these two women readers of Gower in close physical, personal, and political
proximity. Following Elizabeth’s marriage to Edward IV, Jacquetta remained at her
daughter’s side. She was present at Elizabeth’s coronation in 1465, regularly dined with
the king and queen between 1466 and 1467, and attended Elizabeth’s churching after the
birth of her first daughter in 1466. In October 1470, when Edward IV was temporarily
overthrown, Jacquetta accompanied her daughter and grandchildren when they fled to
sanctuary at Westminster. She was presumably also present at the birth of Elizabeth’s first
son, the future Edward V, who was born at Westminster in November.435 Jacquetta was
thus close to Elizabeth during her early years as queen, perhaps offering her daughter
support and advice as she navigated the political and personal complexities of queenship.
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As in the case of the Cotton manuscript and Harley 4431, Jacquetta’s use of
Pembroke 307 reflects a combination of personal, social, and familial motivations.
Jacquetta may have used the book as a tool for expanding her language skills and political
knowledge. These acts of self-improvement may have helped Jacquetta advance the social
and political aspirations she held for her family, ambitions that were realized in the
marriage of her daughter Elizabeth to the king. In reading Gower’s Confessio Amantis as a
political text, Jacquetta joined prominent women on either side of the Channel including
the queen consorts of Portugal and Castile, and her own daughter, the queen consort of
England. Once again, Jacquetta’s reading habits are indicative of a mode of engagement
that is both personal and oriented towards the wider political and literary world.

Conclusion:
Jacquetta of Luxembourg owned and annotated three different manuscripts,
engaging with two continental codices and one insular production. In some ways these
three books are quite different. Cotton Otho D II is a collection of travel tales and a
genealogical romance in French. Harley 4431 contains a substantial quantity of Christine
de Pizan’s oeuvre. Pembroke MS 307 is a single, lengthy Middle English work by John
Gower comprising a collection of exemplary tales framed by the story of a lover’s
confession. In other ways, the texts in Jacquetta’s books have a striking number of
similarities. Jean d’Arras’ Melusine, a romance that includes crusading tales, is comparable
to Gower’s Confessio Amantis, which includes a number of tales in the romance genre
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several of which involve journeys to the East.436 The Melusine and Christine de Pizan’s
collected works share proto-feminist aspects. Jean d’Arras’ text praises Melusine as an
adept household manager and frames slander against women as socially harmful. A number
of Christine’s texts make similar points – the God of Love’s Letter condemns wrongful
slander and male ingratitude and the Letter of Othea speaks out against gender essentialism.
All three of Jacquetta’s books contain texts which engage with the mirror for princes genre.
Melusine addresses a number of substantial political speeches to her sons, offering advice
on social behavior and governance and engaging with a number of Aristotelian
principles.437 Christine’s Epistre Othea and Gower’s Confessio Amantis present and
interpret exempla, engage with questions of rulership, and model good social and moral
behavior for the reader. Finally, all three of these texts model a feminized counseling voice.
Through the figures of Melusine, Othea, and women like Peronelle, the works of Jean
d’Arras, Christine, and Gower offer readers a verbal template for addressing men in power.
One further commonality between Jacquetta’s three codices is that they all contain
texts that were owned by readers on either side of the Channel. The Melusine was owned
by Jean, Duc de Berry, Marie of Bar, and Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy. Christine
de Pizan’s works were owned by numerous aristocrats in Francophone Europe, including
Isabel of Bavaria, Louis d’Orléans, and Agnès of Bourgogne. Even John Gower’s Middle
English Confessio Amantis circulated on the continent, traveling to Portugal and Castile
with Philippa and Catherine of Lancaster.
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Jacquetta came to possess her three books through inheritance, rather than active
choice, so these similarities are not indicative of a curated collection. However, it seems
possible that as an engaged reader of these three volumes, Jacquetta may have observed
the shared political and proto-feminist content of the three codices and recognized the
cross-channel literary culture from which they were drawn. Jacquetta’s personalized
annotations support these suggestions. The specific placement of the signatures, especially
in Harley 4431, indicate that Jacquetta may have been aware of wider trends in English
literary culture and invested in the defense of women.
A study of Jacquetta of Luxembourg’s life, books, and annotations suggests that
her multilayered identity was homologous to her multivalent reading practices. Jacquetta’s
reading was simultaneously personal, gendered, familial, and oriented towards the wider
regional and international world. She read texts that resonated with her personal
experiences at home, at court, and abroad, engaged with texts popular in England and on
the continent, and employed familial and political reading modes common among her male
and female contemporaries. Though there are still many holes in our understanding of
medieval reading practices, the case of Jacquetta and her books brings us closer to
understanding how a late-medieval reader might have used his or her books.
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Chapter Four: Inscription and Identity - Names, Mottos, and Notes in
Christine de Pizan Manuscripts and Early Printed Books
Between 1410 and 1414, Christine de Pizan inscribed her name 131 times in Harley
MS 4431, a copy of her collected works executed primarily in her own hand.438 This
repeated act of inscription was a concrete insurance policy against authorial obscurity. Any
reader who encountered this physical book would have no doubt about Christine’s status
as the author of a vast and varied oeuvre. Christine’s practice of authorial self-inscription
was likely fueled by well-founded fears of misattribution and obfuscation. While many
medieval authors express concern about the effects of time on the integrity and attribution
of their work, Christine, because of her gender, experienced these problems during her own
lifetime. In her semi-autobiographical Advision Cristine (1405), the allegorical figure
Dame Opinion explains to Christine: “some say that clerks or monks forged [your works]
for you and that they could not come from the intelligence of a woman” (les aucuns dient
que clercs ou religieux les te forgent et que de sentement de femme venir ne puissent).439
To combat this false opinion, Christine produced numerous books bearing her name at her
manuscript workshop, putting physical evidence of her authorship into circulation.
During the fifteenth century, these concrete symbols of Christine’s authorship
reached many Francophone regions of Europe and crossed the Channel to England. On
both sides of the Channel, Christine’s original books and copies of her works attracted
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inscriptions and annotations from late medieval and early modern book owners. Christine’s
collected works, Harley 4431, accumulated the signatures of three medieval owners and
one seventeenth-century owner on its front flyleaf. The first of these owners, Jacquetta of
Luxembourg, marked the manuscript an additional four times, leaving her name on the
margins of three pages and her personal motto on a fourth page. One of Jacquetta’s
contemporaries, Sir John Fastolf, also marked a Christine manuscript with personal
identifiers. In 1450, a scribe working for Fastolf inscribed his patron’s motto, “Me fault
faire,” no less than 25 times in a new manuscript copy of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre
Othea, now Bodleian Laud Misc 570. Around the same time on the continent, two Christine
de Pizan manuscripts acquired the ex libris mark of Agnès of Bourgogne - BnF fr. 848, a
copy of the Epistre Othea, and BnF fr. 24293, a copy of the Livre de la cité des dames,
bear an inscription which reads: “Ce livre fut a feu madame Agnes de Bourgoigne en son
vivant duchesse de Bourbonnais et d’Auvergne.”440 Just as Christine used manuscripts to
curate an authorial reputation, medieval book owners used manuscripts and early printed
books as material expressions of social and political identity.
This chapter considers how authors and readers curate a personal identity through
self-inscription in physical books. I examine the names, mottos, and notes in the margins,
flyleaves, and text proper of Christine de Pizan manuscripts and early printed books,
arguing that such “in-writings” can help us to understand how people use books and
literature to interface with a wider world. I use Christine de Pizan codices as a focused
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entry point into a larger discussion of the medieval and early modern phenomenon of selfinscription, a practice that exhibits both larger trends and personal inflection. Similar forms
of inscription were used on both sides of the Channel during the fifteenth century,
suggesting overarching inscriptional practices. Yet, at the same time, individual owners
adjusted inscriptions to suit their personal needs and used annotation for varied purposes
ranging from personal commemoration to public self-styling to authorship.
Although this chapter makes reference to the inscriptional practices of a number of
men, I focus my attention on women owners and annotators of Christine’s texts. In light of
Christine de Pizan’s gendered inscriptional practices, I wish to determine to what degree
the annotation activities of medieval women were inflected by gender. I begin with a
consideration of Christine de Pizan’s authorial inscription before turning to the marginal
and flyleaf additions of three late-medieval women - Jacquetta of Luxembourg, owner of
Harley MS 4431, Margaret Beaufort, owner of two Middle English translations of
Christine, and Emalyn Bremschet, owner of Cambridge St John’s College MS H. 5, a copy
of Stephen Scope’s translation of Christine’s Othea. By setting the activities of these
women in a larger book historical context, the chapter finds that men and women use
similar forms of self-inscription, following formulas employed by members of their socioeconomic group. However, at the same time, women annotators often make subtle changes
to their signatures, using a personal feminine name rather than a title or adding a gendered
designation such as “modyr.” Women inscribe books with markers of a composite identity,
often signaling gender, social status, and political affiliation simultaneously.
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I. ‘Je, Xpine’
Christine de Pizan is one of the best known women writers from the medieval
period. Knowledge of her name and works has persisted despite repeated efforts to deny
her authorship. As noted above, during her own lifetime her texts were mis-ascribed to
monks and clerks. After her death, her works were sometimes attributed to her son Jean de
Castel, and later to her grandson (also named Jean), a poet and Benedictine monk.441
Stephen Scrope’s Middle English translation of the Othea describes Christine as patron
rather than an author and a Flemish translation of the City of Ladies casts doubt on whether
the work could have been written by a woman.442 Christine’s authorial reputation was
similarly doubted in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries when her name was
carefully removed from many early print editions of her works in France and her Moral
Proverbs were attributed to Chaucer in England.443 However, despite numerous active
efforts to erase Christine’s authorial identity, her fame persists to the present day. Her name
and works survived for a variety of reasons. First, she was incredibly prolific, composing
some forty-two works between 1394 and 1429 (Appendix 1). Second, she oversaw the
collection and transmission of her texts in her own manuscript workshop. Finally, and most
importantly for our current discussion, she solidified her reputation through a persistent
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practice of authorial self-naming.
Christine’s practice of self-naming is a combination of tradition and innovation.
The practice had long been a part of French literary history. Twelfth-century courtly writers
such as Chrétien de Troyes (fl. 1160-1191) and Marie de France (fl. 1160 - 1215)
consistently incorporate their names into their texts and use their authorial role to authorize
the works. In the thirteenth century self-naming became less common – in the Roman de
la Rose, Jean de Meun (c. 1240 – 1305) names himself indirectly and Guillaume de Lorris
(c. 1200 – 1240) does not name himself at all. The fourteenth century saw the rise of
strategies for “naming by not naming.” Writers such as Guillaume de Machaut (c. 1300 1377) and Jean Froissart (c. 1337 - 1410) incorporated their names into complex anagrams
and provided the reader with instructions for reconstructing the author’s name.444
Christine experiments with and modifies many of these self-naming traditions. She
concludes the Débat de deux amans (1400) by stating: “if someone…wishes to find out
what my name is, without having to hunt for it, he can find it made fast if he looks for it in
all the places where “Christianity” [“cristienté”] is.”445 Christine’s name appears
anagramically within the word “cristienté.” Laurence de Looze notes that this is a clever
re-writing of Chrétien de Troyes’s boast that his name will last as long as Christianity. 446
Similarly, in the Cent Ballades (1394-1399), Christine notes: “In writing (en escrit) I have
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put my name there.” The phrase “en escrit” unscrambles to spell “Crestine.”447
In addition to these games with anagrams, Christine frequently adopts a more direct
practice of self-naming. In the Book of the City of Ladies (1405), Christine’s name appears
early in the text when the allegorical figure, Justice, addresses her by her first name saying:
“My friend Christine, I am Justice, the most singular daughter of God, and my nature
proceeds purely from His person” (Christine amie, je suis Justice, la tres singuliere fille de
Dieu, et mon essance procede de sa personne purement).448 This moment of self-naming
invokes Dante Alighieri (c.1265-1321). In the Divine Comedy, a poem which Christine
knew well, Beatrice famously calls Dante by his first name in Canto XXX of Purgatorio.
This is the only time when Dante names himself in the work and the self-reference occurs
at an important moment of transition - Virgil, who has guided Dante through Hell and
Purgatory disappears and Beatrice arrives as Dante’s new guide through Paradise. The
passage carefully stages a moment of literary inheritance with Dante succeeding Virgil, a
classical auctor, as a new figure of poetic authority.449
Christine echoes this important moment of Dantean self-naming in the Cité des
dames. The Cité as a whole imitates the tripartite structure of Dante’s poem - three
allegorical ladies, Reason, Rectitude, and Justice appear and lead Christine through the
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building of a city/book that will promote the fame of virtuous women. It is Justice, the
guide in the third portion of the poem, who, like Beatrice, first calls Christine by her name.
As Maureen Quilligan has argued, Christine’s invocation of Dante performs an important
authorizing function. Although Christine moved to France as a child, she was born in Italy,
making Dante an appropriate literary “father.” Dante was also representative of the
beginnings of Italian humanism, a tradition that prompted great interest and admiration
among Christine’s French contemporaries. For these reasons, Christine’s alignment of
herself with Dante can be seen as an effort to insert herself into the literary canon, a
tradition that typically excluded women.450
While Christine certainly invokes Dante in the Cité, her practice of self-naming
differs from Dante’s in several important ways. Whereas Dante inserts his name only once
in the Divine Comedy, Christine names herself 22 times in the City of Ladies.451 On six
occasions this self-naming is similar to Beatrice’s naming of Dante - one of Christine’s
guides speaks to her and addresses her as “Christine.” However, on 16 occasions, Christine
names herself in the first person, using the formula “I, Christine” (Je, Cristine). For
example, at the beginning of Book II, Christine narrates her response to Rectitude as
follows: “Then I, Christine, after hearing the word of this honored lady, spoke, ‘Most
excellent lady, you see me here ready. Command, for my desire is to obey’” (Adonc je,
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Cristine, oyant la parole de la dame honoree, dis en ceste maniere: “Tres excellent dame,
veez me cy preste. Or commandez, car mon desir est d’obeir”). 452 In this way, Christine
inserts her name and her personal voice clearly and repeatedly into the narrative.
Christine’s use of the formula “Je, Christine” may have been influenced by Jean
Froissart and other medieval chroniclers. Maureen Quilligan observes that in the fourteenth
century chronicles began to be written in the first person rather than in the third person.
Chroniclers specifically use the formula of the first person pronoun followed by name and
rank – for example, “I, Jehans Froissart, treasurer and canon of Chimay.” While chroniclers
tended to maintain a separation between the first person voice of the prologue and the third
person narration of history, Christine regularly breaks this boundary, using the “Je,
Christine” formula throughout her work.453 Christine’s use of “je” might also be influenced
by Guillaume de Machaut’s use of a lyric “je.” However, Christine uses her name far more
frequently than does Machaut, whose name rarely appears in his poetry and is usually
presented as an anagram.454
Christine thus builds upon existing strategies for authorial self-naming.
Additionally, she pilots a number of unique approaches to empowering her authorial name.
In Book III, chapter ten of the City of Ladies, Christine emphasizes her name and authorizes
her voice by aligning herself with Saint Christine, a virgin martyr tortured and executed in
Tyre. According to Justice, who narrates the saint’s story, Saint Christine received her
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name from Christ himself: “Jesus Christ descended in his own person with a large
company of angels and baptized her and named her Christine from His own name” (Et
adonc descendy Jhesu Crist en propre personne a grant compaigne d’anges et la baptisa
et nomma de son nom Cristine).455 Saint Christine subsequently performs several Christlike miracles including walking on water and raising a man from the dead. She sings
Christ’s praise with such “sweet melodies” (doulces melodies)456 that the pagan tyrant cuts
her tongue out on two occasions. Despite this physical mutilation, her voice is as strong
and clear as ever. She spits the fragment of her tongue in the tyrant’s face and continues to
praise the name of Christ until her death. After Justice concludes Saint Christine’s story,
author-Christine calls on the saint for support:
Oh blessed Christine, worthy virgin favored of God, most elect and glorious martyr,
in the holiness with which God has made you worthy, pray for me, a sinner, named
with your name, and be my kind and merciful guardian. Behold my joy at being
able to make use of your holy legend and to include it in my writing, which I have
recorded here at such length out of reverence for you.
O benoite Cristine, vierge digne et beneuree de Dieu, tres eslicte, martire glorieuse,
vueilles par la sainteté, dont Dieux t’a faicte digne, prier pour moy pecheresse,
nommee par ton nom, et me soies propice et piteuse marreine. Si voir que je
m’esjouys de avoir cause de enexer et mettre ta sainte legende en mes escriptures,
laquelle pour ta reverence ay recordee assez au lonc.457
In this passage, Christine aligns herself with the moral and spiritual authority of the saint
and specifically compares Saint Christine’s enduring voice in her martyrdom to her own
strong and persistent authorial voice, noting that she has chosen to narrate the saint’s holy
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story in her writing at great length. Christine also suggests that she is Saint Christine’s
namesake just as Saint Christine is Christ’s namesake. This nested name genealogy allows
Christine to connect her name and her voice to both Saint Christine and to Christ.
In the City of Ladies, Christine empowers her authorial voice through
personalization, repetition, and invocation of various literary and spiritual authorities
including, Dante, Saint Christine, and Christ. To all of these layers of self-authorization
she adds a physical, inscriptional form of emphasis. In Harley MS 4431, a manuscript
prepared under Christine’s direction and written entirely in her own hand,458 Christine
writes her name as “Xpine” (Images 27-29). Using the Greek symbol Chi Rho for “Christ”
plus the suffix “ine,” Christine repeatedly evokes the ultimate male Christian authority and
presents her name in a visually striking form.459 According to Lori Walters, this form of
Christine’s name is found 128 times in Harley MS 4431, while her name is written as
“Cristine” only three times. “Xpine” is found not only in the City of Ladies but throughout
the manuscript - appearing in rubrics, tables of contents, and in the text proper of the Epistre
Othea, the Chemin de lonc estude, the Epistres du debat sus le Rommant de la Rose, and
the Livre de prudence.460 It would seem that “Xpine” was Christine’s preferred mode of
written self-reference. “Xpine” was her personal signature.
Christine de Pizan experimented with a number of strategies for self-naming but
her adoption of the signature “Xpine” proved to by most ubiquitous and enduring. By
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inscribing a visually distinctive form of her name repeatedly in Harley MS 4431 and in at
least two other manuscripts, Christine created a material statement of her authorship.461 As
we will see in the sections that follow, this inscriptional practice reached the eyes of
subsequent readers such as Jacquetta of Luxembourg, William Caxton, and Margaret
Beaufort among others.

II. ‘sur tous autres, Jaquete’
In the 1430s, Christine’s most emphatically marked manuscript, Harley 4431,
migrated to England. As has been discussed in Chapter Three, Harley 4431 specifically
passed into the hands of Jacquetta of Luxembourg, the young wife of John, Duke of
Bedford. Jacquetta marked the manuscript five times. She wrote her personal motto “sur
tous autres” and her name “Jaquete” on the front flyleaf of the manuscript, she added her
name twice to the margins of the Epistre au Dieu d’Amour, she wrote her name in an
illustration associated with chapter 44 of the Epistre Othea, and she inscribed her motto,
unaccompanied by her name, in the margin of the Cent Balades d’Amant et de Dame
(Images 20-25).462
The repeated inscription of Jacquetta’s name throughout the manuscript is unusual.
Most medieval annotators leave anonymous check marks, Xs, and manicules in the margins
of manuscripts but Jacquetta chooses to write her name instead. As she read, Jacquetta
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likely noticed the 128 “Xpine”s peppering the pages of her manuscript. It seems plausible
that Jacquetta’s decision to write her name was influenced by the ubiquitous presence of
Christine’s name in Harley 4431. Seeing the way in which Christine used her name to assert
her authorial identity, Jacquetta may have adopted a similar technique to identify herself
as an owner, reader, and annotator of Christine’s text.
Though perhaps inspired by Christine’s act of self-naming, Jacquetta uses a slightly
different formula for self-identification. Christine particularizes her name by using the
Greek symbol Chi Rho and the first person pronoun, writing: “Je, Xpine.” Jacquetta, on
the other hand, particularizes her name with a motto: “sur tous autres.” While Christine’s
formula underlined her authorial identity, Jacquetta’s formula served to build her social
identity. By adopting a personal motto, Jacquetta was following a practice of aristocratic
self-fashioning used by her contemporaries on both sides of the Channel. In what follows,
I would like to argue that Jacquetta used the signature “sur tous autres, Jaquete” to identify
herself as a powerful, transcontinental aristocrat.
The use of a personal motto was a common mode of self-presentation and definition
among late-medieval aristocrats. Mottos were frequently combined with a visual symbol
to create a personal badge or “devise,” a self-chosen sign that could supplement family
heraldry.463 For example, Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy from 1419 to 1467, was
associated with the motto “Autre n’auray” (I will have no other) and adopted a personal
emblem of sparks being struck from flint.464 Similarly, Jacquetta’s first husband, John,
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Duke of Bedford (1389-1435) used the visual sign of an eagle perched atop a stump and
the motto “A vous entier” (To you/yours entirely).465
Like their male counterparts, female aristocrats also used personal mottos.
However, a woman’s motto was usually linked, verbally or visually, to that of her husband.
The motto of Anne of Burgundy, “J’en suis contente,” is found next to the motto of her
husband, John, Duke of Bedford on folio 138r of the Bedford Hours (BL Add MS 18850).
Side by side, the two mottos read: “A vous entier…J’en suis content” (To [be] yours
entirely…I am happy) (Image 30). Similarly, the personal motto of Françoise de
Luxembourg (d.1523), a cousin of Jacquetta, seems to respond to the motto of her husband
Phillip de Cleves. Together, Phillip’s and Françoise’s mottos read: “A Jamais…Vous Seul”
(Forever…Yours Alone).466
Unlike the mottos of some of her female contemporaries, Jacquetta’s motto appears
on its own.467 Read alone, Jacquetta’s motto, “sur tous autres” exudes power and autonomy
- the use of the masculine adjective “tous” (rather than “toutes”) indicates ascendancy
above all other people not just all other women.468 It is possible that Jacquetta’s motto
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obscures an earlier motto as it appears to be written over an erasure. Below Jacquetta’
motto and name on Harley 4431 are two subsequent ownership marks which take the same
form as her own. Her son, Anthony Woodville, Earl Rivers (1440-1483) inscribed his
presence as: “Nulle La Vault (Nothing is worth it or None equal her)/ ARivieres.”469
Similarly, Louis de Gruuthuse (1422/7-1492) wrote: “plus est en vous (more is in you)/
gruthuse”470 (Image 21). Jacquetta’s signature differs slightly from the other marks of the
flyleaf. Whereas Anthony Woodville and Louis de Gruuthuse reference their titles, Earl
Rivers and Lord of Gruuthuse respectively, Jacquetta uses her personal name “Jaquette.”
Personal mottos were used by powerful men and women on both sides of the
Channel. Whether the practice originated on the continent and migrated to England or
developed simultaneously in both courts is unclear, but an anecdote from Froissart’s
Chronicles indicates that some viewed the use of devises as an act of cultural appropriation
committed by the English. Shortly before the battle of Poitiers (1356), two knights, Sir
John Chandos and Jean de Clermon, had an angry encounter after discovering that they had
both adopted an identical badge of a blue lady embroidered on a ray of sun. According to
Froissart, Jean, the Frenchman, accused John Chandos, the Englishman, of stealing the
emblem saying: “Chandos, Chandos, this is so typical of you Englishmen; they can do very
little that is new to accrue honor.”471 While this story refers to the appropriation of a visual
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emblem rather than a verbal motto, the practices were closely related.
Many English kings and aristocrats adopted French mottos during the Hundred
Years War. Richard II used the French motto, “saunz departier,”472 Henry IV adopted
“Soverayne,”473 and Henry V used “une sanz plus.”474 Non-royal English elites also took
on French mottos. John Talbot, 1st Earl of Shrewsbury (d.1453) used the motto “Mon seul
desir” (My one desire), Lord Thomas Scales (d.1460) used “La non chalant” (Careless of
her) and Sir John Fastolf (d.1459) adopted “Me Fault Faire” (I must do/act).475 It seems
that by adopting French mottos, English kings and aristocrats sought to cultivate a
transcontinental identity, a posture that suited their claim to rule both England and France.
Jacquetta’s adoption of a French personal motto while living in England may have been a
similar statement of Anglo-French identity.
But where exactly did these French mottos come from? The incomplete nature of
the phrases suggest that they have been drawn from a larger verbal matrix. Their presence
both on and beyond the page (they are found in manuscripts but also on clothing and
jewelry) make mottos similar to the “portable” texts discussed by Juliet Fleming in her
monograph Graffiti and the Writing Arts in Early Modern England (2001). Here, Fleming
describes the early modern practice of collecting “worthy sentences,” “poesies,” and
“proverbs,” heard in sermons, passed in oral circulation among friends, or seen in books.
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Such excisable verbal units were recorded in commonplace books, painted on the walls of
bed chambers, and sewn onto the sleeves of clothing.476 Like these examples, late-medieval
French mottos should perhaps be identified as portions of text lifted from a larger discourse.
The textual corpus from which mottos are drawn cannot always be pinpointed, but some
French mottos used by English aristocrats seem to be traceable to continental French
poetry.
The first example of this relationship is the motto of John Talbot, 1st Earl of
Shrewsbury (c.1387-1453), a well-known English commander during the Hundred Years
War, famed for his success in Maine and Normandy. His motto, “Mon seul desir,” appears
on folio 7v of Cambridge, Fitzwilliam MS 40-1950, a Book of Hours made for Talbot and
his wife in the 1430s or 40s. “Mon seul desir” is inscribed on a scroll positioned between
the arms of the Talbot family and the arms of his wife’s family, the Beauchamps.477 “Mon
seul desir” also appears in BL, Royal MS 15 E.vi (The Talbots Shrewsbury Book), a lavish
codex commissioned by Talbot and presented to Margaret of Anjou on the occasion of her
marriage to Henry VI in 1445. The book is a collection of French romances and chivalric
treatises, including Christine de Pizan’s Les fais d'armes et de chevalerie (The Feats of
Arms and Chivalry).478
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On folio 2v, an illustration shows Talbot kneeling and presenting the book to the
new queen (Image 31). At the base of the page on a scroll is the inscription:
Mon seul desir
Au Roy et vous
E[s]t bien servir
Jusqu au mourir.
Ce sachent tous
Mon seul desir
Au Roy et vous

My only desire
is to serve
the king and you
until my death.
Everyone knows this,
my only desire
for the king and you (Image 32)

M.A. Bossy describes this passage as a “shaky rondeau” - it misses the refrain in the middle
of the poem and makes several grammatical errors.479 Despite its formal imperfection,
however, the insertion of this personal motto into a poem, and a forme fixe poem in
particular is significant. The phrase “mon seul desir” appears in two formes fixes poems
written by Charles d’Orléans around 1415, his Chanson # 28, “De leal cueur content de
joye,” and Chanson #36, “Comment vous puis je tant amer.” In the first of these poems,
“mon seul desir” appears in the refrain as it does in Talbot’s poem. Furthermore, one of the
rhyme pairs used by Talbot - “desir/ servir” - occurs within the first few lines of the poem.
The full Charles d’Orléans poem reads:
De leal cueur, content de joye,
Ma maistresse, mon seul desir,
Plus qu’oncques vous vueil servir
En quelque place que je soye.
Pour vostre vouloir adcomplir
De leal cueur, content de joye,
Ma maistresse, mon seul desir,
En desirant que je vous voye
A vostre honneur et mon plaisir,
479
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With loyal heart, content with joy,
My mistress, my sole desire,
More than ever I wish to serve you
Wherever I may be.
To carry out your will,
With loyal heart, content with joy,
My mistress, my sole desire,
Desiring that I see you,
For your honor and my pleasure,
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Qui seroit briefment, sans mentir,
S’il fust ce que souhaideroye
De leal cueur, content de joye,
Ma maistresse, mon seul desir.

Which would be soon, it’s no lie,
If it was the way I wanted it.
With loyal heart, content with joy,
My mistress, my sole desire.480

It seems possible that this poem or one like it is the source for Talbot’s motto. Charles
d’Orléans was held captive in England from 1415 to 1440 and his poetry is known to have
circulated amongst English readers. Such an inheritance may be showing through as Talbot
attempts to inject the phrase back into a French poetic context.
A second example of a motto drawn from a French literary context is the motto of
Lord Thomas Scales (1397-1460), an English war commander who served in Maine and
Normandy with John Talbot and Sir John Fastolf. On folio 64v of Westminster Abbey MS
21 the motto “La non chalant” is inscribed around the ascending “l” of the name ‘Scales.’
This mid-fifteenth century paper manuscript is a collection of French formes fixes poetry
and some longer French narrative dit including the work of Oton de Grandson, Guillaume
de Machaut, and Christine de Pizan. The name “Scales” and the associated motto appears
in the scribal hand at the end of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre au Dieu d’Amours and directly
before Christine’s Dit de la Pastoure. Westminster 21 seems likely to have been prepared
for Scales by several continental scribes and brought back to England at some point in the
mid-fifteenth century.481
Scales’ motto is somewhat difficult to translate and interpret - it is tempting to
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translate, “La non chalant,” as “The nonchalant [one],” or “the uncaring” but this fails to
take into account the feminine “la.” The motto is perhaps better translated as “Careless of
her” or careless of some feminine thing. As far as I have found, this phrase does not appear
in contemporary French poetry. But the concept of “Nonchaloir” is important in the poetry
of Charles d’Orléans and also surfaces in the work of Machaut and Alain Chartier.
“Nonchaloir” can mean “indifference,” “lack,” “apathy,” or “numbness” and appears in
some of Charles d’Orléans’ chansons and rondeaux as an allegorical figure.482
Scales’ “La non chalant” is not the only example of a French motto appearing in a
manuscript alongside French formes fixes poetry. On the first folio of UPenn Ms. Codex
902, a collection of formes fixes poetry created around 1400, the motto “Droit et ferme”
appears in the upper margin, written in a hand not found elsewhere in the manuscript
(Image 33).483 The Penn manuscript shares ten items with Westminster 21 including a
number of ballades by Machaut.484 In Henri Tausin’s Supplément au dictionnaire des
devises historiques et héraldiques (1895) the motto “Droit et ferme” is listed as the motto
of the royal house of Bavaria. This association has prompted Charles Mudge and James
Wimsatt to connect the motto and the Penn manuscript to Isabel of Bavaria or her
household, although Elizaveta Strakhov cautions that evidence for this connection is
inconclusive.485 Whether or not the motto can be connected to Isabel of Bavaria, the
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presence of a French motto in another collection of French formes fixes poetry is striking.
The association between French mottos and French formes fixes poetry may explain why
Jacquetta places her motto, unaccompanied by her name, in the margins of the Cent
Balades d’Amant et de Dame on folio 387r of Harley 4431 (Image 25). Perhaps in the
context of a series of balades a personal motto was a sufficient marker of identity.
It seems likely that Jacquetta’s motto, “sur tous autres” was drawn from a French
poetic context. The phrase could be derived from the poetry of Charles d’Orléans. “Sur
tous autres” appears in Chanson #44 in which the narrator explains that Dangier cannot
prevent him from holding his beloved dear: “all his power cannot prevent/ my holding dear,
above all others, your noble person so very gracious” (Tout son povoir ne peut garder/ Que,
sur tous autres, n’ye chier/ Vostre gent corps, tresgracieux).486
There is however a more local, and in my opinion, more convincing source for
Jacquetta’s motto. On folio 96r of Harley MS 4431, near the top of the page, the phrase
“sur tous autres” appears in Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea (Image 34). Here, Othea,
the goddess of Prudence address Hector of Troy saying:
Me doit il de toy souvenir,
Car je sçay qu’a tous jours seras
Le plus preus des preus et aras
Sur tous autres la renommee,
Mais que de toy je soye amee ;

I must commemorate you,
For I know that always you will be
the worthiest of the worthy and will have
Above all others the renown
Provided that I am loved by you.487

It seems possible that Jacquetta drew her personal motto from this moment in Christine’s
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text. The Othea is one of the texts in Harley 4431 which Jacquetta marked with her name,
suggesting that she engaged with this particular work. If such is the case, we may be
witnessing the “birth” of a personal motto - the moment at which a phrase is excised from
its original verbal matrix and deployed as a personal identifier.488
As had been noted, Jacquetta inscribed her motto and name on the front folio of
Harley 4431. Her motto and name, presented in that order, also appear twice in the margins
of Pembroke College MS 307, a copy of Gower’s Confessio Amantis which Jacquetta likely
inherited from her first husband the Duke of Bedford. This suggests that Jacquetta adopted
this mode of self-identification globally, adding it to books she owned and perhaps also to
other material possessions. It seems very possible that her motto and name also appeared
on Cotton MS Otho D II before its flyleaves and margins were consigned to flames in the
Cotton library fire.
While the Duke of Bedford, John Talbot, and Thomas Scales had their name and
mottos added to bespoke manuscripts by scribes, Jacquetta added her identifying signature
by hand to the manuscripts which came into her possession from previous owners. Despite
this difference, the impetus behind Jacquetta’s inscriptional practice was largely the same
as her male contemporaries. She wished to mark her manuscripts with her social and
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cultural identity – she wished to sign herself as an Anglo-French aristocrat.
Before concluding this section, I would like to turn to one final example of an
aristocrat inscribing a name and personal motto onto a fifteenth-century manuscript,
focusing on an inscription in Cambridge University Library Ff. 1. 6. Usually called the
Findern Anthology, CUL Ff. 1.6 has become famous for its many marginal inscriptions,
with particular attention paid to the names of five Derbyshire women who were likely
involved in the compilation and copying of the manuscript. The collection, likely compiled
between 1450 and 1500, includes 62 items in Middle English including widely circulating
works by Chaucer, Lydgate, Hoccleve, and Gower, and a large group of short lyric poems,
several of which are found in no other manuscripts.489 While the contents are exclusively
Middle English, the collection includes three translations of continental French texts Thomas Hoccleve’s translation of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre au Dieu d’Amour, Richard
Roos’ translation of Alain Chartier’s La Belle Dame Sans Mercy, and an anonymous
translation of a small portion of the Voeux de Paon by Jacques de Longuyon.490
Additionally, some of the Middle English lyrics show the influence of French literature.
Item 15 is, in Rossell Hope Robbins’ words, “an elusive Middle English Roundel.”491
On folio 20v, above one of the unique lyrics in the Findern Anthology, is written:
“Margery Hungerford with-owte variance.”492 According to Michael Johnston, the woman
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who wrote this inscription was most likely Margery Hungerford (d.1485) wife of Edmund
Hungerford, knight (d. 1484). The Hungerfords were a well-connected landholding family
from the southwest. Edmund’s father, Walter, first Lord Hungerford, had been a Knight of
the Garter and an executor of the will of Henry V.493 Margery Hungerford was thus of the
same social class as other men and women known to use personal mottos in the fifteenth
century. The short, enigmatic phrase “with-owte variance” set in close proximity to a
personal name also seems very similar to the name-motto pairings discussed in this chapter.
The motto is, however, in English rather than French, a difference that may be explained
by the slightly later date of the inscription, likely made between 1450 and 1485. By this
period the Hundred Years War was drawing to a close and desire to declare oneself an
Anglo-French aristocrat may have been waning. Nonetheless, Margery’s English motto
was almost certainly influenced by the recent vogue for French mottos - her father-in-law,
Walter Lord Hungerford, sported the French motto “et Dieu mon appuy” (and God my
support)494, and the manuscript she wrote in was filled with translations of continental
French texts.
Like Jacquetta’s signature, Margery’s name and motto stand alone, unaccompanied
by the name and motto of her husband. Also like Jacquetta, Margery’s motto may be traced
to a text found in the manuscript which she signs. This time however, the connection
between motto and poem is almost indisputable. The Middle English lyric directly below
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Margery’s inscription reads:
Where y haue chosyn, stedefast woll y be,
Newyre to repente in wyll, thowth, ne dede,
yow to sarue watt ʒe commaund me,
neuer hyt with-drawe for no maner drede.
Thus am y bownd by yowre godelyhede,
Wych haþe me causyd, and þat in euery wyse,
Wyle I in lyfe endure to do yow my servyse.
yowre desertt can none odere deserue,
wych ys in my remembrauns both day and nyght.
Afore al creaturus, I yow loue and serue,
Wyle in thys world I haue strength and myʒt,
Whych ys in dewte of very dew ryʒt,
þy promes made with feythful assuraunce,
Ever yow to sarue with-owtyn varyaunce. 495
Where I have chosen, steadfast will I be
Never to repent in will, thought, or deed,
you to serve in what you command me,
Never withdrawing because of dread.
Thus am I bound by your goodness
Which caused me, and that in every way,
To do you service while I endure in life.
no one else can deserve your deservedness
Which is in my remembrance both day and night.
Before all creatures, I love and serve you,
while in this world I have strength and might,
I owe a debt very rightfully due
[for] thy promise made in faithful assurance,
Ever you to serve without variance.
This remarkable example drives home the relationship between mottos and literature, or
perhaps specifically mottos and poetry. It also demonstrates how a motto might be derived
from a manuscript context, lifted from a block of text to serve as a personal identifier.
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While Jacquetta and Margery chose mottos from different languages, from French and
English poetry respectively, both women seem to be using their reading to fashion a
personal identity. Furthermore, each of these women chose to inscribe her presence onto
the physical codex, leaving a material reminder of her identity for those who might
subsequently peruse the book.

III. ‘Margaret R, the kynges modyr’
Between 1468 and 1509, Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry Tudor, marked a
wide variety of textual artifacts. She signed household accounts, letters, civic documents,
manuscripts, and early printed books. Like Christine and Jacquetta, Margaret used the form
of her signature to encode authority and to express and shape her identity. Over the course
of her eventful life, she adapted her signature to reflect her new social and political position.
In particular, she cultivated a public persona as the king’s mother, using various forms of
the phrase “modyr to the king” to style herself as a nurturing advisor to the king and a
benevolent mother to the English people.
Before her son became king of England, Margaret Beaufort, Countess of
Richmond, signed her name as “M. Rychemond.”496 This was the typical way in which an
aristocrat signed his or her name on documents - the Christian name was abbreviated and
followed by a title. One of the earliest examples of this form of her signature is found in
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Westminster Abbey Muniment, 12182, a household account of Margaret and her husband
Sir Henry Stafford dated to 1468. During the first decade or so of her son’s reign, from
about 1485-1497, Margaret continued to sign her name in this way. However, in 1498, she
changed her signature, and began to sign documents as “Margaret R.” Michael Jones and
Malcolm Underwood, the authors of the most comprehensive biography of Margaret
Beaufort, believe that this change was related to the governmental role which she had
begun to play at Collyweston, her household in the Midlands. In the early years of Henry’s
reign, she developed a substantial household at this site, hosting resident aristocrats and
bishops and establishing a court of equity that addressed local concerns. Starting in 1498,
she began signing civic documents and letters to the mayor of Coventry, as “Margaret R.,”
adopting a signature that Jones and Underwood term “distinctly regal.” The new signature
resembled the royal monogram “H.R” (Henrici Rex) employed by her son since August
1492. It also resembled Queen Elizabeth of York’s signature, “Elizabeth R.” Whether
Margaret intended the abbreviated ‘R’ to signify “Richmond” or “Regina” is unclear.497
Perhaps this ambiguity was intentional.
Margaret’s claim to royal authority was based upon her relationship to her son, the
king. Before changing her signature, Margaret worked to shift her identity from the
aristocratic wife of Lord Stanley, to the queenly mother of King Henry. She was declared
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a “femme sole” by an act of parliament in 1485, making her legally and economically
independent of her living husband. She later emphasized the separation by securing her
husband’s permission to take a vow of chastity in 1499.498 Margaret’s relationship to her
son was emphasized through a ‘tag’ that appeared frequently alongside her name - the
phrase “modyr to the kynge” or “the kynges modyr.” Whether this form of identification
was authored by Margaret herself or applied to her by others is unclear. Whatever its origin,
the appellation gained traction, appearing in numerous documents,499 printed book
dedications, and inscriptions written in Margaret’s own hand.
The earliest printed book dedicated to Margaret is William Caxton’s Blanchardyn
and Eglantine, printed in 1489. In the prologue, Caxton dedicates the work to “my lady
Margarete duchesse of Somercete, Moder vnto our natural & souerayn lord and most
Crysten Kynge henry the seuenth.”500 Caxton goes on to explain that Margaret brought him
a copy of the work in French and asked him to “translate it in to our maternal & englysh
tongue.” A year later, Caxton named Margaret in the same way in the Epilogue to the
Fifteen Oes, printed in 1490, noting that he printed the work at the commandment of
Elizabeth, “Quene of England & of Fraunce” and also “Margarete Moder vnto our souerayn
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lorde the kyng.”501 Wynkyn de Worde, Caxton’s successor, continued this mode of naming
Margaret. In a verse envoy at the beginning of his edition of the Scala Perfeccionis (1494)
he dedicates the work “unto the right noble Margaret, as you see,/ The kyngis moder of
excellent bounte.”502
Around the time that these printed dedications appeared, Margaret added
handwritten dedications to two books, using a form of self-styling that matched the form
used by William Caxton and Wynkyn de Worde. The first inscription is found in a Book
of Hours (now Cambridge, St. John’s College MS 474) which Margaret gave to Lady Ann
Shirley. The book was probably given to Anne on the occasion of her marriage to Sir Ralph
Shirley, a servant in Margaret’s household. Margaret was involved in arranging the match
and the indenture of the marriage was presented for her approval on 10 April 1502.503 The
gift was a fine Book of Hours, likely obtained by Margaret’s father John Beaufort during
his campaigns in France. Margaret inscribed the book on folio 12v at the end of the
kalendar:
My good lady Shyrley pray for
Me that gevythe yow thys boke
I hertely pray yow/ Margaret/
moder to the kynge 504
The phrase “moder to the kynge” adds a personal, intimate touch to the signature. It
highlights Margaret’s role as nurturing mother, a role born out in the gift of a Book of
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Hours to a younger woman. As Rebecca Krug notes in her monograph Reading Families,
Books of Hours were often given by mothers to daughters and were used as a tool for
literate and spiritual learning.505 At the same time the phrase clearly emphasizes Margaret’s
high social and political status as the mother of the king.
The second book which Margaret inscribed with a personal dedication is a copy of
Wynkyn de Worde’s Scala Perfeccionis (1494). This copy, now held at the Yale University
Library,506 was given to Lady Mary Roos, daughter of Sir Richard Roos (1410-1482),
courtier and poet. She married Sir Giles Capel and left her name as “Dame Capll” in several
places throughout the book. On signature a4 are two inscriptions from Queen Elizabeth of
York and Lady Margaret respectively which read:
I pray you pray for me
Elysabeth ye quene
[and]
Mastres Rosse y truste yn youre prayeres
the whiche y pray yow may be partener
of - Margaret R the kynges
modyr 507
Margaret’s signature in this book is notable for two reasons. First, her personal name is
accompanied by an ‘R.’ As noted above, Margaret began to use this regal form of signature
on civic documents in 1498. It is interesting to see that Margaret applied this public
signature to personal dedications as well. Second, Margaret’s handwritten dedication of
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this book to Lady Roos mirrors Wynkyn de Worde’s printed dedication to Margaret, a
dedication to “Margaret, the kyngis moder.” Although the Yale copy has been subsequently
rebound and the verse envoy placed at the end of the book, this dedication would have
originally appeared following signature a4, on the page facing Margaret’s handwritten
dedication.508 Thus Margaret’s autograph inscription, and specifically her use of the phrase
“the kynges modyr,” would have literally mirrored the printed dedication.
In addition to the two handwritten dedications in Lady Shirley’s Book of Hours and
Lady Roos’ Scala Perfeccionis, Margaret wrote an inscription in one further printed book
- a copy of The Fayttes of Armes and of Chyvalrye (1489), a translation of Christine de
Pizan’s Livre des fais d’armes et de chivalerie produced by William Caxton and dedicated
to Margaret’s son Henry VII. The signed copy is now Huntington Library 59139. Like the
other two books Margaret signed, this volume was a gift but on this occasion Margaret was
the recipient rather than the giver. On signature A7v she wrote:
Thys booke the kynge gave to me
M Rychemound 509
Although Margaret does not call herself the king’s mother in this inscription, she highlights
her intimate relationship to the king by noting that he gave her the book. Catherine Nall,
who discovered this inscription in 2013, suggests that the signed copy may have been one
of several presentation copies which Henry received from Caxton - the Huntington copy is
highly decorated and includes the Tudor rose.510 It seems natural that Henry should have
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given one of these copies to his mother. Margaret likely received and signed the book
before 1498, since she uses the earlier form of her signature - ‘M. Rychmound.’
Why did Margaret inscribe her own book? Her dedications in gifted books
memorialized her patronage, but why mark a book that was for her own personal use? First,
while the book may have been a personal possession it was not necessarily private. It is
very likely that this and other books in Margaret’s collection circulated amongst members
of her household. The inscription would have served to identify the book’s source, marking
it as a container of knowledge emanating from the king but passing through the person of
Margaret.
The inscription could also be read as Margaret attempting to authorize her
possession of this text. Caxton’s epilogue defines the audience of the Fayttes as
emphatically male, saying that Henry wished the work to be printed for the benefit of
“euery gentylman born to armes & all manere men of werre, captayns, souldiours,
vytayllers & all other shold haue knowlege how they ought to behaue theym in the fayttes
of warre & of battaylles.”511 By stating that the king gave her the book, Margaret authorizes
herself as a legitimate owner and reader of the text - her status as a powerful political figure
closely allied to the king supersedes her gender. Her involvement in matters of state make
her a member of the last group of readers specified in Caxton’s epilogue: “all others that
should have knowledge of how they ought to behave in the operations of war and battle.”
If Margaret sought to identify herself as a suitable reader of the Fayttes of Armes,
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her efforts may have been aided by the fact that the author of the original French text was
a woman - Christine de Pizan. Caxton does not obscure Christine’s authorship - her name
appears in the table of contents, the rubric to chapter one, and in the first sentence of the
epilogue where Caxton notes: “thus endeth this boke whiche xpyne of pyse made.” Here,
and in the rubric to the first chapter, Christine’s name is printed as ‘Xpine’ a distinctive
signature that, as we have seen, helped to construct Christine’s authority as a writer. That
the form is preserved by Caxton and was visible to Margaret Beaufort is remarkable.
In addition to seeing Christine’s name, Margaret would have encountered
Christine’s first person voice in the opening chapter of the Fayttes. The chapter heading
reads: “the first chapytre is the prologue/ in which Crystyne (spelled xprystyne) of pyse
excuseth hir self to have dar enterpryse to speke of so hyhe matere as is conteyned in this
sayd book.” In what follows the narrating voice of Christine explains:
“I…entrepryse to speke in this present book of the right honorable offyce of armes
& of Chyualrye…And by cause that this is thyng not accustomed & out of vsage to
wymen whiche comynly do not entremete but to spynne on the distaf & ocupie
theim in thynges of houshold / I supplye humbly…contemplacion of the lady
mynerue…goddesse of armes & of chyualre/ which by vertue of hye entendement/
aboue alle othe wymen fondest & institutest emonge thother noble artes & sciences
whiche of the toke their begynnyg thusage to forge of yron & steel/ armours &
harnois…helmes [and] sheldes”512
Christine authorizes her writing on the topic of chivalry through the invocation of the
goddess Minerva, suggesting that if the fundamental technologies of war were authored by
a woman, she should be able to write about the mechanics, methods, and morals of war.
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Many of the topics covered in the Fayttes of Arms would have resonated with the
concerns of the fledgling Tudor dynasty. For example, chapter four discusses the three
causes of lawful war, noting that war is lawful if it waged for justice, against oppression,
or against usurpation. This last just cause could have been cited to support Henry VII’s
military action against Richard III who usurped the throne after the death of Edward IV.
As a politically active member of the royal family, Margaret may have taken an interest in
these chapters. It is perhaps significant that Margaret’s inscription appears not on the front
flyleaves of this book (a common place for an ownership mark) but at the base of signature
A7v near the start of chapter 8 on the selection of war leaders.
The Fayttes of Armes was not the only book on chivalry which Margaret owned,
nor was it the only Christine book in her possession. Margaret also owned a Middle English
copy of the Othea, given to her by her sister-in-law Anne de Vere in 1472. Like the Fayttes
of Armes, the Othea addresses the topic of governance. Both texts also fall within the mirror
for princes genre. As has been discussed in Chapter Two, the Othea models a feminized
counseling voice, offering a verbal template that could be used to counsel men in power or
pass political advice on to a son. In the work, Othea, the goddess of Prudence specifically
offers advice to the young prince Hector of Troy, guiding him towards good political
actions. While Margaret’s copy of the Othea does not, so far as we know, survive, it is
possible that she would have inscribed this book in a manner similar to the other
manuscripts and printed books which she gave or received during her lifetime. An
inscription which identified her as the “kynges modyr” would have been especially
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appropriate given the content of the Othea. By signing the manuscript in this way Margaret
could have highlighted her role as a mother-counsellor to the king.
Margaret’s inscriptional practices developed over time, reflecting her efforts to
cultivate a regnal identity and curate her reputation as a counsellor to the king and
benefactress of the English people. By inscribing her own books and books gifted to others,
Margaret used codices as material expressions of her identity. As in the case of Christine
and Jacquetta, Margaret’s signature endured, reaching the eyes of those who consulted her
books up until the present day.

IV. ‘Bremschet scripsit’
Around the same time that Margaret Beaufort was reading and marking her books,
a little known gentrywoman living on the Isle of Wight named Emalyn Bremshet engaged
in similar inscriptional practices. Like Margaret, she owned a copy of Stephen Scrope’s
Middle English Othea, a manuscript that is now held at St. John’s College, Cambridge, an
institution which Margaret Beaufort established.513 Emalyn filled the front and back
flyleaves of her book with writing, inscribing her name on four occasions and writing a
Latin prayer, a Middle English devotional text, and a list of family births.514 Like Christine,
Jacquetta, and Margaret, Emalyn used inscription as a vehicle for personalization,

Jones and Underwood, The King’s Mother, Chapter 7.
For a description of Emalyn’s family and a paleographic discussion of her annotations see Chapter Two.
As in Chapter Two, I move forward under the assumption that Emalyn is personally responsible for the
annotations in St. John’s College MS H.5, though I may revise this approach in a future version of the chapter.
Regardless of whether the additions were made in Emalyn’s own hand or by a man in her household, it is
clear that Emalyn played a prominent role in the customization of the manuscript.
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identification, and commemoration. Additionally, in producing more extended
inscriptions, Emalyn might be consider the author of a new textual object.
On the back of the first front flyleaf of St. John’s College MS H. 5, Emalyn wrote
her name as “Emalyn Bremshet.” This inscription may be an ownership mark similar to
Jacquetta’s signature on the front flyleaf of Harley 4431. To the left of the name is a Greek
phrase surrounded by a box which reads “Paly Tharo” or “I regain courage”515 (See
Appendix 7B). It is tempting to suggest that this Greek phrase is Emalyn’s personal motto,
just as Jacquetta’s motto is “sur tous autres.” The hand, however, appears to be slightly
different and it seems more likely that the name and motto were added at different times.
The placement of the two near one another is however interesting. Emalyn may have
intentionally placed her name next to the motto-like phrase or a subsequent annotator may
have placed it next to her name. The order, motto followed by name, is consistent with the
format used by Jacquetta and other fifteenth-century aristocrats.
In addition to her name, Emalyn added long additions to the front and back
flyleaves of the manuscript, working to personalize the book for her own use. The types of
additions which she made, prayers and notes on family events, are very similar to
annotations found in contemporary Books of Hours and Psalters. In Marking the Hours,

Theodore Markopoulus, “Language Contact in the Middle Ages: Rhodes under the Hospitallers” in
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Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2013), 114.
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Eamon Duffy discusses numerous books that were customized for or by their owners.516
Some books were personalized at the stage of production, while other books were
personalized through annotations and additions by subsequent owners.
One way to customize a book was to add a personal name to prayers. For example,
the De Bois Hours, written for Hawisia De Bois in the 1330s, includes a series of prayers
personalized for Hawisia through the inclusion of phrases such as “libera me Hawisiam
famulam tuam ab omne opere malo.”517 Emalyn added a similarly personalized prayer to
the back of the second flyleaf of St. John’s College MS H.5. She writes out a long Latin
prayer which includes the line: “Libera me famulam tuam Emelena[m] ab o[mn]ib[us]
peccatie meie et t[ri]bulacionibus meie” (Free me, your servant Emelen, from all of my
sins and my tribulations) (Image 11).
Emalyn’s inscription of family information at the back of the volume is also in
keeping with the way in which medieval readers personalized Books of Hours. Records of
births, deaths, and sometimes marriages are among the most common additions found in
Books of Hours. These details are frequently added in the kalendar and served as a record
of family history and a way to determine seniority of inheritance. 518 The
Beaufort/Beauchamp Hours (now BL Royal MS 2 A XVIII) provides a good example of
this kind of annotation. Throughout the kalender, found on folios 28r-33v, subsequent
owners wrote family information. Margaret Beauchamp recorded the birth of her daughter
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Margaret Beaufort and her grandson Henry Tudor. Margaret Beaufort, who inherited the
book from her mother, recorded the birth of her grandchildren - prince Arthur, princess
Margaret, and the future Henry VIII. 519 Emalyn, though lacking the framework of a
kalender, records the births of her children with calendric precision, including the day,
month, year, and location of the birth, the child’s name, and his or her designated
godparents (Appendix 7D). In this way she inscribed her personal family history on to the
pages of her book.
The final addition which Emalyn made to her book, a Middle English text on the
Virgin’s Five Sorrows, is once again in keeping with annotations found in Books of Hours.
Duffy cites multiple examples of readers supplementing their Books of Hours with
additional devotional texts. One manuscript, CUL Ii.6.2, a Book of Hours owned by a
fifteenth-century gentry family in Suffolk (the Roberts), bears inscriptions that are
remarkably similar to those added by Emalyn to St. John’s College MS H.5. Both sets of
flyleaf inscriptions are written across the page in single columns in an untrained hand and
fill most available space. The content is also similar - additions to the Roberts Book of
Hours include Latin prayers to Mary and Jesus, a rhyme royal stanza on the merits of the
mass (probably by Lydgate), Middle English devotional instructions on how to prepare
against sudden death, records of the births of five of Thomas Roberts’ children, and the
name ‘Edmund Roberts’ inscribed multiple times in the margins.520
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Despite the copious similarities between the types of annotations added to Books
of Hours and Emalyn’s additions to St. John’s College MS H.5, the fact remains that
Emalyn inscribed not a Book of Hours but a Middle English translation of Christine de
Pizan’s Epistre Othea. Why did Emalyn annotate this literary book as though it were a
devotional book? As has been discussed in Chapter Two, the annotations are not
necessarily out of keeping with the chivalric text. Christine’s poem develops a concept of
“spiritual chivalry” that might compliment more mainstream devotional practice. It seems
that through her additions Emalyn is adapting the book to her own personal needs, changing
the book to fit her devotional and familial interests. In her monograph Reading Families,
Rebecca Krug argues that this kind of personalization was common - women readers could
make a book into a different textual object through inscription, “transforming the written
text itself through the addition of writing that supplemented the original.”521
Emalyn can therefore be consider the “author” of a new textual object. The term
“author” may seem out of place here since marginal inscriptions are rarely considered as a
site for authorship. Scholars consistently use phrases such as “wrote out” or “copied” to
describe the activities of book owners/annotators, implying that this activity is a mere
physical transfer of textual material from one surface to another rather than a creative
incorporation or adaptation. I do not wish to suggest that Emalyn and other annotators
considered themselves to be “authors” in the modern sense of creating an original, unique
text. However, I do wish to argue that they saw their activity as more than rudimentary
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copying.
The signature which Emalyn left at the bottom of the Middle English Five Sorrows
of the Virgin suggests that she viewed marginal inscription as an act which created new,
personal meaning. She concludes the text with the statement: “Bremschet Scripcit”
(Bremschet wrote [this]) (Image 12). The Latin verb “scribo” can refer to the physical act
of writing or drawing but it can also imply intellectual activity, the act of composing a letter
or poem.522 It seems possible that Emalyn viewed her act of writing as a mixture of these
two meanings, as both a physical and intellectual act. She clearly drew her content and
likely also some of her language from a contemporary source (or sources) but she adapted
this material in certain meaningful ways.
A Middle English Five Sorrows that is quite similar to Emalyn’s can be found in
the Thornton Manuscript (Lincoln Cathedral Ms. 91). On folio 177v, there is a Middle
English prayer on Mary’s Five Joys and Sorrows, possibly by Richard Rolle. It is written
in the voice of the supplicant, asking Mary to “have mercy on me synfull wreche.” 523 The
speaker moves through Mary’s five joys and five sorrows, first describing two joys, the
conception and birth of Christ, then five sorrows, the prophecy of Symeon, the loss of Jesus
in the temple, the taking of Jesus by the Jews, the Crucifixion, and the holding of Christ’s
bleeding body. After naming each sorrow, the petitioner asks for a specific spiritual good.
He or she hopes to be delivered out of sin for remembering the first sorrow, given true
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contrition for remembering the second, protected from bodily and spiritual harm for the
third, granted love of Christ and God for the fourth, and saved from damnation for the fifth.
The speaker then returns to the last three joys, Christ’s Resurrection and Ascension, and
Mary Assumption. Each joy and sorrow is followed by “Pater Noster, Ave Maria, Amen.”
Like Rolle’s prayer, Emalyn’s text lists the same five sorrows and describes the
same five spiritual goods that the supplicant will receive for remembering each sorrow.
Despite these close similarities, Emalyn’s text differs from Rolle’s in several important
ways. First, it does not include Mary’s joys, only her sorrows. Second, Rolle’s version is a
prayer, ready to be recited by the reader while Emalyn’s version takes the form of a
narrative with accompanying directions on how to turn the narrative into a prayer.
Emalyn’s text notes that after the assumption of our Lady, John the Evangelist wished to
see the Virgin and was subsequently ravished and shown a vision of Mary speaking to her
son. In the vision, Mary relates her five sorrows and Jesus answers, explaining the goods
that the petitioner will receive for remembering each sorrow. Following the narrative, is
the statement: “Of these foresaid words, Saint Anselm bore witness, for from these five
sorrows he made five orisons. But though we do not have those same five prayers
specifically, we may pray what God will for the time, having piece and compassion of Our
Lady’s pains [i.e. taking part in Our Lady’s pains imaginatively], and worship her and her
dear son Jesus at each of these five sorrows with a Pater Noster and her devoutly with an
Ave Maria. Amen. Bremschet Scripsit” (Appendix 7E). The reader is therefore instructed
on how to turn the narrative into a series of prayers.
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Another version of Mary’s joys and sorrows that might be set alongside Emalyn’s
version for comparison is a poem found in British Library MS Harley 2255. This version
appears as 45 rhyme royal stanzas and was probably composed by John Lydgate. It includes
fifteen joys and fifteen sorrows rather than five. It begins with a prologue in which the
narrator explains that he came across a book that listed Mary’s joys and sorrows and
showed a picture of a man kneeling and saying a pater noster and amen after reciting each
joy or sorrow. Seeing this, the narrator explains: “[I] took a penne, and wroot in my
maneere/ The said balladys, as they stondyn heere.”524 The ‘balladys’ that follow are
presented as ready-made prayers, complete with a pater noster and Ave in between each.
As was the case with Rolle’s Joys and Sorrows of the Virgin, Emalyn’s version
shares content with Lydgate’s poem but takes a different form. While Lydgate and Rolle
present their material as ready-to-use prayers, Emalyn chooses a narrative form and frames
her content with instructions for how the reader can transform the narrative into a script for
personal prayer, adding a Pater noster, Ave Maria, and Amen after the contemplation of
each sorrow. Although Emalyn does not write the five sorrows as poetry, it seems
reasonable to say that she wrote the devotion out in “her own manner” much in the way
that Lydgate did. It seems that perhaps Emalyn’s contributions to the margins of this
manuscript should be considered not just “literate” but “literary.”
In considering Emalyn’s devotional writing, it is worth returning for a moment to
the writing practices of Margaret Beaufort. Towards the end of her life, Margaret began to
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translate devotional texts from French into English as a spiritual exercise, probably at the
prompting of her confessor John Fisher. Two of her translations were printed by Richard
Pynson. In 1503, Margaret arranged for the printing of the Imytacyon and Folowynge the
Blessed Lyfe of our Sauyour Cryste, Book 4 of which was her own translation. The fourth
book concerned the preparations necessary for receiving the sacrament. Susan Powell
describes the book as “highly wrought and affective, mingling guidance with emotional
prayers addressed by the sinner to Jesus Christ, by Christ to the sinner, and by the author
to the reader.”525 In 1506, Margaret arranged for the printing of The Mirroure of Golde for
the Synfull Soule, a Latin text translated into French in 1503 and translated into English by
Margaret shortly after. The text included seven chapters, a meditation for each day of the
week.526 It seems likely that Margaret consider these translations to be both an act of
personal spiritual development and an act of outreach, a way to spread devotion to a larger
reading population.527
Emalyn’s adaptation of a Middle English devotional text on the back flyleaf of St.
John’s College MS H.5, though more humble than Margaret’s public printing activities,
are nevertheless comparable on several counts. Both women adapted a devotional text to
their own needs, Emalyn rearranging and abbreviating a standard devotional text and
Margaret translating texts out of French into English. Margaret worked to make her writing
available to a large community of English readers through her influence on the printing
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industry. Emalyn may similarly have written out her devotional text for a household
community. St. John’s College MS H.5 likely functioned as a household book and may
have been used by numerous members of Emalyn’s family, a family that, according to her
own inscriptions, was quite large. Emalyn may have been addressing the household users
of her book when she wrote: “we may pray what God will for the time, having piece and
compassion of Our Lady’s pains.” Both Margaret and Emalyn engaged in acts of
devotional inscription that furthered their personal spiritual growth and reached a larger
reading community.528
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Margaret Beaufort and Emalyn Bremschet inscribed their books on the cusp of the early modern period.
Approached from the sixteenth century, the inscriptional practices of these women, especially their use of
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Conclusion
Literary scholars have long studied the paratexts that surround works of literatureconsidering the relationship between the text proper and the prologues, epilogues,
dedications, and asides added by authors, scribes, and printers. In this chapter, I have
examined another paratextual layer: inscriptions left by owners and readers in physical
books. Such “texts” are frequently overlooked, dismissed as marginal rather than as related
to the literature they accompany. As we have seen however, inscriptions left by readers
often show a deep connection to the text they surround, lifting words and phrases from the
text on the page or responding in complex and creative ways to the content of the
manuscript or printed book. Like authorial paratexts, these readerly additions frame the
text proper and shape its meaning for current and subsequent readers.
While ownership inscriptions are often noted by library catalogs and scholars, the
types of readerly additions analyzed in this chapter signify more than ownership, revealing
complex relationships between reader, text, and the wider world. Christine de Pizan
repeatedly inscribed her books, especially Harley MS 4431, with a visually distinctive form
of her signature, “Xpine,” in order to communicate her authorial identity to owners and
readers of her works. Jacquetta of Luxembourg inscribed the manuscripts in her possession
with a marker of her socio-political identity, using the signature “sur tous autres/ Jacquette”
to sign herself as an Anglo-French aristocrat. Margaret Beaufort actively curated her
identity as a counsellor to the king and benefactress of the English people by signing books
in her possession and books gifted to others with the phrase “Margaret, the kynges modyr.”
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Finally, Emalyn Bremschet used her book to develop a spiritual and familial identity,
adapting a Middle English devotional text for the use of herself and possibly her household,
and recording a detailed catalog of her growing family. All four of these women employ
inscriptional practices used by their male contemporaries but consistently adapt and build
upon these practices in order to articulate their personal identities with more specificity and
clarity.
Just as book history underwrites literary history, so studying inscriptional practices
expands our understanding of literary culture. By analyzing the names, mottos, and notes
left by medieval book owners we widen our consideration from authors and authorial texts
to readers, patrons, and the material practices that surround literature. On some occasions,
studying inscription gives us a special window into the literary activities of women and
non-aristocratic readers. Whereas patrons such as John Fastolf and John Talbot often had
manuscripts customized at the level of production, readers such as Jacquetta, Margaret, and
Emalyn personally modified pre-owned manuscripts that had come into their possession.
By studying inscriptional practices we expand our understanding of how women and nonaristocratic readers participated in late-medieval literary culture.
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Conclusion: Reading Across the Channel
In 1466, Alice Chaucer (c.1404-1475), Duchess of Suffolk and granddaughter of
Geoffrey Chaucer, transported a collection of books to her family estate in Oxfordshire.
The inventory recording this transfer (Bodleian, Ewelme Muniments 7. A. 47) lists fourteen
service books and seven literary manuscripts. The latter group of codices are described as
follows:
a quare of a legende of Ragge hande
(A Middle English or Latin saint’s life copied in an irregular hand)
a frensh boke of quaterfitz Emond
(A copy of a recent French prose redaction of Renard de Montaubon, an
early thirteenth-century chanson de geste concerning Charlemagne)
a frensh boke of temps pastoure
(Possibly Christine de Pizan’s Le Dit de la Pastoure (1403))
a frensh boke of le Citee de Dames
(Christine de Pizan’s Cité des Dames (1405))
a boke of latyn of the morall Institucion of a prince conteynyng xxvijti chapters
(Vincent of Beauvais’ De moralia principis institutione (mid 13th century)
a frensh boke of the tales of philisphers
(Guillaume de Tignonville’s Les Dits Moraux des Philosophes (1401))
a boke of English in papir of the pilgrymage translated by daune John lydgate out
of frensh
(John Lydgate’s translation of Guillaume Deguileville’s Pèlerinage de la
Vie Humaine (1426))529
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Alice owned a diverse collection of texts including a saint’s life, a romance, a protofeminist work, a mirror for princes, and a moral didactic treatise. Her list includes 1-2 Latin
books, 1-2 Middle English books, and 4 French books. The predominance of French books
might initially surprise us, given that Alice is the granddaughter of Geoffrey Chaucer, the
premier English poet of the Middle Ages. However, as numerous scholars have argued,
Chaucer, though he wrote in English, was very much a European poet, deeply engaged
with literary traditions on the continent. It was only in the fifteenth century that Chaucer’s
reputation as the “father” of English poetry began to develop, curated by poets such as
Thomas Hoccleve and John Lydgate.530 Both Hoccleve and Lydgate were active during
Alice Chaucer’s lifetime and Alice developed a patron-poet relationship with Lydgate.
Despite her engagement with English literature, however, Alice’s collection of books
reflects not an insular literary culture but a transcontinental one. Just as Geoffrey Chaucer
was a European poet, Alice Chaucer was a European reader.
This argument is supported by a comparison of Alice Chaucer’s book collection to
the libraries of her continental contemporaries. In particular, the library of Agnès de
Bourgogne, Duchess of Bourbon (1407-1476), shows striking similarities to Alice’s book
collection. Agnès’ library has been reconstructed and carefully described by S.C. Kaplan
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in a recent dissertation. Kaplan identifies fifteen books belonging to Agnès and lists them
as follows:
Pierre Crapillet d’Annoire’s translation of St. Anselm’s Cur Deus homo and Hugh
of St. Victor’s De arrha animae (Chantilly, Musée Condé, ms. 129)
Antoine de La Salle’s Paradis de la reine Sibylle (Chantilly, Musée Condé, ms.
653)
Frère Laurent’s Somme le Roi/ Mireoir du Monde (Yale, Beinecke ms. 204)
Les trois fils de rois ou les Croniques de Naples (Paris, BnF fr. 92)
Luce de Gast’s Tristan en prose (Paris, BnF fr. 334)
Livre de Sydrac (Paris, BnF fr. 762)
Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea (Paris, BnF fr. 848)
Adenet le Roi’s Cléomadès (Paris, BnF fr. 1456)
Gautier de Coinci’s Vie et miracles de Nostre Dame (Paris, BnF fr.1533)
Recueil ascétique (Paris, BnF fr. 1793)
Christine de Pizan’s Livre de la cité des Dames (Paris, BnF fr. 24293)
Guillaume de Digulleville’s Pèlerinage de l’âme en prose (Chantilly ms. 140)
Book of Hours (BnF lat. 1183)
Bible moralisee (BnF fr. 167)
Vie et légende de sainte Barbe and Passion Jhesucrist (BnF fr. 975)531

531

Kaplan, Transmission of Knowledge, 309-356. Kaplan notes that the first eleven manuscripts in this list
contain a posthumous ex libris mark which reads: “Ce livre fut a feu madame Agnes de Bourgoigne en son
vivant duchesse de Bourbonnais e d’Auvergne.” Chantilly ms. 140, Digulleville’s Pèlerinage, contains a
slightly different ex libris which reads: “Se livre est a madame de Bourbon, quy le trouvera sy le luy
rande.” Two additional manuscripts, a Book of Hours and a Bible moralise, have been identified as
belonging to Agnès by Ilona Hans-Collas and Hanno Wijsman based on evidence from inventories and
content relevant to Agnès. One final manuscript, a Vie et légende de saint Barbe, contains the ex libris of
Agnès’ daughter-in-law, Jeanne de France, as well as a note of payment for book-related costs at Moulins
(the ducal library of Bourbon) recorded on the flyleaf and dated 1445.
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The similarities between the book collections of the two Duchesses are quickly evident.
First, Alice and Agnès each owned two texts by Christine de Pizan, one of which, the Cité
des Dames, overlaps. Agnès likely inherited her copy of the Cité des Dames (Paris, BnF
fr. 24293) from her father, John the Fearless, or her mother, Margaret of Bavaria.532 Alice
may have come to possess her copy of the Cité through her first or second husband, Thomas
Montagu or William de la Pole, both of whom fought in France in 1420s and 30s and likely
returned to England with French manuscripts. Alice might alternatively have acquired the
book during one of her own trips to the continent, perhaps returning with the book when
she accompanied Margaret of Anjou back to England for her marriage to Henry VI in 1445.
Carol Meale suggests that a number of French books entered England around this time
including a copy of the City of Ladies (now BL Royal MS 19 A XIX).533 In addition to the
Cité des Dames, Alice and Agnès also both owned a version of Guillaume de Deguileville’s
pilgrimage trilogy. Alice possessed John Lydgate’s 1426 translation of the first part of
Deguileville’s trilogy, Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine. Agnès owned a copy of the Le
Pèlerinage de l'Âme, the second part of Deguileville’s trilogy.534
Beyond these direct overlaps in texts, the generic composition of the two collections
is quite similar. Agnès owned a number of texts in the romance genre including Les trois

532

Album Christine de Pizan, 531.
Meale, “Reading Women’s Culture,” 89-90.
534
Charlotte de Savoie (1441/3-1483) also owned two Christine de Pizan manuscripts and a portion of
Deguileville’s pilgrimage trilogy. An inventory of the queen’s goods made in 1484 lists a copy of the Cité
des Dames and the Epistre Othea. A manuscript of Deguileville’s Le Pèlerinage de la Vie Humaine bearing
the queen’s coat of arms recently came on to the market and was purchased by Heribert Tenschert. Anne
Marie Legaré, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library and Illuminators” Journal of the Early Book Society 4
(2001): 32 - 67.
533
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fils de rois, Tristan en prose, and Cléomadès. This group of texts is comparable to Alice’s
Les quatres fils Aymon, a prose adaptation of a thirteenth-century chason de geste. Agnès’s
Trois fils de rois is especially similar to Alice’s Les quatres fils Aymon - the former tells
the story of three princes pursuing adventures in Sicily and fighting the Turks while the
latter relates how four sons of a Duke adventure in Ardennes and Gascony and crusade in
the Holy Land. In addition to owning romances, each duchess also possessed at least one
saint’s life - Alice owned an unidentified “legende” and Agnès possessed a Vie et légende
de sainte Barbe.
Finally, both women owned a number of moral didactic texts. Agnès possessed
Frère Laurent’s Somme le Roi/ Mireoir du Monde, a work which outlines the Ten
Commandments, the Twelve Articles of Faith, and the Seven virtues and vices. Christine
de Pizan’s Epistre Othea, another book owned by Agnès, moves through a similar set of
Christian principles (Appendix 5). The Othea also offers political and moral advice through
the voice of Othea, goddess of Prudence, who relates edifying stories and quotations to
Hector, prince of Troy. The Somme le roi and the Othea are comparable to Alice’s “boke
of latyn of the morall Institucion of a prince” and her “frensh boke of the tales of
philisphers.” The first, Vincent of Beauvais’ De moralia principis institutione, is an
educational text offering moral advice to individuals in positions of authority. The second,
Guillaume de Tignonville’s Les Dits Moraux des Philosophes, is a moral didactic text
containing exemplary tales and proverbs.535

Tignonville’s text was translated into English twice during Alice’s lifetime, once around 1450 by
Stephen Scrope and a second time by Anthony Woodville around 1474.
535
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Although Agnès and Alice lived on either side of the Channel, these women
possessed very similar book collections. Both Duchesses owned a diverse library
containing saint’s lives, romances, proto-feminist works, mirrors for princes, and moral
didactic treatises. The similarities between the two collections suggest that Alice Chaucer
and Agnès de Bourgogne belonged not to separate reading cultures but to a single transcontinental literary community.
The case of the two duchesses is but one of many examples during the fifteenth
century of literary material and reading practices being shared between France and
England. As we have seen, men and women on both sides of the Channel often owned the
same or similar texts. Manuscripts containing the collected works of Christine de Pizan
were owned by Isabel of Bavaria and Jean, Duc de Berry on the continent and by Henry
IV and Jacquetta of Luxembourg in England. Christine’s Othea circulated particularly
robustly in both France and England, reaching at least sixteen known readers. Beyond the
works of Christine de Pizan, French and English readers such as Charles d’Orléans,
William de la Pole, and Thomas Scales mutually enjoyed French formes fixes poetry.
Similarly, French romances such as Jean d’ Arras’ Melusine and Les quatres fils Aymon
were owned transcontinentally, attracting readers such as Jean, Duc de Berry, Marie,
Duchess of Bar, Jacquetta of Luxembourg, Margaret of Anjou, and Alice Chaucer. Finally,
French translations of classical texts such as Vegetius’ De re militari and Aristotle’s Ethics
were read at the French royal court and by readers in England such as Sir John Fastolf and
William Worcester. The fifteenth century was also home to transcontinental reading
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practices. Male and female aristocrats on both side of the Channel acquired and
commissioned deluxe French manuscripts, often using the same scribes and workshops.
Book owners in France and in England also had their personal mottos inscribed on
manuscripts or added personalized annotations by hand.
These shared texts and reading practices provide evidence for the continuing
existence of a robust Anglo-French literary culture during the fifteenth century. While the
fifteenth century saw a rise in the popularity of English as a literary language, it is worth
considering how persistent interest in French literature shaped English literary history at
the end of the medieval period. A large number of English texts produced in the fifteenth
century were translations or adaptations of French texts, and French literature continued to
be copied and circulated in England well into the sixteenth century, and beyond.536 While
important work has been done on Anglo-French literary culture in the age of Geoffrey
Chaucer, more work on transcontinental reading communities remains to be done in the
age of Alice Chaucer.

536

A list of French texts translated into English during the fifteenth century includes but is not limited to:
John Lydgate’s translation of Guillaume de Deguileville’s Pilgrimage of the Life of Men (1426), Stephen
Scrope’s Middle English translations of Christine de Pizan Epistre Othea (1440) and Guillaume de
Tignonville’s Dits moraux des philosophes (1450), Richard Roos’ translation of Alain Chartier’s La belle
dame sans merci (1450), Anthony Woodville’s Middle English translations of the Dits moraux des
philosophes (1474-1477), Christine de Pizan’s Proverbes Moraux (1478) and Cordyal (1479), William
Caxton’s numerous translations from French texts including Les quatre fils Aymon (1489) and Christine de
Pizan’s Livre des faits d'armes et de chevalerie (1489).
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Appendix 1: Works by Christine de Pizan (1364-c.1430) 537
c.1394-1402

Cent balades (One Hundred Ballades)
Virelais
Balades d’estrange façon/ de plusieurs façons (Ballades in Strange
Fashion/ in Several Ways)
Autres balades/ Balades de divers propos (Other Ballades/
Ballades fro Different Occasions)
Lays
Rondeaux
Une complainte amoureuse
Jeux a vendre (Game-Poem for Sale)

1399

Epistre au dieu d’Amours (God of Love’s Letter)

1399-1402

Enseignemens moraux (Moral Teachings)

1400

Livre du Dit de Poissy (Tale of Poissy)
Livre du Debat de deux amans (Debate of Two Lovers)
Livre des Trois Jugemens (Book of Three Judgments)

1400-1

Epistre Othea (Letter of Othea)

1401-4

Epistres du Debat sus le Rommant de la Rose

1402

Dit de la Rose
Livre du Chemin de lonc estude (Path of Long Study)

1402-3

Une oraison Nostre Dame (Prayer on Our Lady)
Les .XV. Joyes Nostre Dame (The Fifteenth Joys of Our Lady)
Une oroison de la vie et passion de Nostre Seigneur (Prayer on
Our Lord’s Life and Passion)

1403

Livre de la pastoure (Shepherdess’ Tale)
Livre de la Mutation de Fortune

1403-5

Livre du Duc des vrais amans (Book of the Duke of Two Lovers)

1404

Une espistre a Eustace Morel
Livre des Fais et bonnes meurs du sage roy Charles V (Deeds and
Good Practices of the Wise King Charles V)

1404-5

Livre de la Cité des dames (The Book of the City of Ladies)

1404-10

Autres Balades (Other Ballades), second group

1405

Epistre a la reine (Letter to the Queen)

537

See Nadia Margolis, An Introduction to Christine de Pizan (University of Florida Press, 2011), xx-xxiii.
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Proverb Moraux (Moral Proverbs)
Livre de l’Advision Christine (The Book of Christine’s Vision)
1405-6

Livre de Prodommie de l’omme (The Book of Man’s Integrity)
Livre de Trois Vertus/ Le Tresor de la Cité des Dames (The Book
of Three Virtues/ The Treasury of the City of Ladies)

1407

Livre du Corps de policie (Book of the Body Politic)

1407-10

Cent Ballades d’amant et de dame (One Hundred Ballades of a
Lover and a Lady)
Une autre complainte amoureuse
Encore aultres balades (Still Other Ballades)

1408

Livre de Prudence

1409

Livre des Sept Psaumes allegorisés en françois (Seven Allegorized
Psalms in French)

1410

La Lamentacion sur les maux de la France (Lamentations on
France’s Ills)
Livre des Fais d’armes et de chevallerie (Feats of Arms and
Chivalry)

1412

Livre de Paix

1413

L’Advision du coq (Vision of a Cock/Rooster)

1416-18

Epistre de la Prison de Vie Humaine (Prison of Human Life)

c.1420-29

Heures de contemplacion sur la Passion de Nostre Seigneur
(Hours of Contemplation)

1429

Ditié de Jeanne d’Arc (Song of Joan of Arc)
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Appendix 2:
A. Christine de Pizan Manuscripts in England before 1500

G

Christine
Text
Collected
Works

MS Call #

Date

Made in Ownership

Harley MS
4431
British
Library

c.1415

Paris,
France

Epistre
Othea

Harley MS
219
British
Library

15th c

England
(?)

Epistre
Othea

Royal MS
14 E II
British
Library

14731483

Flanders

Epistre
Othea

Royal MS
17 E IV
British
Library

Late
15th c

Flanders

Epistre
Othea

Laud. Misc.
570
Bodleian
Library
Royal MS
19 A XIX
British
Library

c.
1450

England

14501475

France

Cité des
Dames

Other
Information
Isabel of Bavaria Made under
Duke of Bedford direction of
Jacquetta of Lux. Christine
Anthony
Acquired by
Woodville
Duke of Bedford
Louis de Bruges c. 1425
Henry Cavendish
Unknown

Composite
Miscellany
Campbell posits
English scribe
based on French
orthography
Edward IV
Includes Chemin
Edward, Prince
de Vaillance
of Wales
Arms of Edward,
Richard, Duke of Prince of Wales
York
and Richard,
Duke of York
Edward IV
Includes Ovid’s
Blank Coat of
Metamorpheses
Arms
Moralized
Listed in
Richmond
Palace catalog
1535
Sir John Fastolf
Scribe, Ricardus
Franciscus
Illuminator,
Fastolf Master
Richard, Duke of Badges of the
York (?) – father house of York on
of Edward IV
opening pages
Cecily Neville,
his wife (?)
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Livre des
3 Vertus

MS Fr. d. 5
Bodleian
Library
Harley MS
4605
Brit. Lib.
Royal MS
15 E VI
Brit. Lib.
TalbotShrewsbury
Book
Royal MS
19 B xviii
British
Library

1440s

England

Unknown

1434

England

Unknown

Epistre à
la Reine

All Souls
MS 182
Oxford

Epistre au
Dieu
d’Amours;
Livre de la
Pastoure;
Jeux à
Vendre
Ballade
from Les
Cent
Balades
(Les biens
mondaine
et toulx
les accessoires)

Livre des
fais
d’armes
Livre des
fais
d’armes

Livre des
fais
d’armes

English scribe,
English
miniatures
Written by a
Gascon scribe

1444/5 Rouen

Margaret of
Anjou

Presented by
John Talbot, Earl
of Shrewsbury,
to the new queen

Mid –
15th c

England

Unknown

c.1413

England

John Stevenes,
Canon of Exon
Jhon Elyot,
Rector of
Blakauton

Westminster 15th c
Abbey MS
21

France

Thomas, Lord
Scales

English scribe
Passage on
English
treachery
retained
Found in a letterwriting
formulary for
English
government
clerks and
officials
Likely acquired
by Scales in
France between
1430 and 1449

Trinity
College
R.3.20
Cambridge

England

John Shirley

15th c

Anthology
created by John
Shirley
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B. Christine Manuscripts in England possibly before 1500
Christine
Text
Cité des
Dames

MS Call #

Date

Made in Ownership

Other

Add MS
31841
British
Library
Add MS
15641, BL
Harley MS
4410
British
Library

15th c

France

William Burges
Esq. (19th c)

Bequeathed to
BL by Burges in
1881

15th c

France

Unknown

15th c

France

Livre de
Fais
d’armes

MS Bodley
824

Late
15th c

France

Edward Harley
Henrietta
Cavendish
Margaret
Cavendish
John Starkey
Denis Edwards

Acquired by BL
in 1865
Came to BL in
1753

Epistre
Othea

Cambridge,
Fitzwilliam
Add. 49,
CFM 22
Cambridge,
Fitzwilliam
Add. 48,
CFM 21

15th c

France

C. Fairfax
Murray (19th –
20th c)

In England by
the 16th century
– 16th century
English binding
and markings
Bequeathed to
Fitzwilliam by
Murray in 1905

15th c

France

C. Fairfax
Murray (19th –
20th c)

Bequeathed to
Fitzwilliam by
Murray in 1905

Livres des
3 Vertus
Livre de
Corps de
Policie

Fais
d’armes

C. Christine Manuscripts in England after 1500
Christine
Text
Epistre
Othea

MS Call #

Date

Made in Ownership

Other

MS 421
Bodleian

15th c

France

Unknown

Enseignemens
Moraux

Add MS
17446
British
Library

15th c

France

Unknown

16th c French
names
BL acquired c.
1615
18th century
French Table of
Contents
Acquired by BL
in 1848
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D. Manuscripts containing English Translations
of Christine made before 1500
Christine
Text
Stephen
Scrope’s
Othea

MS Call #

Date

Made in Ownership

St. John’s
College
MS H.5
Cambridge

15th c

England

Scrope’s
Othea

Longleat
MS 253

Mid
15th c

England

Scrope’s
Othea

Pierpont
Morgan M
775
Harley MS
838
British
Library

Mid
15th c

England

2nd
half
15th c

England

Sir Anthony
Babyngton (c.
1477 -1536)

Anonymous
Body Politic

CUL
Kk. 1. 5

2nd
half
15th c

England

Richard Haute
(d.1487)

William
Worcester’s
The Boke of
Noblesse
Hoccleve’s
Letter to
Cupid

Royal MS
c.
England
18 B.xxii
1475
British
Library
Bodleian Library, Digby 181

Anonymous
Othea

Other
Information
Scribe, Ricardus
Franciscus

Dedication to
Humphrey
Stafford (likely
presentation
copy)
Emalyn
Bremschet
William Porter
Dedication to
(several marginal Fastolf but not
annotations)
presentation
copy
Sir John Astley
Dedication to
(d.1486)
“hye princess”

Edward IV

Bodleian 638
Bod. Arch. Selden B. 24
Bod. Fairfax 16
Bod. Tanner 346
CUL MS Ff.1.6
Trinity College Cambridge R.3.20
Nat. Lib. of Scotland, Advocates 1.1.6

Miscellany
including
heraldry,
bestiary,
genealogy
Possibly
translated by
Anthony
Woodville
Contains
sections from
Christine’s Fais
d’armes

Findern MS
Shirley MS
Bannatyne MS
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Charles
d’Orléan’s
« Alone am
Y»

Durham Uni. MS Cosin V.ii.3
Huntington MS HM 774
BL Additional 17492
MS Harley 1439- England
682
1440

Charles
d’Orléans (b.
1394, d. 1465)

Ashburnham 133
Devonshire MS
Translated from
“Seulette Suis”
from the Cent
Ballades
Part of Charles
d’Orléans
Fortunes
Stabilnes

E. References to non-extant Christine texts in England before 1500
Christine
Text
“ditties,
livres, et
volumes”

Reference
Type
Literary work
Advision
Cristine

Owner

Recipient

Date

Christine
de Pizan

John, Earl
of Salisbury

1398/
1399

Collected
works

Literary work
Advision
Cristine

Christine
de Pizan

Henry IV

1400/
1403

Cité des
Dames

Inventory:
Ewelme
Muniments 7.
A. 48
Bod. Library
Ewelme
Muniments 7.
A. 48
Will

Alice
Chaucer

N/A

1466

Alice
Chaucer

N/A

1466

Anne
Wingfield
Harling
Anne
Stafford de
Vere

Lord of
Surrey

1498

Margaret
Beaufort

1472

Livre de la
Pastoure (?)
Othea
(French)
Othea
(English ?)

Will

Other
Information
Christine relates
in her Advision
that she sends
some works to
Salisbury
Christine relates
in her Advision
that she sends
manuscripts to
Henry IV
“frensh boke of
le Citee de
dames”
“a frensh boke
of temps
pastoure”
“a Frenche
booke called the
Pistell Othea”
“my boke with
the pistilles of
Othea”
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Othea
(English)

Letter (BL
Add. MS
43491, f. 12)
Inventory
(BL Add.
43491, fol.
26)

William
Ebesham

John Paston

1469
1480

Othea
(French)

MSS tree

John
Fastolf

Stephen
Scrope

c.
1440

Paston’s scribe
paid for writing
a “Othea pistil”
Othea listed in
John Paston’s
later inventory
of English
books
Lost “ur”
French Othea
used to produce
Laud 570 and
Scrope’s ME
translation

F. Early Print English Translations of Christine de Pizan
Christine
Text
Moral
Proverbs of
Cristyne
Book of
Fayttes of
Armes and
Chyvalrye
City of
Ladies

Translator &
Printer
Anthony
Woodville
William Caxton
William Caxton
(trans. and
printer)

Date

Bryan Anslay
Pepwell

1521

Book of the
Body Politic

Anthony
Woodville (?)
John Skot
Richard Pynson

1521

Robert Wyer

1540

“Moral
Proverbs of
Cristine”
Letters of
Othea

1478

1489

1526

Extant
Copies
2 extant

20 extant
copies

Ownership Other
Information
Unknown
Trans. made
from Harley
4431
Henry VII Caxton says
Margaret
received text
Beaufort
from Henry VII
Patron Earl
Richard Grey,
nephew of
Anthony
Woodville
Possibly made
from Cambridge
Kk. 1. 5
Attributed to
Chaucer
Titled 100
Hystoryes of
Troyes
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G. Reception of Christine in England by Text
Text

Epistre Othea

Date
Composed
1400/1

Total
# of
MSS
47

Fais d’Armes

1410

17

Epistre au
Dieu
d’Amours
Le Dit de la
Pastoure

1399

5

1403

8

Cité des
Dames

1405

26

Proverbes
Morales
Epistre a la
Reine

1400/1 7

Livre des 3
Vertus

1405

Livre de
Corps de
Policie

1406/7 10

1405

23

# of MSS in
England

Translation

# of Print
MSS

5
Harley 4431
Harley 219
Royal 14 E II
Royal 17 E IV
Laud 570
3
Harley MS 4605
Royal MS 15 E
VI
Royal MS 19 B
2
Harley 4431
Westminster 21
2
Harley 4431
Westminster 21
2
Harley 4431
Royal MS 19 A
XIX
1
Harley 4431
1
All Souls MS
182
1
MS Fr. d. 5,
Bod.
0-1 ?
Harley MS
4410? (Arrived
at BL in 18th c)

Scrope, 1440
Anonymous,
15th c

3
1

Robert
Wyer,
1540

William
Caxton

N/A

Caxton,
1489

Hoccleve,
1402

11

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Bryan
Anslay

N/A

Pepwell
1521

Anthony
Woodville
N/A

N/A
N/A

Caxton
1478
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Anthony
Woodville
( ?)

1

John
Skot,
1521
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H. Female Readers of Christine in England
Dates

Christine
Text
Collected
Works

Year
acquired
c. 1433

Jacquetta
of Lux.

14161472

Alice
Chaucer

14011475

Cité des
Dames ;
Dit de la
Pastoure

c. 1440
(?)

Margaret
of Anjou

14301482

Fais
d’Armes

1445

Anne
Wingfield
Harling

14261498

Epistre
Othea

c. 14501460

Anne
Stafford
de Vere

d.
1472

Letter of
Othea

c. 14401470

Margaret
Beaufort

14431509

Letter of
Othea;
Fais
d’Armes
Letter of
Othea

1472
c. 1489

Emalyn
c.
Bremschet 14651501

Before
1488

Husband(s) and Associates
John, Duke of Bedford (1)
Richard Woodville (2)
Margaret of Anjou, Edward IV,
Elizabeth Woodville, Anthony
Woodville
Thomas Montagu (1)
William de la Pole (2)
Fastolf, the Pastons, Lord Scales,
Richard Duke of York, Cecily
Neville, John de la Pole, Elizabeth
of York
Henry VI (1)
Alice, Jacquetta, William de la Pole,
John Talbot
Sir William Chamberlain (1)
Sir Richard Wingfield (2)
Lord Scrope of Bolton (3)
Lady Surrey, Elizabeth Scrope,
Anne Fitzwater, Dame Joan
Blakeney, Fastolf, Ricardus
Franciscus, Edmund de la Pole,
Edward IV, Thomas Howard Lord
Surrey, John Paston
Aubrey de Vere (1)
Thomas Reynolds de Cobham (2)
Humphrey Stafford, Anne Neville,
Margaret Beaufort
Edmund Tudor (1)
Henry Stafford
John of Gaunt (grandfather)
William de la Pole (ward of)
William Bremschet (1)
Elizabeth, Lady of Jervase, Alis
Lakyn, Eleanor Mustian, Agnes
Leey, Lady Anna Percy, Dame Jane
Bowyman, Sir Richard Lakyn, Sir
Charles Somerset, Master Richard
Maket, Abbot of Waltham
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Appendix 3: A Basic Timeline of the Hundred Years War 538
Year

Event

1328

Charles IV of France dies with no direct heir to inherit the crown.
A French cousin, Philip of Valois, is chosen to succeed, in preference to
an English cousin, Edward III of England.

1337

Philip VI of France confiscates Guienne, a fief belonging to Edward III of
England. The Hundred Years War begins.

1340

Edward III assumes the title “king of France” in Ghent.

1346

Battle of Crécy – English victory

1356

Battle of Poitier – English victory

1392

Charles VI, king of France, experiences his first bout of madness.

1407

Onset of civil war in France – rivalry between Dukes of Orléans and
Burgundy

1413

Henry V becomes king of England.

1415

Battle of Agincourt – English victory

1420

Treaty of Troyes – between the English and the Burgundians
Henry V granted status as heir to the French throne.
Henry V marries Catherine, daughter of the mad French king (Charles VI).

1422

Charles VI of France and Henry V of England die in the same year.
The Dauphin declares himself to be King Charles VII of France. Since the
English still hold Paris he establishes his court in Bourges.
Henry VI, less than a year old, is named King of England and France.

1429

Siege of Orléans – led by Joan of Arc – French victory
Charles VII anointed at Reims

See “Timeline: Hundred Years War,” Oxford Reference (2012), accessed online 12/13/17. See also
Anne Curry, The Hundred Years War (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).
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1430/1

Joan of Arc is captured by the Burgundians, turned over to the English,
tried and executed.

1437

Charles VII enters Paris.

1453

French royal forces win a series of battles recovering Aquitaine,
Normandy, and Flanders (with the exception of Calais) from the English.

1455

Tensions in England (including the madness of Henry VI) escalate to civil
war.

1475

Edward IV lands with a large army in Calais, attempting to revive the
Hundred Years War, but it dissuaded by a large bribe
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Appendix 4: Owners of the Othea
A. Owners of Christine de Pizan’s Othea on the continent
Owner
Louis, Duke of Orléans
(1372-1407)

Notes
Christine dedicates the first
version of the Othea to
Louis d’Orléans in 1401.

Jean, Duke de Berry
(1340-1416)

Came to possess the MS
originally intended for
Louis d’Orléans around
1408 or 9.

Philip the Bold, Duke of
Burgundy (1342-1404)
John the Fearless, Duke of
Burgundy (1371-1419)
Agnès of Bourgogne
(1407-1476)
Isabel de Baviere,
wife of King Charles VI
(1370-1435)
Charlotte de Savoie,
wife of King Louis XI
(1441/3-1483)

Manuscript
Intended recipient of the
Duke’s MS (Paris, BnF,
f.fr. 835, 606, 836, 605,
607).
Duke’s MS (Paris, BnF,
f.fr. 835, 606, 836, 605,
607).
BnF fr. 848

Inherited an Othea from
his father, Philip the Bold
Inherited an Othea from
her father, John the
Fearless
Collected works including
the Othea presented to
Isabel by Christine in 1414
Copy of the Othea listed in
a post mortem inventory of
her goods

BnF fr. 848
BnF fr. 848

BL Harley MS 4431

Not extant

B. Owners of Christine de Pizan’s Othea in England
Owner
Jacquetta of Luxembourg,
Duchess of Bedford
(1416-1472)
Anthony Woodville, Earl
Rivers (c. 1440-1483)
Henry IV
(1367-1413)

Notes
Inherited Harley 4431 from
her first husband John,
Duke of Bedford
Inherited Harley 4431 from
his mother Jacquetta
Othea likely included in the
collected works MS send to
Henry by Christine in
1400/3

Manuscript
Harley MS 4431

Harley MS 4431
Not extant
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Edward IV
(1442-1483)
Edward V
(1470-1483)
Richard, Duke of York
(1473-1483)
Sir John Fastolf
(1380-1459)
Anne Wingfield Harling
(1426-1498)
Thomas Howard, Lord
Surrey
(1443-1524)

Commissioned Othea for
his sons in 1478
Recipient of Othea from
father, Edward IV
Recipient of Othea from
father, Edward IV
Commissioned new Othea
around 1450
Bequeathed a “Frenche
Book called the Pistell
Othea” to Lord Surrey
Received a copy of the
French Othea from Anne
Wingfield Harling

BL Royal MS 14 E II
BL Royal MS 14 E II
BL Royal MS 14 E II
Bodleian Laud Misc. 570
Not extant

Not extant

C. Owners of Stephen Scrope’s Middle English Othea
Owner
Ann Stafford de Vere
(d. 1472)

Notes
Bequeathed a “Pistel of
Othea” to Margaret
Beaufort in 1472

Manuscript
Not extant

Margaret Beaufort,
Countess of Richmond
and Derby, Mother of
Henry VII
(1441/3-1509)
Sir John Paston (II)
(1442-1479)

Received a “Pistel of
Othea” from Ann de Vere
in 1472

Not extant

Paid scribe William
Ebsham for copying a
“Othea pistell”
Added copious inscriptions
to an Othea manuscript
Stephen Scrope dedicated
this copy of the work to
Fastolf
Scrope’s Othea
incorporated into a larger
chivalric anthology made
in 1461

Not extant

Emalyn Bremschet
(c.1465- after 1501)
Sir John Fastolf
(1380-1459)
Sir John Astley
(d.1486)

Cam. St. John’s MS H.5
Longleat MS 253

Morgan M 775
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Appendix 5: Structure and Summary of Christine’s Othea
Note: Bold chapters are associated with the Troy Story
Main Figure

1
2
3
4

Othea /
Prudence
Temperance
Hercules
Minos

Role in Structure
4 Cardinal Virtues

Summary

Prudence
Temperance
Force
Justice

Prudence is the mother of all virtues
Balance is necessary to good chivalry
Stableness in the face of misfortune
First judge yourself before others
Cultivate a good reputation and protect
women

5 Perseus
7 gifts of Holy Spirit
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Apollo
Phobus
Mars
Mercury

13 Minerva
14 Pallas
15 Penthesilea
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Narcisscus
Athamus
Aglaros
Ulysses
Lathonna
Bacchus
Pygmalion

23
24
25
26

Diana
Ceres
Isis
Midas

Counsel

Fortitude
3 Theological Virtues
Faith
Hope
Charity
7 Deadly Sins
Pride
Ire
Envy
Sloth
Covetous
Gluttony
Lechery
Lessons of credo

A king should show a glad visage to his
people
Vanity is the mother of all evil
Think well before you act
Be true and kind
Do not be changeable
Be like Mars in battle
Cultivate good speech
Arm yourself with wisdom
Combine war and wisdom
Love and praise virtuous people
Avoid the sin of pride
Avoid ire
Avoid envy
Avoid sloth
Avoid covetousness
Avoid gluttony
Avoid lechery
Remain chaste
Be generous give according to your ability
Cultivate virtue in yourself
Avoid poor judgement
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27
28
29
30

Theseus
Cadmus
Io
Mercury

31
32
33
34

Pirus
Cassandra
Neptune
Atropos

35 Belerophon
36 Maymon
37 Leomedon
Piramus and
38 Thisbe
39 Esculapion
Achilles and
40 Hecuba
King
41 Buissieres
Hero and
42 Leander
43 Helen
44 Aurora

Always help your comrades and friends
Love learned clerks
Love letters
Stay alert
Beware of the father if you have wronged the
son
Be devout and truthful
Pray
Keep death in mind
Ten Commandments
no false gods

obey your parents
don't kill

don't steal
don't bear false
witness
don't covet
neighbor's wife
don't covet
neighbor's goods

It is better to die that to do untruth
Value kin whether rich or poor if they are
good and true
Restrain your mouth
Trust nothing to be certain until you know
the whole truth
Trust science over sorcery
Do not trust someone you have wronged
If your prince is cruel moderate him by good
example
Do not set too much store in pleasures
If you have done your neighbor harm put it
right

48
49
50
51

Do not over grieve, show a glad visage
Just because one woman did ill does not
mean all are bad
If you have a daughter to give in marriage
choose wisely
Love of a worthy object ennobles
Don’t be brought to hasty actions by the
words of a messenger
Desire worthiness above riches
Do not disregard the counsel of wise men
Speak wisely and carefully

54 Jason

Be not an idle talker
Do not set youself against someone stronger
Do not be untrue to one who has done you
goodness

45 Pasiphe
46 Adrastus
47 Cupid
Corinis
Juno
Amphoras
Saturn
Crow and
52 Raven
53 Ganymede
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Gorgon and
55 Perceval
Mars and
56 Venus
57 Thamarus
58 Medea
Galathea and
59 the Giant
Godess of
60 Discord
61 Leomedon
Semelle and
62 Juno
Dianne and
63 hunting
64 Arachne
65 Dadomus
66 Troy
67 Orpheus
68 Paris
69 Antheon
Orpheus and
70 Euridice
Achilles and
71 arms
72 Athalenta
73 Paris
74 Fortune
75 Paris
Cephalus and
76 Lot's wife
77 Helenus
78 Morpheus
Ceyx and
79 Alchion
80 Troilus
81 Calcas
82 Hermofrodicus
83 Ulysses
84 Criseyde

Do not look upon evil things
Do not oversleep
Do not be overtrusting of yourself
Do not let delights overcome your reason
Stay alert
Beware of discord
Do not forget your misdeeds
Be careful who you tell things
Danger of leisure
Do not boast
Avoid too much leisure
Do not be deceived by your enemies
Avoid too much leisure
Do not ground great enterprises in visions
Avoid too much leisure
Do not seek the impossible
Turn your attention to arms not pleasure
Do not strive for unprofitable things
Avoid poor judgement
Never trust fortune
Do not make an ignorant man your chieftain
Don't spy
Believe wise men and their counsel
Do not put too much stock in dreams
Listen to good counsel
Do not believe the counsel of a child
Beware of cunning enemies
Be not hard to grant a thing that you can
easily give
It is ok to play games like chess when at rest
Beware of doubleness
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Patroclus and
85 Achilles
86 Echo
Apollo and
87 Dapne
88 Andromache
89 Babylon
Priam and
90 Hector
91 Hector
92 Polibetes
Achilles and
93 Polixena
94 Ayaux
95 Antenor
96 Trojan Horse
97 Illion
98 Swine of Circe
99 Ino
Caeser and the
100 Sybil

If you wrong a man beware of his friend
Have pity on needy people
Persevere in the pursuit of your goals
Do not disregard the counsel of your wife
Make sure your city is well supplied and
defended
Do not disobey your soveriegn or good
friends
Do not allow yourself to be dis-covered of
arms
Covetous leads a man to death
Do not love in strange kind
Do not be overprideful
Exile traitors
Do not trust false offerings
Do not think you are safe because of your
strength
Eschew hypocrisy
Do not share wisdom with people of rude
understanding
Consider not who speaks but what is said
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Appendix 6: Images

Image 1: Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea
© British Library Board, Harley MS 219, ff.111v-112r

Image 2: Trilingual Dictionary - © British Library Board, Harley MS 219, f. 147v
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Image 3: Presentation of the book to Louis d’Orléans and presentation of the letter to
Hector - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 95r & f. 95v

Image 4: Perseus/Perceval saves Andromeda - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431,
f. 98v & Cambridge, St. John’s College MS H 5, f. 9r (By permission of the Master and
Fellows of St John’s College, Cambridge)
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Image 5: Collection of Middle English Devotional Texts –
© British Library Board, Harley MS 4012, f. 1v

Image 6: “A ne” written in ascender - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4012, f. 51r
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Image 7: “Thys ys the boke of dame anne wyngefeld of ha[r]lyng” - © British Library
Board, Harley MS 4012, back flyleaf

Images 8 & 9: Minerva and Pallas & Penthesilea and her chivalric ladies
- © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 103v & f. 103v
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Image 10: Presentation to Humphrey Stafford - Cambridge, St. John’s College MS H. 5,
f. 1r (By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John’s College, Cambridge)

Image 11: Latin prayer - St John’s College MS H.5, flyleaf ii verso (By permission of the
Master and Fellows of St John’s College, Cambridge)
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Image 12: Middle English Five Sorrows and birth dates - St. John’s College MS H.5, ff.
60v-61r (By permission of the Master and Fellows of St John’s College, Cambridge)

Image 13: Record of Births - St. John’s College MS H.5, f. 61v (By permission of the
Master and Fellows of St John’s College, Cambridge)
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Image 14: Travels to the Holy Land and Jean d’Arras Melusine - © British Library Board,
Cotton MS Otho D II, 2r

Image 15: Antoine and Renaud de Lusignan leave for Luxembourg - © British Library
Board, Cotton MS Otho D II, f. 120v
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Image 16: Melusine bathing - from the Coudrette version - Paris, BnF, ms fr.24383, f. 19r,
Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.

Image 17: Melusine flying away as a dragon
- © British Library Board, Harley MS 4418, f. 214v
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Image 18: Pierre I, Count of St. Pol in chivalric regalia – Paris, BnF MS 4790, folio 152r,
Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.
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Image 19: Christine presents the book to Isabel of Bavaria - © British Library Board,
Harley MS 4431, f. 3r
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Image 20: "sur tous autres/ Jaquete"
- © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, front flyleaf

Image 21: Ownership Marks - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, front flyleaf
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Image 22: "Jaquette" - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 51v

Image 23: "Jaquete" - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 52v
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Image 24: "Jaquette" - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 115v

Image 25: "sur tous autres" - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 387r
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Image 26: Chapters 44-45 of the Epistre Othea - © British Library Board, Harley MS
4431, ff. 115v-116r

Image 27: Justice addresses Christine: “Xpine amie…” - © British Library Board,
Harley MS 4431, f. 293v
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Image 28: "Je, Xpine…." - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 323r

Image 29: "Xpine de Pizan” - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 237r

Image 30: Mottos of the Duke of Bedford and Anne of Burgundy - © British Library
Board, Additional MS 18850, f. 138r
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Image 31: The Talbot-Shrewsbury Book - © British Library Board, Royal MS 15 E VI,
f. 2v
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Image 32: Talbot’s motto in an enscrolled rondeau - © British Library Board, Royal MS
15 E VI, f. 2v

Image 33: “Droit et ferme” - UPenn Ms. Codex 902, folio 1r. Kislak Center for Special
Collections, Rare Books and Manuscripts, University of Pennsylvania (reproduced with
permission)
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Image 34: “sur tous autres” - © British Library Board, Harley MS 4431, f. 96r
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APPENDIX 7: Flyleaf Annotations - Cambridge St John’s College MS H. 5
A. Comparison of Letter Forms 539

B. Appearance of Emalyn’s Name

Images of St. John’s MS H. 5 reproduced by permission of the Master and Fellows of St John’s College,
Cambridge.
539
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C: Bramshott Family Tree

D: Transcription and Summary of birth dates, places and
61r – bottom
Jone Bremshot was borne att alcton castell on secion day the yere [and] rayne off kyng
henry the vii the seconde yere of his rayne the godmoder my lady gray and master roo the
godfadir the abate of boxley // Dorothe was borne att London xi day of auguste the yere
[and] rayne of kynge henry the vii the iiii yere of his rayne the godfadyr Sir Rychard lakyn
knight the godmodyre alis lakyn mastres chamberlaynes & mod Elenor Mustian //// Edward
Bremshot was borne at chest??
Hary Bremshot was borne at Chelsey the xvi day of june the yere and the rayne of kynge
harry the vii yere of his rayne the godmodyr my lady of northymbyrland sir Charles
somerset john bedyll master browne chanon of paulis
61v
George Bremshet filii William Bremshet & Emelene apud merton sexto die mensis
augusti dies sixti et felicissimus anno deus m iiii octogesimo octano
Et anno [tercium] regne (?) henrici
s[e]p[tim]e septum iii compat[re] [domine] (?) Nichola[s] gowshell et maistre Ric[ard]
Maket vicarius de godishell et comat[re] soror mea agnes leey +
to
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[George Bremshet son of William and Emelene Bremshet at Merton on the 6th day
of the month of August and in the most blessed year of our lord 1488]
And in the third year of the
reign of henry VII the godfather Sir (?) Nicholas Gowshell and Master Richard Maket,
vicar of Godishell and the godmother my sister Agnes Leey]
Edwardus Bremshet natus simit XXiii day of January anno vii regne henrici copatre abate
de Waltham Sir John Fescu et maistre Walsche selerinus de Waltam
[Edward Bremshet was born on the 23rd day of January in the 7th year of Henry VII’s reign
godfather abbot of Waltham, Sir John Fescu, Master Walsche, Selerinus de Waltam]
Elyzabet Bremshet natus simit vii die marche anno henrici octano comatre regina Elyzebet
domina Jervase et domina Anna Percy et compatre dominus vrmud (?) Camerarinus Regine
[Elizabeth Bremshet was born the 7th day of March the eighth year of Henry’s reign
godmother queen Elizabeth, lady Jervase, and lady Anna Percy and godfather lord (?)]
/// Lawrence Bremshet was borne the x day
of auguste the yere of the rayne of kyng henry the vii the x yere of his rayne the godmodir
dame Jane Bowyman and the godfaders the veker of carisbroke master hall and the veker
of shorwell //
Grace Bremshet was borne att Newcherche St. Rufus Day the godfadyre the viker of
Newcherche the godmoderes maisterys Genchard and Jone Yve
62r
Antony Bremshet was Borne att merston the viii day off novembre the rayne of kynge
henry the vii the xiii yere of his rayne the godfadyr the veker of godyshell the vekery of
arreton, the god modyr Annis Long // John Bremshet was borne at Merston the xx day of
December the xli yere of henry the vii the godmodyr hawles and odye
Summary:
Jone Bremshet, born 1487 at Alcton castell
godmother – lady gray
godfather(s) – master roo, abbot boxley
Dorothe, born 1489 in London
godfather – Sir Richard Lakyn, knight
godmother – Alis Lakyn
Other names – Masters chamberlayne, Elenor Mustian
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Edward was borne – likely 1490/91 – likely died young
Hary Bremshet, born 1494 at Chelsey
godmother – my lady of Northumberland
godfather – Sir Charles Somerset (?)
other names – John Bedyll, Master Browne canon of paulis
George Bremshet, born 1488 at Merston
Godfather (s) – Sir (?) Nicholas Gowshell, Master Richard Maket vicar of Godishell
Godmother – my sister, Agnes Leey
Edward Bremshet, born 1492
Godfather (s) – Abbot of Waltham, Sir John Fescu, Maister Walsche, Selerinus de
Waltam
Elizabeth Bremshet, born 1493
Godmother(s) – Elizabeth lady of Jervase, Lady Anna Percy
Godfather – Camerarinus (?)
Lawrence Bremshet, born 1495
Godmother – Dame Jane Bowyman
Godfathers – the Vicar of Carisbroke, Master Hall, and the Vicar of Shorwell
Grace Bremshet, born ? –likely 96/97 at Newchurch
Godfather – vicar of Newchurch
Godmothers – mistresses (?) Genchard and Jone Yve
Anthony Bremshet, born 1498 at Merston
Godfather – the veker of godyshell, viker of arreton
Godmother – Annis Long
John Bremshet, born 1501 at Merston
Godmother(s) – Hawles and Odyr

E: Transcription and Translation of Five Sorrows of the Virgin Mary
60v
I fynde and rede by holy mennes wrytyng that after owre ladyes
assumpcion seynt John the ev[a]ngeleste desyred to see that blessyd
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lady and after his desyre in spirte he was ravisshid and saw [that]
Blessed and wyfull sight and beinge in that vision he sawe
Where that she spake to hir dere sone in a maner of co[m]pleynte
Shewynge by hir wordys • v • p[ri]ncipalle sorowys the whyche
Tro belyd soreste her harte wyle sche was a lyve in Erthe
The ffryste sorow was in the tempyll after the ablacion off hir
Dere sone Jh[es]u when Symeon profecyid to hyr the passyon off hir
And sayde the of sorowe swerde of sorow schall pase thowrow
Thyne owne hert // The ij secunde sorow was whan she
Had loste hym ij dayis and the iij day sche had fownde hym
In Jerusalem settyng in the tempyll apposyng and asweryng
Ther a monge the doctorys // The iij sorow was when
Sche knew in speryt that he take of the wykyd Iwys knowing
well by prop[h]ecy that he wold suffyr dethe in redempcion of man
kynde // The iiij sorow was whan sche saw his body nayled to
the crose and herde hym w[ith] a lowde voyce be takyng hys speryte
In to the hondis of hys fadyr // The • v • sorowe was full grete
As whan sche hade hym in hyr lappe after hys dethe beholdyng
Fully petuusly his Blessed Body his vesage and all his [preste] wonddys
After that the glorius lady hade made her co[m]playnete to her dere
Sone on this maner of the moste in warde sorowys the wyche she
had on erthe then Jh[es]u her owne dere sune answyryd and sayde my
Dere and welbelovyd modyr ye schall well know that whate

61r
man or woman devoutely hathe pece and co[m]pacion of this
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grete sorowe and hertely prayrth yow for the ferste sorow I woll
As soyle hym of all her synnys and a mong my chylderen I ecene
hym to my Blys and who so prayit to yow for the ij sorowe schall
have by fore ther dethe vere and tru co[n]tricion of all her synnys
and p[ro]fite love and woso prayit to yow for the theryd sorowe
haveyng mynd a pon me whan y was takyn yff thay were or any
Of ther frendys be in p[er]son other in sekeness or in any deseseys
Othir Bodyly or gostly desseys and thay pray for hit to yow by [cause] of
Yow my dere modyr thay schall by delyv[er]yd and y schall socowre hem
In all tymes and save them fro sodon dethe and who that prayit to
Yow for the fourthe y grant hym bothe the love of god and man and
Thay schall have an grete joye in hevyn as thow thay had done to me
den service all her lyve tyme and thay that have co[m]pacyon of yowre
Feyth sorow praying devotely for that pituus sight thay schall
have of me full g[ra]ce and m[er]cy and full powre y geve to yow bothe of
Her bodyis and of ther sowho to do w[ith] hem whate ye luste of this for sayd
wordis sent ancellem breyt wyttnes for to these v sorrows he made
•v• horesonys

but thow we have not in ppecyall tho same •v• prayers

We may pray what god well for the tyme hayng pece and c[om]pacyon
of yowre ladyis paynes and worship her w[ith] her dere sone Jh[es]u att
eche of these •v• sorows w[ith] a pater noster and hyr devotely
w[ith] an avemarya Amen / / / / / / /
Bremschet Scripcit
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Translation:
I find and read in holy men’s writing that after our lady’s assumption, Saint John the
Evangelist desired to see that blessed lady and after his desire in spirit he was ravished and
saw that blessed and pleasing sight and, being in the vision, he saw the moment when she
spoke to her dear son in a manner of complaint, showing by her words five principle
sorrows which sorely beset her heart while she was alive on Earth. The first sorrow was in
the temple after the ablation of her dear son Jesus when Simeon prophesied to her the
passion of her [son] and said “the sword of sorrow shall pass through your own heart.” The
second sorrow was when she has lost him (Jesus) for two days and on the third day she
found him in Jerusalem sitting in the temple apposing and answering there among the
doctors. The third sorrow was when she knew in spirit that he had been taken by the wicked
Jews (?), knowing well by prophecy that he would suffer death for the redemption of
mankind. The fourth sorrow was when she saw his body nailed to the cross and heard him
with a loud voice commending his spirit into the hands of his father. The fifth sorrow was
very great – when she had him in her lap after his death, beholding very piteously his
blessed body, his visage, and all his pressed wounds. After the glorious lady had made her
complaint in this manner to her dear son of these most inward sorrows which she had on
Earth, then Jesus her own dear son answered and said “my dear and well beloved mother,
[if] a man or a woman devoutly has peace and compassion of this great sorrow and heartily
prays to you for the first sorrow, I will absolve them of all of their sins and welcome them
to bliss among my children. Whosoever prays to you for the second sorrow shall have
before their death strong and true contrition for all their sins and receive love. And
whosoever prays to you for the third sorrow, having mind of when I was taken off, if they
or any of their friends have sickness or disease in their person, either bodily or spiritually,
and they pray for it to you, because of you my dear mother they shall be delivered and I
shall succor them in all times and save them from sudden death. And whosoever prays to
you for the fourth [sorrow], I grant them both the love of God and man and they shall have
a great joy in heaven as though they had done to me service all their lifetime. And those
that have compassion of your fifth sorrow, praying devoutly for that piteous sight, they
shall have from me full grace and mercy and I give you full power over both their bodies
and their souls to do with them as you like. Of these foresaid words, Saint Anselm bore
witness, for from these five sorrows he made five orisons. But though we do not have those
same five prayers specifically, we may pray what God will for the time, having piece and
compassion of Our Lady’s pains [i.e. taking part in Our Lady’s pains imaginatively], and
worship her and her dear son Jesus at each of these five sorrows with a Pater Noster and
her devoutly with an Ave Maria. Amen.
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